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David Monks our RAeC Chairman

Welcome to the first newsletter of 2019.
As we all dust ourselves down from hibernation, if the unseasonal pre-spring weather has
been anything to go by then we are in for good flying this year.
The largest event on the Royal Aero Clubs calendar is looming. The Medals & Awards
Ceremony will take place at the RAF Club on Thursday 16th May 2019.
I am delighted to report there are a record amount of awards being given this year to a wide
and varied range of recipients. It will never cease to amaze as to the extreme lengths
individuals go to in order to achieve something that has never been done before. I hugely
admire the effort put in by those who are recognised. It promises to be an excellent awards
ceremony.
The next FAI World Air Games in Turkey was due to take place in 2020 has been moved to
2022 in order for FAI to supercharge the event. As I write the plans are still being put
together, venues are being confirmed and included disciplines are being discussed. After
spending a week touring the country last year, it is certainly equipped to hold the event and
there is no doubt it will be a great success. I will report information as soon as it is becomes
confirmed.
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It is my sad duty to inform you of the passing of The Chairman of The Royal Aero Club Trust,
Jim Crocker. He was a well-respected former Chairman of the Royal Aero Club and was also
the Chairman of the British Parachuting Association. Jim brought a wealth of enthusiasm
and passion to his role at The Royal Aero Club Trust. He very much believed anything was
possible and was a master of pulling things out of the hat. Jim was a huge character and
had great spirit. We shall all miss him immensely.
Here's to a summer allowing you to fulfill all your pursuits.

David Monks
Chairman
The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom
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jude@royalaeroclub.uk

FROM YOUR EDITOR

For some of us our New Year Resolution was to get more time in the air, but during the
first few weeks the weather did not play ball. But at least we were spared the “Beast from
the East” and hopefully given you time to read the combined Autumn/Winter issue of the
RAeC Newsletter. After week of summer-like February weather and it went back to
Autumn, but fingers crossed it’s stays now lovely wx.
Welcome to new RAeC Member association The Formula Air Racing Association (FARA),
2019 looks an exciting year for air sports.
By the time you read this issue we may be a little clearer as to where the “B” word leaves
us….. or we may be still in 8 oktas re GA pilot licences eg LAPL’s; GA movements from
UK shores if EU Member States do not accept licences that are not ICAO based; GA
Aircraft and/or pilot certificates; GA aviation insurance; etc.
It has been suggested that the Newsletter is too big for some of your inboxes, hence your
airsport association isn’t forwarding it to you. For a trial run this issue will be in 2 formats a
smaller version (only containing the following sections:- From our Chairman; From Your
Editor; RAeC News and Information; UK & EASA Aviation Regulations; Consultations; Is
Your Airfield Under Threat? and RAeC Member Profile) which your association can email
to you, with the full version available on the RAeC website.
Your feedback is very important for the way forward for your RAeC Newsletter. Please
forward your comments and thoughts to the RAeC General Secretary
secretary@royalaeroclub.co.uk and copy me in please jude@royalaeroclub.uk
There is a very informative article written by RAeC Council Treasurer & Vice Chairman
Matthew Bolshaw re aviation insurance, other interesting articles as well as reports from
RAeC Member Organisation members and others in this issue.
I hope you enjoy the increasing number of articles being contributed by RAeC members,
afterall this is your Newsletter to disseminate information about what you have been doing
and what is in the pipeline. Please email Newsletter contribution articles, information and
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jpegs (labelled please) to jude@royalaeroclub.uk. Where I have used information from
websites and other sources I have taken that, as usual, this will be with your blessing, with
photographs credited where known.
I seem to have acquired a couple more hats this year assisting with 2 amazing projects;
the 10th Anniversary Women’s Balloon Meet at the end of April (I might even get to have
my first balloon flight) and James Ketchell’s ( http://jamesketchell.net/ ) World Record solo
attempt to circumvent the globe in an open cockpit gyrocopter and inspire 1,000,000
young people along the way, by giving talks about his many adventures.
My thanks to Paul Tallet and Mark at Progression Marketing for setting the front cover of
this Winter issue and to The Adventurists https://www.theadventurists.com for permission
to use one of their photos.
Please send jpeg photos for consideration to be the next RAeC Newsletter front cover to
me at jude@royalaeroclub.uk

Jude Wordsworth
Editor
For further information on any items contained in this Newsletter, please contact the RAeC Office
at 31 St Andrew’s Road, Leicester, LE2 8RE or on 0116 244 0182 or at
secretary@royalaeroclub.co.uk
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The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom (RAeC) is the national co-ordinating body for Air
Sport in the United Kingdom.
Today its principal roles is to co-ordinate, promote and protect all forms of recreational and
competitive air sport in the UK, represent UK air sport internationally and has a major role in
setting technical standards, negotiating with international official bodies and, in consultation with
our member organisations, appoint UK delegates to the various Fédération Aéronautique
Internationale (FAI) Commissions.

RAeC NEWS
It is with great sadness that we report the passing of Jim Crocker, Vice President of the Royal
Aero Club and Chairman of the Royal Aero Club Trust.

The funeral took place on Tuesday 12th February 2019 at St Alphege Church, Solihull, B91 3RQ
and was very well attended.
Jim had been towering figure in the British Parachuting Association (BPA) and was their longestserving Chairman, a role which he fulfilled from 1983-90, after which he became their longestserving Vice President. Jim’s interest in skydiving emanated from his service with the Territorial
Army, firstly in the Parachute Light Regiment and subsequently as a Royal Green Jacket. He
won multiple National and International awards for his skydiving exploits and accumulated more
than 3000 sky dives and was also a qualified private pilot with more than 2000 hours in his log
book.
Jim became the BPA’s delegate to the Royal Aero Club (RAeC) where he served as Chairman
from 1992-1994 after which he was appointed as a long-standing Vice President. Jim’s
involvement with the RAeC led to him becoming involved with the Royal Aero Club Trust where
he was appointed as Chairman and Trustee in 2007. Over the years, Jim used his considerable
charm (and extensive contacts) to raise many thousands of pounds for the Trust’s Bursary
Scheme, benefitting a significant number of youngsters seeking to establish themselves within
their chosen Air Sports.
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In addition to his aviation interests, Jim held an Advanced Scuba Diving Licence and a Royal
Yachting Association Ocean Masters Certificates for Motor and for Sail, with commercial
endorsement.
By profession, Jim had worked in the legal profession for over 50 years and had accumulated a
quite incredible breadth of legal knowledge over a wide area of law. He was managing Partner at
Howell & Co Solicitors in Birmingham.
From the eulogy read by Charlie Shea-Simmonds: “Jim was a genuine larger than life character,
he was wonderfully generous and was a great family man, he was a natural leader who inspired
unswerving loyalty and he had a sparkling zest for life which was always infectious. In his final
months he demonstrated extraordinary courage and gritty determination - what a shining
example to us all.
Then there was his self-deprecating sense of humour – who else but Jim could have joked about
his often postponed ‘death by date’? Few have enriched our lives in the ways that Jim has and
his departure will leave a huge gap – he was, quite simply, a charismatic ‘diamond geezer’!”
All at the Royal Aero Club convey their sincere condolences to Jim’s wife Barbara and his
children Nick and Beth.
Should you wish to remember Jim proactively, at his funeral donations were invited favour of the
Royal Aero Club Trust, see the RAeCT section in this Newsletter about how to donate to the
RAeCT, something that Jim held very dear.

DON’T FORGET YOUR 5% discount from Pooleys
WHICH WILL ALSO HELP YES (LAA’s Youth & Education Support)
If you are ordering any flight equipment from Pooleys https://www.pooleys.com use the promotional
code YES at the checkout and you will be helping to support the work that YES (Youth & Education
Support) is doing in the community and you’ll get a 5% discount off your orders.

RAeC MEDALS AND AWARDS FOR 2018
Medals and Awards will be presented on Thursday16th May 2019 at the Annual Awards and
Presentation ceremony held in London at the Royal Air Force Club, 128 Piccadilly, London W1J
7PY.
THE BRITANNIA TROPHY for a British aviator or aviators accomplishing the most meritorious
performance in aviation during the preceding year is awarded to Peter Wilson - HCGB

Peter Wilson (L) on his 2018/19 Round Latin America as part of Three Journeys Round
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PRINCE OF WALES CUP for the most meritorious performance, feat or event by either a team
or a group during the preceding year goes to TEAM NFTO - BPA
GOLD, SILVER AND BRONZE MEDALS OF THE RAeC are awarded for outstanding
achievement in aviation during the preceding year, or over a number of years, principally, but not
necessarily, as a pilot.
SILVER MEDALS: for meritorious achievements in aviation or for those who have served the
Royal Aero Club, its members or a field of aviation for a long period or for pilots who have made
a major record setting flight awarded to:- Alan Chalkley - LAA, Charlie Huke - LAA, Dave
Howerski - BPA, David Phipps - BMFA,

Harry Hopkins - LAA,
Grant Crossingham – BHPA, Mark Jefferies BAeA, Tom Cassells - BAeA Theo Warden BHPA and Tony Uragallo - BP
BRONZE MEDALS: for meritorious achievements in aviation or for those who have made a
major contribution to the work of the Royal Aero Club, its members or to a field of aviation are
awarded to Claude Woodhouse - BGA, Bob King - BPA , Brian Davies - LAA, Derrick
Brunt - BMAA, Graham Saw - BGA, Jack Cameron-Pimblett – BHPA, Peter Kember LAA, Peter Watts - LAA, Stewart Luck - LAA, Tim Houlihan - LAA, Jen Buckenham BAeA, Julian Darker - HCGB, Oliver Chitty - BHPA and Paul Brice - BAeA

ROYAL AERO CLUB DIPLOMA for having spent many years serving the Royal Aero Club, its
members, sporting aviation, or Aviation in general by their meritorious endeavours is awarded to
Patrick Naegeli - BGA and posthumously to Jim Crocker - RAeC
The ROYAL AERO CLUB CERTIFICATE OF MERIT is awarded to those who while not eligible
for a major Royal Aero Club Award, have served the causes of Aviation in general or Sporting
Aviation in particular, by their work, devotion or initiative. 2018 recipients are:- Upward Bound
Trust - BGA, Bob McIvor - BMFA, Brian Birlison - BGA, Charlie Richardson - BHPA,
David Hunter - LAA, David Johnstone - LAA, Jennifer Burdett - BHPA, Kevin Meehan BBAC, Kim Newton - BPA, Malcolm Bird - BMFA, Mike Roach - BMFA, Peter Brand LAA, Rod Buck - BHPA and Santiago Cervantes – BGA, Simon Murphy - BHPA
THE BREGUET TROPHY awarded jointly by the Royal Aero Club and the Aero Club de France
for achievements in that field of aviation that substantially produces the advantages of rotarywinged flight including VTOL and jetlift aircraft is awarded to Siegfried Schwarz - HCGB
SALOMONS TROPHY for a special or outstanding performance by a British aviator in a flying
apparatus or device which is designed and built in the United Kingdom to encourage enterprising
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flights in the widest possible sense including flights by novel aircraft or devices which may not be
manned is awarded to Team Aerocycle - BHPA
THE PRESIDENT’S BREITLING TROPHY awarded annually to a young person or group of
young people between the ages of fourteen and twenty one, for outstanding work, performance
or achievement in connection with any aspect of aerospace activity is this year awarded to Joel
Hallewell - BAeA
OLD & BOLD TROPHY awarded to a person aged 65 or over who flies or only ceased flying
during the previous calendar year, and who has been conspicuously involved in aviation in
general and sporting aviation in particular, for their work, initiative, devotion or in other ways. The
2018 recipient is Rex Coates - LA
CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION Recognises the vital help provided to British air sport by
those organisations and individuals who support its member associations via sponsorship and
the provision of facilities for national teams and otherwise awarded to Martin Lovell - HCGB and
Pooleys Flight Equipment - HCGB
ANN WELCH MEMORIAL awarded to John Barratt - BHP

FAI SPORTING LICENCES 2019
for World Records and International Competitions
The recording of Sporting Licence holders now means that it is not enough just to have the
sticker in your Licence book; your details will be checked against the FAI Sporting
Licence Database and failure to appear on the Database will mean that you will not be able to
take part in your chosen event.
We recommend that your application to your air sport association is done at least four weeks
before the event in which you wish to take part AND that you check the FAI Database to make
sure your details are registered, and registered correctly. http://old.fai.org/about-fai/fai-sportinglicences
Are you looking for a paid or voluntary job in aviation? Check out the RAeC Member
Vacancies section in this Newsletter. You may find something interesting to apply for.

THE QUEEN’S CUP
The RAeC is very pleased to announce that British Parachute Association bid was successful
and the BPA 4-way FS Nationals at Skydive Hibaldstow will be the 2019 Queen's Cup event.
Every year the RAeC invites member associations to bid to host a Queen's Cup event. In 2010
Her Majesty the Queen approved the gift of the Queen's Cup trophy to The Royal Aero Club of
the United Kingdom.
This Irish silver Trophy, dated from around 1719, sits on a wooden base and has the Royal Arms
on one side and the words “The Queen’s Air Race Challenge Cup” on the other. In 2009, the late
Fred Marsh wrote to Her Majesty The Queen mentioning that it was a shame that the RAeC did
not possess a trophy bearing her name.
After a humorous exchange of correspondence with the Keeper of the Privy Purse, he received a
further letter proposing the supply of a beautiful piece of 18th century Irish silver, to be called
“The Queen’s Cup for Air Racing”. In 2011 Fred with the then current RAeC Chairman Patrick
Naegeli and RAeC General Secretary Dave Phipps went off to Buckingham Palace to collect the
Cup from our President, HRH The Duke of York.
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SUMMER FLYING FROM OR TO THE UK?
Until notified otherwise by the CAA should we Brexit Checkout the UK & EASA AVIATION
REGULATIONS section in this Newsletter for information.

ROYAL AERO CLUB

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Our thanks to David Wise for his informative calendar of events which is available on the RAeC
website http://events.royalaeroclub.org/eventuk.htm
Events are always subject to change, rescheduling and cancellation and some are subject to
NOTAMs or Information Circulars (AICs) ALWAYS CHECK BEFORE SETTING OUT

RAeS LIGHT AIRCRAFT DESIGN COMPETITION 2018-2019
The details of the 2018-19 competition were announced at this year’s Light Aircraft Design
Conference on 19 November. The remit is to design an electric-powered air racer and is a joint
RaeS/Air Race E/ LAA competition. The closing date for entries is the end of November
2019. Register now by email at conference@aerosociety.com and include your address, name of
your team and team members. Subject: Design Competition 2019
See RaeS section in this Newsletter for more information about the competition and other
RaeS events

WANT TO MEET LIKE MINDED GA FLIERS?
The LAA’s Struts Meetings are a great place to meet up with other like-minded aviators and
aviatrix, and their non aviating friends, and to hear some interesting, informative and often
fascinating talks.
Checkout the LAA section in this Newsletter for details of where your local Struts meeting is
held.

HUMAN POWERED FLIGHT CHALLENGES
Apart from the well-known Icarus Cup annual challenge and which this year will be held at
Lasham Airfield (20-27 July) there is the less known Kremer Prize.

Some HPA in the 2013 Icarus Cup (photo https://bhpfc.org.uk )
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In 1959 industrialist Henry Kremer set a series of challenges with generous cash prizes for
successful participants. Some of these have been claimed but two highly demanding challenges
remain uncompleted.
One is to cover a 26 mile Marathon distance in under an hour for a prize of £50,000.
The other, considered by many to be the holy grail in HPA ambitions is the 1500m triangular
course, which must be performed in both directions, and with wind conditions not below 11mph.
The prize for successfully completing this course remains unclaimed at £100,000.
Full details of the challenge https://bhpfc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Kremer-Prize.pdf
or contact: contact@bhpfc.org.uk

WANT TO SUPPORT THE FIGHT AGAINST AIRSPACE GRAB?
See Is Your Airfield Under Threat? in this Newsletter for details of the GBA’s GA Airspace
Fighting Fund

BMAA MICROLIGHT OPEN SERIES
Launched for the first time in 2019 the BMAA Microlight Open Series has been designed to offer
a fun flying weekend to all pilots of all aircraft types and experience level. See BMAA section in
this Newsletter for further details

AVIATION NATIONAL AND WORLD RECORDS
The 3R’s (The Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association) have delegated authority
from the FAI (Fédération Aéronautique Internationale) www.fai.org to oversee National and
World Record attempts by UK licenced pilots and citizens. This is open to RAeC members and
non-members.
If you are interested in setting an Aviation Record be it point to point (speed), altitude or
endurance contact Geoffrey Boot, Record Coordinator at geoffreyboot@gmail.com
David Broom sets a 34.54km distance-in-a-straight-line-without-engine-power microlight flight
and enters the record books and sets the bar for thermal-only trike flights.
See the BHPA section in this Newsletter for a report on David’s successful record attempt.

ANOTHER WORLD RECORD ABOUT TO BE SET?
RAeC Member James Ketchell has just embarked on another World Record attempt, this time
to circumvent the globe piloting his MAGNI M16C, an open cockpit gyrocopter.
A UK Scouting Ambassador, James is the World’s first and only person to have rowed across the
Atlantic Ocean (2010), climbed Everest (2011) and cycled around the world (2013), the so-called
“ultimate global triathlon”.
Leaving from Popham Airfield he also plans to inspire 1,000,000 young people all the journey by
speaking in schools and to scouting and other youth organisations enroute and via social media
broadcasts.
His objectives are to give every young person the belief and conviction that they can achieve
their goals and dreams and to become the first person to circumvent the globe flying solo in an
open cockpit gyrocopter.
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Follow James’ progress via the tracker link on his website: http://jamesketchell.net/ and on social
media

BMAA WINGS SCHEME
The BMAA Wings Scheme is up and running and is designed to encourage BMAA members to
continue to improve their flight planning, their aircraft handling skills and their understanding of
aviation safety and to become a safer and “better pilot”.
Checkout the BMAA section in this Newsletter for further details

After lots of hard work by the BDRA (British Drone Racing Association) committee they are
pleased to officially announce that they will be hosting a FAI F9U WORLD CUP, in conjunction
with the BMFA, at the BMFA’s Nationals event on the 24th-25th August 2019 in Barkston
Heath, Grantham.
For more information see BMFA section in this Newsletter
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BMAA FREEDOM RALLY (SSDR)
The annual SSDR Rally now called BMAA Freedom Rally (SSDR) will be held at Enstone Airfield
from 19th to 21st July 2019.
As well as new and old single seat aircraft microlight pilots of all types are welcome to attend.
There will be a BBQ held on Saturday 20th and for anyone arriving on Friday evening (19th) there
will be a curry and film night organised by Angela at Enstone Flying Club.
See BMAA section in this Newsletter for further details

AVIATION FIRST AID COURSES
How would you react if someone at your flying club was injured, would you be able to help? If a
passenger was unwell after landing?
See BMAA section in this Newsletter for details of their aviation first aid courses

FAI Aviation Art Contest for Young People 2019
‘My Dream to Fly’

Just some of the entries that made it to the judging day at LAA HQ at Turweston.
Want to know who the winners were? See the LAA section in this Newsletter
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EARLY ROYAL AERO CLUB FLYING RECORDS NOW ONLINE
‘Royal Aero Club Aviators’ Certificates’ collection (1910-1950) reveals the names and faces of
Britain’s magnificent men (and women) and their flying machines via https://www.ancestry.co.uk/
and contains over 28,000 records and 13,000 photographs of men and women who qualified as
pilots in the golden age of British aviation, as powered flight went from science fiction to reality.
For more details see RAeCT section in this Newsletter

OTHER NEWS & INFORMATION
Some UK CAA & Important Developments for Part-M Light, the new Modular LAPL,
revised CAP 393 (ANO) and Cap 1763 (Small Unmanned Aircraft) and EASA Drone
Regulations plus other EASA regulation information including EASA’S PROPOSAL
FOR A BASIC INSTRUMENT RATING (BIR) can be found in the UK AVIATION & EASA
REGULATION INFORMATION section in this Newsletter

GPS WEEK COUNTER ROLLOVER EVENT (6 APRIL 2019)
Navigation and timing information from the Global Positioning System (GPS) is used by many
aircraft and ground-based aviation systems.
The GPS navigation message contains date and time information in the form of a sequential
week and seconds counter, which first started on 6th January 1980. As the week counter rolls
over every 1024 weeks, it will do so on 6th April 2019 for the second time in history.
Systems using GPS for obtaining date and time are required to ensure that a correct progressive
week count is maintained.
EASA issued a bulletin https://ad.easa.europa.eu/ad/2019-01R1

BEEN DENIED ACCESS TO CONTROLLED AIRSPACE?
The CAA has a reporting facility to record if you have been denied transiting controlled UK
airspace. It is important to the CAA that the information is brought to the attention of the
organisation best placed to consider it and take it into account, and good for their statistics.
In some cases, that organisation will not be the CAA (it may be the Department for Transport,
MOD, an airport or an air traffic control provider).
https://apply.caa.co.uk/CAAPortal/servlet/SmartForm.html?formCode=fcs1521v2
form may be used to contact the CAA about the use of UK airspace and/or the noise impacts of
the various types of aircraft operations that take place within it. It should also be used for any
enquiries relating to the CAA's Airspace Change Process.
Please do not use this form if you wish to
• complain about the CAA. Please go to www.caa.co.uk/complaints
• report a possible breach of air navigation legislation. Please go to www.caa.co.uk/fcs1520
• report any information relating to military aircrafts’ use of UK airspace. This should be sent to
the Ministry of Defence www.gov.uk/low-flying-in-your-area/complaints
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BUT BE CAREFUL NEAR CONTROLLED AIRSPACE AND ALSO CHECK
NOTAMS!
A pilot has been fined £1250 plus £750 costs for “busting” RAF Cosford airspace when ferrying
an aircraft from the USA to Oxford. He was using SkyDemon but as not connected to wi-fi during
preflight planning and did not check during his flight updated NOTAMS. While the CAA promotes
using moving maps it’s up to the pilot to check for updated information and follow it!
GASCo recommends that pilots plan to remain clear of the horizontal and vertical boundaries of
the airspace by a suitable distance that's appropriate for them, their aircraft and the prevailing
conditions.
See GASCo section in this Newsletter for information on their Takes Two recommendation

WANT TO DO YOUR BIT TO INSPIRE YOUNG AVIATORS?
The 14th Annual Young Aviators day will be held on Saturday 14th September 2019 at Sywell
Aerodrome and promises to be yet another day of Education, Inspiration but above all else Fun.
Come and help celebrate the wonderful world of aviation in all its form and see what the career
opportunities are as the industry globally grows to double its present day size over the next 20
years.
They need pilots and so please send an e-mail to the event organiser
andre.faehndrich@ntlworld.com who would be delighted to welcome you to fly some youngsters,
subject to the correct currency requirements being met (these will be sent to you when you get in
contact by e-mail) introduce them to the wonders of flight and that whole different world above
2000ft.
If you would like to register your youngster (ages 8 to 18) for the event please send an e-mail to the
event organiser Andre Faehndrich andre.faehndrich@ntlworld.com

“GET HIGH..VOLARE!”
A volunteer organisation raising money to make flying available for young people, from all
backgrounds, from all over the country, hopefully in perpetuity. “Get High Volare!”
http://gethighvolare.org/index.html is a registered charity number: 1179224) the admin team
includes Search & Rescue Wessex pilot Sally Cox (also the RAF’s first female fast jet pilot),
BMAA member Tim Wiltshire and Alex Paterson of Afors.
See the YOUTH ACTIVITIES section in this Newsletter for some fantastic new developments

NEW HEAD OF General Aviation at the CAA

Rachel Gardner-Poole
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The CAA has appointed Rachel Gardner-Poole as the new Head of its General Aviation Unit.
She will take up the post later this year following the departure of current head Tony Rapson.
Rachel brings a wealth of aviation experience to the role and is currently Portfolio Director at the
Civil Aviation Authority. She began working for the CAA in the General Aviation Unit, in which she
played a leading part in implementing changes following its launch in 2014.
Her previous experience includes working on counter- terrorism with the Home Office and as a
scientific researcher in the defence sector, where she learned to fly. She also volunteers for a
flying charity which delivers aid and emergency relief to remote locations.

TOP NAV 2019
This year’s Royal Institute of Navigation’s visual navigation competition for private pilots is
still open for bookings. The 2019 event is to be held simultaneously at Bodmin, Compton Abbas
and Peterborough Business Airport (Conington) on Saturday 18 May and at Solent Airport (Leeon-Solent/Daedalus) and at White Waltham on Sunday 19 May.

The competition is for a 2-person crew - pilot and navigator - but extra crew-members may be
carried. Each aircraft will be fitted with a GPS tracker to check where it actually flew during a
flight of around 80 minutes.
Entry charges are very modest thanks to sponsorship from Pooley’s, and landing fees are
waived. The day is great fun as well as instructive.
To register: https://rin.org.uk/page/TopNav2019Registration

REALISE YOUR AEROBATIC DREAMS IN 2019
Ultimate Aerobatics, in partnership with Total UK Aviation Fuels, is offering pilots the
opportunity to achieve their aerobatic dreams with a scholarship to take them on the first step of
their journey to aerobatic competition. Up to two scholarships are available and will give
15

successful applicants a training award to achieve the EASA aerobatic rating which will allow
them to compete at British Aerobatic competitions.
See Bursaries, Scholarships and Funding section in this Newsletter

FUTURE SAFEGUARDED FOR SNOWDONIA AEROSPACE CENTRE
The future of Snowdonia Aerospace Centre at Llanbedr Airfield has been safeguarded following
its allocation by the Snowdonia National Park Authority (SNPA) in the recently adopted Eryri
Local Development Plan covering the period to 2031.
The Local Plan, which was formally adopted this week, protects the airfield’s ongoing use and
supports the future development of the site for a range of aerospace and other employment uses.
Lee Paul, CEO of Snowdonia Aerospace LLP, says:
“This is a significant step forward for ourselves as it provides us with security and clarity on
the future of the airfield and our ongoing development and investment plans. We have been
working closely with the Snowdonia Enterprise Zone, other stakeholders and the Snowdonia
National Park over several months in promoting the site as a long-term sustainable catalyst
to create a number of high quality jobs for the region, and this allocation now provides us
with the foundations from which we can move forward in achieving these aims. The Local
Plan seeks the development of a comprehensive Master Plan for the site, within which a
clear strategic framework for all new development is to be set out and we will now be
progressing this with the SNPA over the forthcoming months.”
The Local Plan has set out the following uses as being acceptable across the site:
• Operations and uses associated with the aviation and aerospace industry
• New uses including employment within B1, B2, B8 and R&D
• Employment related training and education purposes
• Ancillary uses in support of the above, including accommodation, catering and leisure.
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John Idris Jones, Chair of the Snowdonia Enterprise Zone Advisory Board stated: “I am delighted
that we’ve finally secured an allocation for both the Trawsfynydd and Llanbedr sites within the
revised Eryri LDP. This is a significant achievement for the Enterprise Zone and testament to the
excellent working relationships that are now in place between the site owners, the Enterprise
Zone Board, Welsh Government and the National Park. This now provides greater investor
confidence in both sites and was a key objective of ours in terms of de-risking and creating the
conditions which can provide sustainable employment opportunities for the locality.
The airfield is recognised as one of UK’s leading test and evaluation sites for the development of
Unmanned Aircraft and Electric Aircraft and will shortly begin the second phase of a multi-million
development programme, whilst at the same time continuing its ambitions to become one of the
UK's proposed new Spaceports.
The Government issued an update on 28th February 2019 concerning the Defence Estates
Optimisation Programme in which it was announced that several MoD sites are now being
retained and giving new dates for the disposal of other sites.

For news on other UK airfields
See Is Your Airfield Under Threat in this Newsletter

Do you know a University of West London, Airline, Airport & Aviation
Management Student?
All UWL students are now members of the Air League! This means that they are eligible to apply
for Air League Scholarship and Bursary programmes for FREE, as well as gain exclusive access
to networking and social events within the industry.
To apply now for Air League Scholarships (up to 12 hours of free flying) and Bursaries see Air
League and Bursaries, Scholarships & Funds sections in this Newsletter

GASCo SAFETY EVENINGS
Have you ever been to a GASCo Safety evening? Not for a while?

Then checkout the GASCo section in this Newsletter for information
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CAA CONSULTATIONS
For decisions and new consultations (with respond by dates) see CAA Consultations section
in this Newsletter

DOWNLOAD THE UK LISTENING SQWARKS
https://airspacesafety.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/SQUAWKandLARS_1JUN2018_A5.pdf
Any aircraft fitted with a Mode A/C or Mode S SSR transponder can use the codes. By entering
the relevant four-digit code into the transponder and listening to the published radio frequency, a
pilot signifies to air traffic control that they are actively monitoring radio transmissions on that
frequency.

CAN YOU SPOT A TERRORIST?
Airfields and pilots have been asked to look out for suspicious activity that could be criminal or
terrorist-related. But could you spot a terrorist? If you see one, what should you do?
There is free training available under a government scheme run by UK Protect, Counter
Terrorism Policing. It offers an innovative e-learning package “that could save lives”.
The 45 minute online course covers how to spot the signs of suspicious behaviour and what to
do if an attack should take place. https://www.gov.uk/government/news/act-awarenesselearning

The All Party Parliamentary Group on General Aviation (APPG-GA)
www.generalaviationappg.uk is to help make the UK the best country in the world for General
Aviation and is the largest APPG in Parliament with 174 members (MPs and Lords from the five
major parties) by focusing on promoting jobs and growth through General Aviation in Great
Britain and Northern Ireland.
DON’T FORGET TO EDUCATE YOUR LOCAL MP by downloading the “All-Party
Parliamentary Group on General Aviation” Education Pack. Then contact your local MP and
add your voice to the campaign to keep GA airfields open and thriving
http://www.generalaviationappg.uk/new-lobby-pack/

FOR SOME GOOD AND NOT SO GOOD NEWS FOR GA AIRFIELDS
See Is Your Airfield UnderThreat in this Newsletter for more good news, some bad news and
current state of play for many GA airfields

THE AIR LEAGUE 2019 SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS are open
See Bursaries, Scholarships & Funds section in this Newsletter for further details and for
many more aviation bursaries, scholarships and funding opportunities.
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See British Ballooning and Airship Club section in this Newsletter for an article about the
10th UK Women’s Balloon Meet by balloonist Marie Banks

FLYING SCHOLARSHIP
Check out The Honourable Company of Air Pilots section in this Newsletter for a report by
Daniel Dedman.
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BMAA AIRCRAFT AIRWORTHINESS ACTIVITIES
The BMAA will be strictly enforcing its policy as from 1st January 2019 to undertake aircraft
airworthiness activities for paid up current BMAA members only.
This means that for syndicated aircraft ALL its owners will need to be BMAA members, not just
the lead member of the group, in order to use technical services such as Permit to Fly
revalidations.
All applications for BMAA technical services will need to be accompanied not only by the correct
fee but a full list of the owners, ie a copy of the registration grid submitted to the CAA.

THE GREAT UK YOUTH ROCKETRY CHALLENGE
Registrations for UKROC 2019 are now open at https://www.ukayroc.org.uk/why-enter
The Rocketry Challenge is a great opportunity for young people aged 11 – 18
See Youth section in this Newsletter

PROJECT PROPELLER 2019
Project Propeller http://www.projectpropeller.org in existence for 20 years, has been organising
an annual reunion for ex-World War II aircrew to be held at an airfield location in the UK.
Project Propeller 2019 will be held at Coventry Airport Sunday 23 June 2019.
If you know of ex-WW2 aircrew of any nation who would like to attend Project Propeller,
please leave a message in the “Aircraft” section on their CONTACT page
http://www.projectpropeller.org/PP/contact.asp similarly if you want to get involved as a volunteer
pilot.

NATS VFR CHARTS
The 1:500,000 are on sale now but as you know are continually being updated. Do subscribe to
the NATS VFR Charts newsletter services. This will then pop in to your email inbox each new
amendment or addition as they come into effect. What is more, it is absolutely FREE 
So excuse for any inadvertent infringement(s) of danger zones etc. or having incorrect RT
frequencies marked on your 2018 VFR charts.
www.nats-uk.ead-it.com/fwf-natsuk/public/user/account/register.faces

Checkout the GASCo section in this Newsletter for details of your nearest
GASCo Safety talk.
THE CAA’S “SKYWAY CODE”
While you can pay for a paperback copy of this excellent publication you can obtain it free by
going to one of GASCo’s 2018/19 Safety talks or you can download it free from the CAA website
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAA6395_Skyway_Code_AW_160817_PRINT.pdf
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A LITTLE SOMETHING TO MAKE YOU SMILE

Reproduced with kind permission from Gary Clark
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Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT)
Charity Commission No.1068451
http://www.royalaeroclub.co.uk/about-us.php?title=&id=32

Through active and ongoing involvement in fund raising and the preparation of grant applications,
the Trust concentrates on two main objectives:


Supporting the ambitions of young people who wish to become involved in air sports and
recreation regardless of background, experience or ability, to achieve their full potential
through participation in air sports and recreational flying.
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries



Conserving the Royal Aero Club’s unique collection of aviation memorabilia conserving
unique historical aviation materials for future generations and maintaining 100 years of
aviation history represented by artefacts, memorabilia and archive documents. Much of this
is stored at The Royal Air Force Museum Hendon. However, in 2011 the Trust launched
www.royalaeroclubcollection.org where visitors can gain quick and easy access to these
extensive aviation archives.

2019 ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST BURSARIES
As part of its Flying for Youth Program (FfY) the Trust has a Bursary Scheme for young people
between ages 14 and 21 (24 years for follow-on bursaries) providing financial assistance for those
wishing to upgrade their existing qualification in a wide range of air sports and aviation related
activities.
The Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) is delighted to announce its bursary scheme for young people
for this season with an additional four new bursaries for 2019. Additional generous donations have
been received from the Andrew Brownsword Foundation and the British Parachuting Association
to join the George Farha Bursary and the John Downer Bursary already
The President’s Scholarships (2 bursaries each worth up to £750);
The Peter Cruddas Foundation Scholarship worth up to £1,000
The Breitling Bursary worth up to £750
The Bramson Bursary worth up to £500
The new George Farha Bursary worth up to £500
The new John Downer Bursary worth up to £500
plus a number of additional bursaries also worth up to £500 each.
Applicants for these grants must hold British Citizenship and be permanently resident in UK and
aged 14-21 years (Advanced Bursary up to 24 years).
Applications
for
2019
bursaries
are
available
for
downloading
via
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries Closing dates for applications: 31st March 2019
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The Trust congratulates the following past bursary winners on recent outstanding success in their
chosen air sports: Lucy Westgrath (2012 & 2015 bursaries) awarded the BPA 2018 Star Award;
Dan Guest (2010 & 2016 bursaries) 2018 World Parachuting Championships Freestyle Silver
medalist; Daniel Weston (2018 bursary) 2018 Gold medalist BGA National Aerobatics
Championships; and Carl Cox (2018 bursary) BAeB team member 2018 World Advanced
Glider Aerobatics Championships.
Well done all!
48 bursaries were awarded in 2018 and the list of winners can be accessed via
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JIgJme34iNvN_4VrQDd06wSD_-NZyTlN/view

ROYAL AERO CLUB MEMORABILIA
The RAeCT’s collection of Royal Aero Club memorabilia is all housed at the RAF Museum. The
Museum, a long term supporter of the Trust, has been updated with new exhibits to celebrate the
Centenary of the Royal Air Force and the place of Hendon in the history of British aviation. The
Trust has contributed a number of items to the exhibition.

EARLY ROYAL AERO CLUB FLYING RECORDS NOW ONLINE
‘Royal Aero Club Aviators’ Certificates’ collection (1910-1950) reveals the names and faces of
Britain’s magnificent men (and women) and their flying machines via https://www.ancestry.co.uk/
and contains over 28,000 records and 13,000 photographs (across 34 albums; the majority of
these photographs will never before have been available to the public) of men and women who
qualified as pilots in the golden age of British aviation, as powered flight went from science fiction
to reality.

Originally founded by Frank Hedges Butler, one of the earliest owners of a motor car in the UK, the
Hon. Charles Rolls of Rolls-Royce fame, and also Frank’s daughter, the socialite Vera HedgesButler, the Royal Aero Club (RAeC) was the first organisation responsible for licensing and
controlling flying at the dawn of the aviation era.
The collection, which is fully indexed and includes original images, is comprised of 28,000 index
cards of early RAeC pilots, which reveal details about their flying lives and exploits. The collection
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is searchable by name, date of birth, location and rank or profession as well as the plane they
qualified on, where and when.
While the records feature predominantly British fliers, early aviators from as far flung as Poland,
Russia and America also appear.
The Royal Aero Club Aviators’ Certificates, 1910-1950 collection is available to Ancestry members
and through a 14-Day Free Trial.
For more information: http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/raec-collection/collectionpr

Treasures from the Royal Aero Club Archives
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/raec-collection
Because the Royal Aero Club archives are of national and international importance to the history
of flight and an important starting point for research into aviation in the United Kingdom, the Royal
Aero Club Trust took steps to ensure that these archives, comprising written, printed and
photographic items, were safeguarded for the benefit and enjoyment of future generations.
Thanks to many hundreds of hours of dedicated work by NADFAS (National Association of
Decorative & Fine Arts Societies) Heritage Volunteers spread over two years at the Royal Air
Force Museum in Hendon, the archives which were in serious danger of deterioration, have now
been stabilised.
After indexing it is essential that they are microfilmed and digitised (a) to ensure their long-term
conservation and (b) so that the contents can be made available on the Web by publishing the
basic listing of the contents of the 907 files
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B4E0urZdYRXBTG5ESlZKQVFxX1k/edit
The catalogue is best searched using the latest version of Adobe Acrobat Reader which is free to
download https://get.adobe.com/uk/reader/
The Royal Aero Club Trust wish to thank the following people and organisations for the preparation
of this catalogue: Mr Andrew Dawrant, team leader of NADFAS Heritage Volunteers; Mr Peter
Elliott, Senior Keeper Department of Research and Information Services Royal Air Force Museum
and The Canadian Museums Association.
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https://www.aerobatics.org.uk

NEWS
BRITISH AEROBATICS AGM
The British Aerobatics AGM took place at the Aviator Hotel, Sywell Aerodrome,
Northamptonshire, NN6 0BN on Saturday 9th February.

Emily Collett received the Diana Britten
Jez Burgoin was our top Intermediate
Trophy for Best Female pilot in 2018;
Pilot with the Swinstead Trophy and also
top Pitts Pilot;

Nick Wakefield received the Manx Kelly Trophy for Best Advanced Pilot
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and Will Jones the Len Perry Trophy for Top International Competitor – the first time a
glider pilot has won this trophy.

….and Chris Sills the prize for best facial hair. Sorry, for best Competition Director of 2018
as voted by the pilots [Steve Todd]
(Photos: Nick Buckenham)
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A SECOND CHANCE TO WIN A FLIGHT IN A SPITFIRE WON
Due to popular demand British Aerobatics’ second lottery draw to win a 50 minute flight in a two
seat Spitfire (T9) with Boultbee Flight Academy and an overnight stay with dinner for two at the
Goodwood Hotel took place on 9 January 2019 at the offices of Aerobility, Blackbushe Airport,
Camberley, Surrey.

The winning ticket was 0884 and British Aerobatics would like to congratulate Mr David Munn
from Hampshire.
As part of its lottery initiative, British Aerobatics were delighted to present once again a cheque for
£1000 as a donation to the registered charity Aerobility who facilitate flying training and a range
of flying experiences for disabled people. All other proceeds from the lottery will go towards the
British Aerobatics’ teams (power and glider) training and support fund in preparation for European
and World Championships.
Mike Miller-Smith, MBE, Chief Executive of Aerobility said:
"We are so thankful for the support of British Aerobatics. This donation will help us continue
introducing people with disabilities to the magic of flight and challenging perceptions of what
they are truly capable of”.
British Aerobatics have obtained a small society lottery licence (Registration No. SSL 1786) from
Huntingdonshire District Council, are planning their third draw in a bid to raise more funds for the
British Aerobatics’ team and to make another donation to Aerobility to support the charity.
“‘Our commitment to helping our teams prepare and compete on the international stage is
reflected in this series of prize draws for exciting aviation experiences,” says Steve Todd,
Chairman of British Aerobatics. We are very grateful to everyone who took part in our lottery
and look forward to announcing many more happy winners in the future as well as continuing
to help for our partners, Aerobility.”
Details of the third British Aerobatic lottery
https://www.aerobatics.org.uk for just a £20 ticket.

draw

will

be

available

online
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soon.

CONTEST & EVENTS FOR 2019
The weekend of the 13-14th April sees the first contest of the 2019 season with the Dan Smith
Memorial Trophy. This glider event Known and Unknown sequence competition is restricted to
K21 and limited to 18 entrants.
But open to all spectators to come and watch the competition at Dunstable’s undulating grass
airfield 1 mile SW of Dunstable, at the foot of the Dunstable Downs. Briefing is at 09.00.
The first powered event is over the weekend of 27th - 28th April at Breighton Airfield and is open
to Saturday: Sports Known. Intermediate Free Known and Advanced Unknown 1 (Icicle - Open to
Unlimited) and Sports Unknown 1
Sunday: Intermediate Unknown (BAeA), Sports Unknown 2 and Advanced Unknown 2 (Icicle Open to Unlimited)
Should the weather play ball this should be a very exciting weekend of competition for the John
McLean, the Newbold and the Icicle Trophies.
For details of other events and competition in the 2019 Aerobatic season see
https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/events
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BRITISH BALLOONING AND AIRSHIP CLUB
https://www.bbac.org

Founded in 1965, the BBAC is a volunteer-based organisation which exists to promote the safety,
enjoyment and advancement of lighter-than-air flight in all its forms, hot-air ballooning, gas
ballooning and airships.
The BBAC Members’ website at https://members.bbac.org includes links to the technical office
libraries; sensitive area database; Pilots’ Circular archive; membership database; inspector
information; instructor and examiner information; members’ forum; personal direct debit and
membership details etc.

NEWS
BBAC AGM and MEMBER DAY
The BBAC AGM and Members Day was held on Sunday 24th March 2019 at the Stoke Orchard
Community Centre, Armstron Road, Stoke Orchard, Cheltenham, GL52 7SB

LADIES WHO LAUNCH
THE ANNUAL GATHERING FOR WOMEN IN BALLOONING
My thanks to Marie Banks for the following:On the weekend of 26-28 April, the 10th UK Women’s Balloon Meet will be held at Gloucestershire
Airport, Staverton, near Cheltenham.
The annual event was started in 2010 by Allie Dunnington who recognised that the male:female
ratio of balloon pilots was even more biased towards the boys than the stats show for general
aviation, and she decided to gather as many female balloon pilots as possible for a weekend of fun
flying with the sisterhood.
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Pilots of the 1st Women’s Balloon Meet in 2010

Sadly, the first year was non-flyable as the unpredictable October weather was not balloon-friendly
and kept us all grounded for the weekend. But everyone agreed it had been great to meet each
other nonetheless and so we tried again in 2011. Cue an even more stormy weekend! Undeterred,
Allie continued to organise the annual gathering and, happily, we have managed to fly every year
since then, with Marie Banks taking over organisation in 2014.

PuT Emily Read (aged 15) won the annual award in 2017 for her progress in her flight training
pictured with her mum (and P1) Judy Wetters (left) and Marie Banks (right)

The main idea of the meet is to enjoy flying and socialising together, with a strong emphasis on a
supportive atmosphere for PuTs needing assistance with their training and an easy environment
for families to enjoy flying and the time between flights. The meet has moved around the country to
try and make it as accessible as possible and has attracted female pilots across from Germany,
Portugal and Spain.

Pilot Julia Wilkinson in G-ULIA (centre, foreground) taking part in a mass balloon launch in France

Last year’s meet was combined with the Pennine Region Balloon Club’s ‘Flying Man of
Pocklington’ event in Yorkshire – where the girls dominated and even won the main trophy.
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There is always some sort of dinner party on the Saturday evening, usually involving a team fancydress competition and after-dinner entertainment to keep people amused long enough for them to
worry that there are too few hours left to get enough sleep before the morning balloon flight!
For the 10th gathering, this year’s balloon meet will encompass opportunities for observing other
forms of aviation at Gloucestershire Airport and the Jet Age Museum. Members of the British
Women Pilots’ Association have been invited to fly in and take part in flight swaps.

The event is open to all balloonists and other aviators who might want to give it a go – both male
and female – in the spirit of supporting and encouraging women and girls in aviation.
If you would like to find out more, email: womeninballooning@gmail.com

FLIGHT CREW LICENSING (FCL) RULES FOR BALLOONS
EASA’S proposed Part-BFCL contains numerous alleviations and simplifications, compared to the
current balloon FCL provisions in Part-FCL. Enhanced flexibility and a more performance-based
approach in several areas avoid overregulation while still keeping a regulatory level that is needed in
order not to compromise safety. The proposed amendments are expected to maintain safety while
reducing the regulatory burden for both pilots and training organisations of balloons and sailplanes as
well as competent authorities.
Part (B) of Opinion No 01/2019 proposes to extract all balloon FCL provisions of Annex I (PartFCL) to Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 and to revise and reintroduce them as a new Annex III
‘Part-BFCL — Balloon flight crew licensing’ into Regulation (EU) 2018/395
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https://www.easa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/dfu/IIb%20DRAFT%20ANNEX%20to%20DRAF
T%20COM%20IMPL%20REG%20%28EU%29%20......%20amending%20Reg%20%28EU%29%202018-395.pdf

BALLOONING FREQUENCY CHANGE
122.480 is the correct 8.33kHz that is now the only legal radio frequency.
If you use an old 25kHz radio this is illegal to use for a frequency that has changed to the new 8.33
spacing, you could also be stepping on an adjacent 8.33 channel if using it.
Using the old 122.475 frequency on an old 25kHz radio is also illegal!

AIRLANDER update
EASA has awarded Hybrid Air Vehicles Ltd (HAV) a Design Organisation Approval which is an
important milestone on their path to getting the production Airlander 10 in service with customers. It
is also a major achievement as only eight other organisations hold an EASA Design Organisation
Approval (DOA) for type certifying large aircraft.

While HAV has previously operated the prototype Airlander under both CAA and EASA permission,
the DOA is a critical step towards type certification as it gives HAV the ability to undertake a full
flight test programme towards the a DOA type certification of Airlander 10.
HAV Executive Director Nick Allman says "by working directly with EASA, we have made excellent
progress on developing the appropriate regulations for an aircraft like Airlander.”
HAV expects the type certified production Airlander 10 aircraft to be in service with customers from
the early 2020s and their order book currently open to both organisations and individual
purchasers. Exciting times!
Check out their website https://www.hybridairvehicles.com/aircraft/airlander-10

OBSERVERS FOR BALLOONING COMPETITIONS
In the UK each pilot has to provide an observer for every competition. Many pilots have their own
regular observer, but some use ‘freelance’ observers who are allocated to their pilot at the preflight briefing. The Observer’s job is to monitor the flight, record and measure where the markers
land and report back to the Director via De-briefers by completing a largely self–explanatory form.
For further information and details on how to get involved contact: information@bbac.org
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British Gliding Association (BGA) www.gliding.co.uk
The British Gliding Association is the governing body for the sport of gliding in the UK, representing
and providing services to some 8500 UK glider pilots and 80+ clubs that are spread throughout the
UK from the north of Scotland to the SW tip of England. Clubs range from small, member-run clubs
to some of the largest gliding clubs in the world.
Developing and promoting gliding the BGA provides advice and assistance to clubs on a wide range
of topics, including finance, regulation, operations and marketing as well as being responsible for
managing training standards, UK gliding competitions and for the British Gliding Team.

NEWS
8.33kHz GLIDING FREQUENCIES
After the 14th March 2019 the CAA’s Transition of Frequency Assignments to 8.33 Khz Voice
Channel Spacing
http://www.ead.eurocontrol.int/eadbasic/pamslight9992E459EC99D31D83397BE6EB4040A4/7FE5QZZF3FXUS/EN/SUP/NON_AIRAC/0132019/EG_SUP_2019_013_en_2019-03-14.pdf
will no longer be updated and reference for remaining conversions will be notified through AIP entry.
Check out http://skywise.caa.co.uk/category/gliders/
OLD FREQUENCY
129.900
129.975
130.100
130.125
130.400

NEW FREQUENCY
129.905
129.980
130.105
130.130
130.405

FLIGHT CREW LICENSING (FCL) RULES FOR SAILPLANES
The proposed Part-SFCL contains numerous alleviations and simplifications, compared to the current
sailplane FCL provisions in Part-FCL. Enhanced flexibility and a more performance-based approach
in several areas avoid overregulation while still keeping a regulatory level that is needed in order not
to compromise safety.
The proposed amendments are expected to maintain safety while reducing the regulatory burden for
both pilots and training organisations of balloons and sailplanes as well as competent authorities.
Part (B) of Opinion No 01/2019 proposes to extract all sailplane FCL provisions of Annex I (PartFCL) to Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 and to revise and reintroduce them as
as new Annex III ‘Part-SFCL — Sailplane flight crew licensing’ into Regulation (EU) 2018/1976,
https://www.easa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/dfu/IIIb%20DRAFT%20ANNEX%20to%20DRAFT
%20COM%20IMPL%20REG%20%28EU%29%20......%20amending%20Reg%20%28EU%29%202018-1976.pdf
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NEED MORE CLUB MEMBERS?? CLUB MARKETING AND PR INITIATIVES
Contact Rachel Edwards rachel@gliding.co.uk for marketing, Public Relations and media help.

RAF RED ARROWS SUPPORT GLIDING CLUB’S UNIQUE EDUCATION
PARTNERSHIP
A ground-breaking partnership between Trent Valley Gliding Club in Lincolnshire and North Lindsey
College of FE/HE in Scunthorpe and funded as part of the National Collaborative Outreach
Programme (NCOP) will see 208 students experience training flights as pilots under instruction, take
part in briefings about the theory of flight, meteorology and navigation, and get involved with airfield
operations to inspire high-flying engineering technology students to ‘Aim for the Sky’.
Members of the Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team, the Red Arrows, have been meeting young people
taking part in this pioneering education and aviation partnership as one of the key aims of the Red
Arrows is to inspire people, including by showcasing the importance, and use, of STEM in aviation.
The ‘Aim for the Sky’ programme will last for two weeks, per cohort, until June 2019 and will see 208
students from the College and local secondary schools access this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

All the sessions will take place at Trent Valley Gliding Club Ltd, based at Kirton in Lindsey in North
Lincolnshire, and each student being able to benefit from pilot tutoring over three free glider flights.
Students will have a full 12 hours of experience both practical and theoretical over two weeks.

VOLUNTEER WEEK 1-7 JUNE
The BGA will be sharing stories from volunteers who help to make gliding clubs the efficient and
places they are to thank them for all the hard work they have put in as recognition that the sport
would not be able to flourish without you, and to attract new people.
Send your stories, photos, anecdotes etc and be paid of this Thank You campaign to
Rachel@gliding.co.uk

BGA DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
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The development committee is one of the BGA’s sub-committees and rarely has meeting as more
about working for and with gliding clubs.
If you have the skills and experience whether from your professional work or from being in the sport
and would like to contribute to gliding, especially if you have working with vulnerable people.
There are 3 types of work for volunteers: Frontline club support, Specialist knowledge and Project
specific.
There are 2 types of volunteer: specialist and general
Please contact Dave Latimer at dave.latimer@blueyonder.co.uk

AIM HIGHER COURSES
Aim Higher courses are run by either Kevin Atkinson, Aim Higher’s lead coach, or by club coaches
who have been briefed on the training materials and Sailplane & Gliding articles developed by Kevin
and Tony Cronshaw. They were recognised by the RAeC for their glider coaching work and were
jointly awarded RAeC Certificates of Merit this year.
Aim Higher is a wide-ranging and long term project which aims to help clubs to support the
development of all club pilots by meeting their needs. And in doing so, encourages everyone to raise
their sights on what is possible given the necessary skills, knowledge and confidence. Aim Higher
activities include soaring and cross country development weeks facilitated at clubs on request.
Kevin is an experienced as a club soaring and cross-country coach at Cranwell Gliding Club and
Tony is an instructor at Cambridge GC
If you would like to participate in or your club would like to have at their airfield a Aim Higher course
contact Kevin at kratkinson@yahoo.com

JUNIOR GLIDING CENTRES (JGCS)
The British Gliding Association has set up a network of Junior Gliding Centres (JGCs) to help you
get what you want out of the sport. Each centre is part of a leading BGA affiliated club and is just the
place to meet up with other young pilots, develop gliding skills and have a great time. Everything is
set up so that the young person feels part of the gang from day one and can get straight down (or
up!) to flying and having fun.

See Youth section in this Newsletter for more information

MENTORING SCHEME FOR THOSE AT REGIONAL COMPETITION LEVEL
Rose Johnson is proposing a mentoring scheme for glider pilots at regional level available at
regionals competitions where the scheme is operating. Mentoring is perhaps more effective as
providing reflection shared with an experienced pilot than just reflecting on your own!
Mentoring trials will be held at the regionals competitions at Hus Bos, Bidford, Aston Down and
Biscester.
If you would like to read her proposal email Rose at drrosejohnson60@gmail.com
Details of gliding Nationals and other competitions held in 2019 are available on the Competitions
page of the BGA web site at https://members.gliding.co.uk/competitions

LAUNCHPOINT
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Launchpoint aims include providing opportunities to experience gliding, and to facilitate
participants at all stages to expand their horizons in the sport. Applications are open to all.
Launchpoint’s aims are delivered through Caroline Awards and Ted Lys Awards.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/ct/ted-lys-award-application-form
THE PHILIP WILLS MEMORIAL FUND
The Philip Wills Memorial Fund supports UK gliding by lending money to gliding clubs for capital
projects e.g. purchasing land or equipment, with the Trustees having a broad brief to enable them to
provide a diversity of financial assistance to both clubs and individuals.
The Fund lends at (very) low rates of interest, usually over periods less than 10 years. Typical loans
would be up to c £60k. The application process is simple with the Fund’s trustees generally only
looking to see that there is a good business case for the expenditure and (in order to protect the
Fund) that the club has the ability to make monthly repayments.
See Bursaries, Scholarships and Funds section in this Newsletter for details of other
gliding/aviation funding opportunities available.
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http://www.bhpa.co.uk
From its head office in Leicester the British Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association (BHPA)
supports a country-wide network of recreational clubs and registered schools, and provides the
infrastructure within which hang gliding and paragliding in the United Kingdom (UK) thrive.

NEWS
2019 BPHA AGM
The BPHA AGM took place on 2nd March 2019 at Nottingham’s Belfy Hotel.
The AGM itself was a fairly quiet affair. The meeting was again streamed live to the BHPA
Facebook page and this time it was possible for members watching from afar to interject
questions.
The contested Election of Officers saw Bill Bell, Martin Heywood, Angus Langford and John Welch
re-elected to the BHPA Executive. Andy Berzins and David Perryman were unsuccessful on this
occasion. The AGM revealed a complex organisation functioning well and taking adverse financial,
insurance and airspace conditions, and other headwinds, in its stride. This in no small part due to
the very high calibre of the people in the key posts; the membership is well served by its
volunteers, its staff and its systems.

BPHA AWARDS OF MERIT
Services to paragliding competitions: Charles Norwood – Outstanding and sensitive
management after the Kruševo accident
Services to instructing: John Bevan – Exceptional service to Malvern Aerotow Club

My thanks to Joe Schofield for the following report on some salient happenings in BHPA-land:David Broom's 34.54km distance-in-a-straight-line-without-engine-power microlight flight of June
15th last year has just (March 2019) been ratified by CIMA as a previously unset world record.
Thus the Airplay Snake/Grif 3DC nanolight enters the record books and sets the bar for thermalonly trike flights.
The Airplay Snake flexwing nanolight trike is designed to take advantage of the CAA Exemption
E4653, allowing powered wheeled aircraft to be flown solo without a formal licence. The aircraft
must weigh less than 70kg with full fuel (75kg with a parachute), stall at less than 20knots and
carry adequate third party insurance. However, it can still be registered as a microlight if you
already have a licence.
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David has commented that he wanted to show hang/paraglider pilots that their core flying
experience can be enhanced by flying a nanolight trike.
“After self-launching from Sandy, Bedfordshire I used only thermals to fly back to near my home
airfield. I even landed out in a small farmer’s field to demonstrate that this is still perfectly
feasible with a trike unit, before restarting the engine to fly home and avoid a prolonged
retrieve.
The Grif 3DC and Snake combination offers glide performance broadly similar to a good
intermediate hang-glider. The supine seating position is very comfortable for long periods and
makes keeping an adequate lookout much easier than with a prone harness. Aside from using
the engine to self-launch, it’s much more fun flying to/from your favourite site than driving there!
34km is actually quite a modest distance and the aircraft is capable of much more. I was a bit
late taking off and was racing to keep ahead of some overdevelopment. If I’d been a bit earlier
I’m confident I could have easily reached the coast”.
Well done David and congratulations from us all.

At Australia's Forbes Flatlands [13th consecutive] Hang Gliding Competition in January five
completed tasks totalled 853.4km, averaging over 170km per task. Sole British entrant was Ollie
Chitty, who finished 8th and shortly afterwards he met up with fellow-Brit Steve Blackler to contest
the New Zealand Hang Gliding Nationals at Mount Murchison, South Island. After five tasks,
including a NZ-record 137km, won by Ollie, Steve Blackler emerged the overall winner with Ollie
3rd. Hats off to both pilots!

(L-R) Ollie Chitty 3rd, Shane Mackay (N2) 2nd and Steve Blackler 1st
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European Paragliding Champion Theo Warden, aged 20, contested the PWC Superfinal at Baixo
Guandu in Brazil from March 19th - 30th. He is a recipient of a RAeCT bursary.

Other British pilots include Guy Anderson, Idris Birch, Harry Bloxham, Martin Long, Russ Ogden,
Julian Robinson and Andrew Williams.

This coming April record-breaking paramotorist Giles Fowler, in company with Paul Mockford,
will attempt to paramotor over 40 current or former RAF airfields over two days in aid of the Royal
Air Force Association. Both Paul's parents are RAF and his father runs the RAFA branch at RAF
Halton.

Giles Fowler and Paul Mockford plus the RAF40 team

Pilots and ground crew will be trackable on the LiveTrack24 website; details are on their Facebook
page at www.facebook.com/RAFA40paramotor. A JustGiving page for donations is at
www.justgiving.com/fundraisng/rafa40
The British Hang Gliding team selected to contest the 2019 Class 1 World Championships at
Tolmezzo in Italy will comprise Grant Crossingham (2nd at 2018 Europeans), Ollie Chitty (9th at
2018 Europeans), Gary Wirdnam (6th and team Gold at the 2007 Worlds and four times British
Champion), Gordon Rigg (veteran of five Worlds teams and ten times British Champion) and
Andy Hollidge (2017 Worlds and 2018 Europeans veteran) under manager Phil Chettleburgh.
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Andy Hollidge

Gordon Rigg

Grant Crossingham

If the team size increases to six, Dave Matthews, veteran of four Worlds teams, is first reserve.

PILOT DEVELOPMENT
Have you checked off your flying experience on your online Experience Profile recently? If you do
you can use to accurately check your currency. Each flying skill has a limited time frame and this
coloured visual reminder will be invaluable to keep to current easily…. if you remember to confirm
that you have completed and mastered the skills.

MORE PARA-MOTORING
My thanks to Matt Dickens of The Adventurists, https://www.theadventurists.com, for this article
on the world's longest, and possibly toughest, para-motoring race.
When it comes to top-drawer aerial adventures, the Icarus Trophy is hard to beat. The event,
which is put on by UK outfit The Adventurists, is the world's longest, and possibly toughest, paramotoring race.

Andy Place shortly after landing in Mahalapye, Botswana

The Trophy began life in the U.S.A, migrated to Africa and, in 2019, shall be held in Brazil. Each
race is split into two divisions. Race Division: for those going for the win and Adventure Division:
for those taking things at a more ‘leisurely’ pace. Launching 2nd October 2019 the course will
follow an unprecedentedly beautiful and risky 1000-mile route. It shall showcase Brazil at its very
best. The course will be an epic & diverse route offering many challenges to each pilot.
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Matt asked Andy Place, a UK para-motorist who tackled The Icarus Trophy in 2018 as a complete
newbie, just how he got there:I helped build and run the Adventurists' tracking website and during the first Icarus Trophy, I got
absolutely hooked. The topology, the scenery - it looked absolutely incredible. I'd always been
interested in flying anyway and though I'd started to fly real aircraft I ran out of money quickly.
Para-motoring felt more accessible and flexible.
Why do you do it? The reason I started flying was to do the Icarus Trophy. Having done so, I'll
continue to fly. I'm totally addicted.
Ultimately this is the most affordable form of aviation out there and very unrestricted comparatively
to anything else.
What's your favourite thing about it? The freedom - going where you want, within reason, I love
the different perspectives. I've always loved maps and aerial views and once you're up there, you
get that view.

Andy over Victoria Falls

The moment you take off is like... "YES, I've done it!" An amazing exhilarating feeling, "I'm
actually flying!" It's all a bit surreal when you start. Over time, you start to realise what you're
actually achieving. Eight days and some 1000 km later, I made it to the 2018 Icarus Trophy finish
line, doing it in style landing minutes before darkness, short of the finish post and proudly in last
place.
If this feels too much for you, then thankfully, The Adventurists also do weekend-long versions of
the main race called the Icarus X Series. If you want to get involved, there is an Icarus X Series
race planned in Dorset on 21-22nd June 2019. For more information please head to
www.icarustrophy.com

FLY A PARAMOTOR? WANT TO COMPETE? COMPETE WITH TEAM GB?
Paramotor Team GB are looking for pilots. You need 30+ flying hours and a desire to compete.
The British paramotor team are holding training events throughout 2019 to give you an insight into
competition flying tasks and develop knowledge, confidence and skills such as planning, strategies
etc to compete in the British Open in August this year.
For more details: www.british-team.co.uk/single-post/2018/12/04Ever-thought-about-PPG-comps
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CAA GETTING TOUGH ON PARAMOTORING
There has been a large increase in complaints from MP’s, Councils, the Police and the General
Public about nuisance powered flying and unpowered flying. The CAA are looking into setting up
something similar to the “Drone Code” and their Enforcements Team will be asking the BHPA to
assist them to identify pilots who are engaged in unwelcome/nuisance paragliding, hang gliding
and paramotoring activity. They will consider using Forfeiture and Destruction Orders for breaches
of the ANO (see UK & EASA REGULATORY MATTERS in this Newsletter for the latest ANO
update) and may consider expanding mandatory insurance requirements for foot-launch flying.

For
more
information
about
BHPA
competitions
and
http://www.bhpa.co.uk/sport/events/index.php?category=competitions_and_events

events:
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http://www.hcgb.co.uk
The HCGB membership represents almost all of the private helicopter owners and pilots in the UK
and actively encourages social flying and many members regularly participate in the organised
events as well as organising an annual calendar of events ranging from lunch fly-ins, cross channel
weekends, visits to military establishments and breweries and covering just about anything you can
think of doing.

NEWS
HCGB AGM 5th March 2019
The Club was honoured to have decorated war veteran Flt Lt Colin Bell DFC (RAF rtd) as guest
speaker. Colin was a mosquito bomber pilot in World War 2 and his no nonsense talk left everyone
under no illusion as to the atrocities of war.

David Monks & Flt Lt Colin Bell DFC (RAF rtd)

Colin talk was fascinating as he spoke of his time in 608 Squadron (Pathfinder Group), he carried
out 50 bombings raids all over Germany, 13 of them over Berlin which he described as being very
heavily fortified.
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Over three days at Wycombe Air Park, Heli UK Expo will showcase the very best the helicopter
industry has to offer. Exhibitors and visitors can fly directly to the event with free entry for pilots and
passengers, or drive in to experience the latest aircraft and supporting products & services upclose.
Buy tickets in advance and save up to 25% compared to the on-the-gate price. Or fly-in and benefit
from free show access. Free parking is available on-site for anyone with a valid show ticket or
there is a free shuttle bus operating from High Wycombe Station.

My thanks to Brenda Nicoll for this report about Peter Wilson’s The Three Journeys Round
Peter Wilson has just completed the last leg of his epic conservation journey “Three Journeys
Round” which saw him finally land his R66 G-DIGA back at West Palm Beach, on March 5th after
92 days.

Peter in the larger of the caves, takes a selfie with a statue of the previous cave dweller...the
Mylodon or Giant Sloth. The cave is named after the Mylodon and it is probable that human beings
would have been around at the same time this giant lived, approx 15,000 years ago.
"This Latin American Journey, the third and final part of his Three Journeys Round project saw him
landing in 23 countries covering around 17,500nm. He left West Palm Beach on December 2nd
2018 and was accompanied on the flight by American, Robin Doten."
Apart from Latin America, Peter’s first two journeys took him to Africa in 2016, flying solo and
covering 23 countries, some 16,600nm, in 73 days. His second journey was an around the world
with co-pilot Matthew Gallacher. They flew through 42 countries in 121 days covering around
32,000nm.
Peter already holds several FAI records for the first two legs of his journeys; the objectives for
these journeys are to raise the profile for a better planet through sustainable development and
conservation and to raise money for Save the Children and The Motivation Charitable trust. His
fundraising page can be found at:-https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/ThreeJourneysRound
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To claim more FAI records for his flights, all that remains for Peter is to get his paperwork in order
and to make a provisional record claim within 5 working days of each sectors completion and then
Geoffrey Boot, of the 3R’s, has 3 months to follow up with the formal paperwork to the FAI.

Congratulations to Peter, and of course Robin, on his epic trip and we look forward to reading his
“Members Profile” in a later 2019 edition of this RAeC Newsletter.
[Ed: Peter has already had his arm twisted and has agreed  ]

HELICOPTER MUSEUM IN WESTON SUPER MARE
http://www.helicoptermuseum.co.uk

The museum is open Wednesday through to Sunday plus all Bank Holidays, April to October
10.00am to 5.30pm.

April 7th & 8th - World at War Weekend
Over the weekend there will be a living World War II encampment on site along with a number of
re-enactment groups and a number of helicopter open cockpits. See the land surrounding Weston
Airfield’s original WW2 era control brought to life by huge living history camps, military re-enactors,
historic vehicles and meet British, German and Russian troops in their encampments and explore
the Vietnam Village and get up close to incredible artillery and weapons including the 30 foot
Bristol Bloodhound Missile.
Historic aircraft will be visiting the museum over the weekend (subject to flying conditions and
availability) and visitors can even climb aboard a Vietnam veteran ‘Huey’ during open cockpit
sessions and pilot a Lancaster Bomber flight simulator2018’s centrepiece charity will be Blesma,
the limbless veterans charity.
Since 1932, Blesma has been the only national Armed Forces Charity that supports limbless
veterans for the duration of their lives and will be putting on a memorable display inside the
museum’s hangars alongside other military charities and associations.
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May 13th - Cadillacs and Copters - Classic American Car Rally Get a close up look at an array
of Classic American Cars
June 2nd - 29th Anniversary Lecture and Tour Learn about the development of the museum
from its beginnings in the 1960's to its current Internationally recognised collection and contribution
to education. Held as part of the Weston Air Festival at Weston-Super-Mare seafront there is a
helicopter static display on the beach lawns. A number of helicopters taking part in the flying
display will also be based at the museum over the weekend
Helicopters are welcome to fly in to the Museum's 1 acre grass Helipad.
Please contact the museum to advise arrival time Tel. 01934-635227
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http://www.bmaa.org
The British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) looks after the interests of microlight pilots and
enthusiasts in the UK. It is an organisation approved by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) and aims to
further the sport of microlight aviation, keep flying costs down to a minimum for its members and to
represent them in national and international matters relating to microlight sport aviation.

NEWS
BMAA AWARDS 2018
THE BMAA MEDAL: "In recognition of long and distinguished service to microlighting": Gerry Breen
STEVE HUNT MEMORIAL TROPHY: awarded for outstanding Microlight Achievement: Michael
Stalker
BRIAN COSGROVE AWARD: awarded to the sports unsung Hero or Heroine: Colin Johnson
KEITH NEGAL TROPHY: awarded "For getting things done": Doug and Mandy Coppin
BMAA ENGINEERING TROPHY: awarded by the BMAA Technical Office for the best nonprofessional design submission: Ralph Chesters
BMAA PHOTOGRAPHIC TROPHY: awarded to the year's best photograph in the Microlight Flying
photo competition: 1st Wilfred van Beek, 2nd Jim Crosby and 3rd Andy MacKinnon

BMAA AGM
AGM will be held on Saturday 4th May 2019 at the Popham Microlight Trade Fair.

“GET HIGH..VOLARE!”
A volunteer organisation raising money to make flying available for young people, from all
backgrounds, from all over the country, hopefully in perpetuity.
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“Get High Volare!” http://gethighvolare.org/index.html is a registered charity number: 1179224)
the admin team includes Search & Rescue Wessex pilot Sally Cox (also the RAF’s first female fast jet
pilot), BMAA member Tim Wiltshire and Alex Paterson of Afors.
See the YOUTH ACTIVITIES section in this Newsletter for some fantastic new developments

DOES YOUR AIRCRAFT HAVE A BALLISTIC PARACHUTE?
If so then there must be a clear warning sign on the aircraft for the emergency services at the point of
entrance/exit and where rescue personnel can readily see them.

BMAA SOCIAL MEIA FACEBOOK GROUP
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BMAA1 is for current BMAA members to share thoughts and ideas
with each other and the BMAA office staff. Members can also ask questions or ask for advice.

MICROLIGHT TRADE FAIR 2019
Will be held at Popham Airfield on the 4th and 5th of May 2019. The show is an opportunity to see the
latest developments in the Microlight Industry as well as providing an opportunity for those new to the
industry to learn more about flying. Visitors will get the opportunity to get up close to aircraft and even
have the opportunity to fly a simulator.
The show attracts over 40 exhibitors and 3,000 visitors each year and welcomes visitors and
exhibitors who wish to fly- in or those that wish to drive. Dogs are welcome but they MUST be kept on
leads at all times.
The Trade Fair opens at 10am and closes at 5pm each day.
Tickets: Adult: £7.00
OAP: £5.00 Children (4-16): £5.00 Under 4’s:Free
Disabled as per adult or child prices (one carer is admitted free of charge)

YOUNG PERSON'S MICROLIGHT FLYING BURSARY
Keen to promote microlighting to the younger generation so that new blood is brought into
microlighting the BMAA fund each year selected candidates aged between 15 and 20 on the date of
the award. In order to qualify these candidates must show some history of an interest in microlighting
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and will be selected by an appointed panel. There will be some additional flying and ground based
assessments to ensure the BMAA get exactly the right people.
The 2019 applications may have closed (31.3.2019) by the time this Newsletter is published but keep
a note of the link for next year. https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/bursary-application-form

‘MEET THE BMAA’
The BMAA are developing a program of ‘Meet the BMAA’ dates around the country. All information on
the dates and places will be available on our website once finalised.

BMAA MICROLIGHT OPEN SERIES
Launched for the first time in 2019 the BMAA Microlight Open Series has been designed to offer a fun
flying weekend to all pilots of all aircraft types and experience level.
The Open Series has been designed to take the best bits of some competition tasks and make them
better, use the fun side of any task and dispense with the over complicated parts. Reconnect each
task element with the actual flying skill it was originally designed to promote to include precision
landings, short field operation, strong navigational skills and of course good effective use of GPS
navigation tools
Whilst a typical competition event would generally span across a full weekend from Friday evening to
Sunday afternoon for the Open Series Competitions you are more than welcome to attend it all or
simply pick and choose the bits you'd like to do or have the available time to do.
Events are held at locations up and down the country throughout the flying season; each one is
organised by a small team of volunteers who Marshall the event, organise food and refreshments all
weekend and of course run back and forth to fuel stations to keep everyone topped up as they
require.
Each event will levy a small entry fee to cover the airfield costs such as landing fee's and camping
facilities and then of course you will be required to just pay for the meals you want whilst at the event.
Typical cost for the weekend would be £15 entry fee and maybe a further £20 to £25 for all breakfast,
lunches and evening meals.
TO GET STARTED: https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/microlight-open-series

BMAA WINGS SCHEME

The BMAA Wings Scheme is up and running and is designed to encourage BMAA members to
continue to improve their flight planning, their aircraft handling skills and their understanding of
aviation safety and to become a safer and “better pilot”.
The Wings scheme has four levels of award: Bronze, Silver, Gold and Diamond and is open to all
BMAA members at no cost. You will need to be a qualified pilot to receive an award, but if you are a
student pilot you can already be recording Aviation Education and Safety achievements that you can
use towards your Bronze award when you have qualified as a pilot.
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To qualify for each level the pilot will gain achievements from a selection of flight, educational and
safety tasks and must have been completed within the 24 months immediately preceding an
application. After the first Bronze Award each level becomes slightly more demanding encouraging
pilots to expand their skills and knowledge, whilst having fun and becoming the “better pilot”.
The scheme covers: SAFETY - always the key driver in aviation. At least one safety achievement is
part of the qualifying requirements for each award level.
NAVIGATION - with more and more regulated airspace accurate navigation has never been so
important. Modern aids to navigation are encouraged, and from Bronze to Diamond the navigation
elements will help you to be more confident and more accurate.
AVIATION EDUCATION: are you planning to fly abroad? Have you added a radio operator’s licence
to your pilot’s licence? Do you want to find out more about how weather is forecast? Do you know
how Air Traffic Control operates? Attending courses and seminars or making visits to aviation
working environments will help you understand more about your flying environment.
FLIGHT TRAINING: the pilot training syllabus prepares novice for the role of pilot in command. Some
skills learnt during training fade if not used often and further flight training is a skills benefit such as
the BMAA Strip Skills course.
This initiative has been awarded PROUD (Pilot Recognition for Operational Up-skilling and
Development) status by the Civil Aviation Authority.

BMAA FREEDOM RALLY (SSDR)
The annual SSDR Rally now called BMAA Freedom Rally (SSDR) will be held at Enstone Airfield from
19th to 21st July 2019.
As well as new and old single seat aircraft microlight pilots of all types are welcome to attend. There
will be a BBQ held on Saturday 20th and for anyone arriving on Friday evening (19 th) there will be a
curry and film night organised by Angela at Enstone Flying Club. You will need to pre-book with
Angela angela@enstoneflyingclub.co.uk
Aaron Bliss, the BMAA Licence and Instructor and Examiner Administrator, will be at the rally
Saturday and Sunday.
He is a qualified 'R' Examiner so if anyone needs their Microlight Ratings re-validated he will be able
to offer this service over the weekend. Please remember for re validation to bring with you your
logbook and full licence.
Friday 19 July: 16.00 Event opens; 18.30 Curry and film night; 21.30 Flying to cease
Saturday 20 July: 08,00 Flying commences; Seminar Speakers:10.30 – 11.00, 11.15 – 12.00,
12.30 – 13.15, 13.30 – 14.15 & 14.30 – 15.15; BBQ with Enstone Flying Club at 17.00; 2130 Flying to
cease
Sunday 21 July: 0800 Flying commences; Seminar Speakers: 10.30 – 11.00, 11.15 – 12.00; Event
closes 14.00

QUIZAERO 5 DAY MICROLIGHT THEORY COURSE
BMAA members get 15% discount on course price. As it’s residential accommodation is needed.
https://www.quizaero.co.uk/ground-school-reservation or email contact@quizaero.co.uk
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AVIATION FIRST AID COURSES
The BMAA’s aviation first aid course is fully certified as a FAA (First Aid Award) Level 3 training
course and is valid for three years and you will learn about the following topics, including participating
in practical elements:
 Situation assessment
 Response levels & observation charts.
 Airway management, including restrictions.
 Resuscitation Adult CPR.
 Dealing with Epilepsy.
 Differences between heart attack & cardiac arrest.
 Use of the AED (Automatic External Defibrillator).
 Dressing of wounds.
 Correct use of Tourniquets.
 Haemostatic bandages and powders (for dealing with bleeds).
 Minor burns and scalds.
 Anaphylactic shock.
 Specifics to the aviation environment, with videos looking at airside and airborne scenarios.
and you will obtain a Recognised Qualification in first aid, with a registered certificate.
For more information: https://www.bmaacourses.co.uk/aviation-first-aid

NEW NPPL SYLLABUS
The new NPPL syllabus is now up and running and available to buy on the BMAA website.

STRAIGHT-LINE-WITHOUT-ENGINE-POWER MICROLIGHT FLIGHT
David Broom's 34.54km distance-in-a-straight-line-without-engine-power microlight flight of June
15th last year has just (March 2019) been ratified by CIMA as a previously unset world record. Thus
the Airplay Snake/Grif 3DC nanolight enters the record books and sets the bar for thermal-only trike
flights.

See BHPA section in the Newsletter for David’s report.

MICROLIGHT FLY-INS AND EVENTS
For details of microlight fly-ins and events https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/events
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https://bmfa.org
The British Model Flying Association (BMFA) is the body elected by the Royal Aero Club to be
responsible for all aspects of flying model aircraft in the UK.

NEWS
MEMBERSHIP PORTAL https://bmfa.azolve.com
CONTROL LINE MODEL AIRCRAFT FLIGHT
The CAA have issued an exemption to permit control line model aircraft flight within the Flight
Restriction Zones without seeking permission from the ATC unit or aerodrome operator. Came into
force 13th March 2019 http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/1296.pdf

AIR NAVIGATION (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2019 : SMALL UNMANNED
AIRCRAFT (SUA) (CAP 1763)
Following the amendment (CAP 1763) to the ANO (CAP 393) that entered into force on 13 March
2019, the CAA published guidance for small unmanned aircraft users with an outline of the revised
regulations as they will now appear in law; to provide guidance on the effects of the changes; and
how they will be interpreted by the CAA. This guidance replaced CAP1687. The changes give




the closest distance that small unmanned aircraft of ANY mass may be flown from specific
types of aerodrome
Changes to the dimensions of the ‘flight restriction zones’ associated with the new distance
limitation from these ‘protected aerodromes’
the introduction of new definitions in Schedule 1 in order to accommodate these changes.

See UK & EASA AVIATION REGULATIONS section in this Newsletter for more details

THE NATIONAL CENTRE
The winter hours, up until 30th April, are working well and making a significant saving on the
Centre’s running costs. Summer hours from 1st May are Reception: Mon-Fri 9.30am – 5-30pm and
weekends open as required for events; Flying Site: 9.30am – close 1 hour before sunset. It is
important to check the status window on the website https://nationalcentre.bmfa.org before travelling
as specific events may limit the availability of all, or parts of the facility.
The Control Line hard circle, sized to enable the flying of Control Line Aerobatics, Speed, Team
Race, Scale and the running of Vintage Control Line classes and Vintage Tethered Cars and its
associated facilities is estimated to cost £45,000.
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It is hoped to be available in the autumn. This project will offer BMFA members the opportunity to fly
all categories of Control Line Model Aircraft at BMFA Buckminster and create a Centre of
Excellence that will ultimately be capable of supporting FAI F2 (Control Line) World Cup
Competitions (by 2021) and FAI F2 (Control Line) World & European Championships (from 2023).
Other planned projects for 2019 include power facilities for battery charging, refurbishment of
buildings and additional signage.

In recognition of the sterling work of BMFA Centre volunteers and a bequest left by the late Geoff
Goldsmith to aid development of the Centre the Hanger has been named The Goldsmith Hanger.
Season Tickets are selling extremely well and already near, even this early in the season, to the
number sold in 2018. A 2019 season ticket is £70 (December 1st 2018 to December 31st 2019)
Juniors £10, should be considered as a ‘midweek flyers ticket’ and also includes evening permits
(usual price £4.00) , but there will be a small number of additional weekends that will be listed as
general sport-flying weekends available to season ticket holders.
https://nationalcentre.bmfa.org/flying/season-tickets
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BMFA Buckminster provides basic camping facilities for visitors to the site both as part of events
and also on an individual basis. For those intending to make use of the flying facilities too there is
“camp and fly”. https://nationalcentre.bmfa.org/visitor-info/camping

NEW NATIONAL MODEL FLYING MONTH
Whilst there are some 34,000+ BMFA members and 868 affiliated model flying clubs there are
probably many more model flyers out there.
In order to pass the enthusiasm on for model flying, not only just for the flying but also for the
friendships you can make, the personal challenges set and achieved the sport would thrive if the
enthusiasm could be passed on to many more people, both young and old, friends and family, the
wider public and aviators in other air sports.
Paul Tallett, BMFA’s PR man (Ed. and the person I am indebted to for setting the front covers of this
Newsletter) and BMFA Club Support Officer Andy Symonds have put together the “BMFA Affiliated
Club PR Support Guide” https://clubpr.bmfa.org/.
Not only content with producing a Club PR Support Guide an annual National Model Flying Month, a
“BMFA Flightfest” have been developed happening this coming May, the aim being to raise the
profile of our sport with the public and encourage more to partake.

All areas and affiliated clubs are being encouraged to hold a May event at their flying field
https://clubpr.bmfa.org/bmfa-flightfest-the-national-model-flying-month Local media could be invited
to broaden model flying and publicise the sport and the club’s name.
If you see an idea in the Guide and would like to try it but wonder how, contact Paul or Andy
https://clubpr.bmfa.org/contact-us and I’m sure they will be only too pleased to be able to help you.
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INTRODUCTORY MINITURE PYLON RACING http://bmpra.bmfa.org/
Introductory classes for E2K (one of the newest classes of pylon racing and was introduced as a
low cost electric class) it is anticipated that the race meetings will be held every month with the
venue alternating between the new National Centre and the usual field near Hadnal in Shropshire.
C32K aircraft are based on old Club 20 airframes but utilising a more user friendly 32 size glow
engine, much easier aircraft to set up and handle.
Reno 300 (hand launched, smoothing flying racers) a basic model with an off the shelf engine and
standard servos.
Contact stuart@dinthill.plus.com or grahamclarke5@talktalk.net for more information

THE GREAT UK YOUTH ROCKETRY CHALLENGE 2019
The Rocketry Challenge is a great opportunity for young people aged 11 – 18 and entries for 2019
are now closed and the competitions will be taking place:- https://www.ukayroc.org.uk

Region
South East
Midlands
Northern Ireland
North
South West
Scotland
National Final

Venue
Stow Maries Aerodrome
BMFA Buckminster
RLC Group, Langford Lodge
Elvington Airfield
Abbeyfield School
Kinross Radio Model Flying Club
BMFA Buckminster

International Final Paris International Airshow

Date
03-Apr
05-Apr
08-Apr
25-Apr
27-Apr
26-Apr
08-May
20-21
June

The International Miniature Aerobatic Club (IMAC)
IMAC is an organisation dedicated to competitive sport of radio controlled Scale Aerobatic
competition flying radio controlled scale models of full-sized aerobatic competition planes.
The committee has agreed to raise aircraft models weight limit to 25kg (with fuel) which has
widened the scope for engine selection. Internal combustion engines are still the most popular for
IMAC but electric set-ups are becoming more viable and certainly interesting.
They fly four classes of increasing difficulty; Sportsman, Intermediate, Advanced & Unlimited and a
judged scoring system is used to identify when a pilot is ready to move to a higher level of difficulty.
All pilots must have a BMFA "B" certificate to fly at our competitions.
IMAC UK offer training and have an Introduction Day at the BMFA Centre on April 27.
For more information about IMACUK please e-mail contact@imacuk.org and see the UK website
http://imacuk.org/
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BMFA UNIVERSITY & SCHOOLS PAYLOAD CHALLENGE 2019
The BMFA Flight Challenges require students to design, build and fly load-carrying model aircraft.
The competitions have evolved to stretch the abilities of participating students and there is no doubt
the development of a good aircraft requires each team to display design flair, technical knowledge
and teamwork.
Judging is by a panel of professional engineers and the competition has attracted very favourable
comment from external examiners, the challenge is partnered by the Royal Aeronautical Society
and also enjoys the support of BAE SYSTEMS.
The competition benefits from cash prizes awarded to winning team members and their
university/school department. A small entry fee of £50.00 per team (£25.00 for challenge 1) is
payable on submission of entry form.
The flying and presentation element of the competition will take place over the weekend of 31st
May, 1st and 2nd of June 2019 at the British Model Flying Association National Centre,
Buckminster.
http://payloadchallenge.bmfa.org/2019-university-and-schools-payload-challenges-launched

BMFA ACHIEVEMENT SCHEME
The BMFA runs a voluntary Achievement Scheme to encourage RC flyers to improve their flying, pit
and safety skills. The Scheme is delivered by approximately 1100 Examiners and 3500 Instructors
nationally, and to help them keep up to date with developments within the scheme.

ROADSHOW DATES
BMFA Buckminster “Open Weekends”

15th & 16th June and 3rd and 4th August

Contact Duncan McClure for more information RCPAS@bmfa.org

GREAT BRITAIN RADIO CONTROLLED AEROBATIC ASSOCIATION
The GBRCAA http://www.gbrcaa.org/ is 40 years old this year having had their first meeting on 25 th
February 1979 at Swinderby near Lincoln. It is the specialist body appointed by the BMFA to
organise precision aerobatic competitions (F3A & F3P) to the international rules of the FAI.
The Great Britain F3A World Cup event will be held on the 21st- 23rd June 2019 at a private
airfield (51°06'01.2"N 0°46'45.0"E) near Ashford in Kent. Entries are now open
https://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/4wroaPXSke6q0N9vZ0c87
Matt Hoyland has been appointed F3A 2019 Team Manager for the 2019 World Championships in
Italy. Team GB comprises: Kevin Caton and Garry Peacock.

Best of luck guys
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THE BRITISH DRONE RACING ASSOCIATION (BDRA)

https://bdra.uk/
The BDRA is a not for profit organisation. Run by FPV pilot formed to promote the sport of FPV
racing and multi rotors in general. Their aim is to develop the sport and give FPV pilots a voice
within the model aircraft world as a specialist organisation under the BMFA.
The name was changed from The BFPVRA to BDRA, something more in line with other countries
who compete in drone racing, shortening the name makes it a bit easier to remember so we are
now known as the British Drone Racing Association (BDRA)
My thanks to Lee Robinson for the following report:What an amazing and exciting year we have coming up for Drone Racing in the UK. Drone racing is
an upcoming sport that has emerged over the last few years, with competitive racing and freestyling,
events all across the UK and now numerous shops have opened up in the UK to support the
growing numbers in Drone Racing.
Drone racing in the UK for 2019
Lets have a quick look at the events already planned for 2019 (with more being added weekly!). For
the 2019 season both national ‘Qualifying Events’ and ‘Regional Series’ lead to the British
Championships.

BDRA affiliated clubs

https://bdra.uk/club-map/

To qualify for the British Championships all you need to do is either compete in 3 national
‘Qualifying Events’ or participate in any ‘Regional Series’ and you will be eligible for the official
British Championship Leader boards.
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The top pilots from each region will be invited to the BC Finale in 2019 any remaining spaces
(Approx. 25) will be allocated to the top pilots from the national rankings.

The first official race of the season happened on Sunday at Drone Base in the South East region!
This race was both a regional and a national ‘British Championship Qualifying Event’ so points
earned as a member of the BDRA will go to both leader boards.
Congratulations to Alfie Mitchell on overall 1st place, Gary Kent on 2nd and Daniel Peters on
3rd place.

FORTHCOMING 2019 CONTESTS & EVENTS
BMFA FREE FLIGHT AND SPACE MODELLINGS NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2019 and SAM 35 GALA
Takes place at RAF Barkston Heath 25-27th May 2019
Other Space events appear on the calendar http://freeflight.bmfa.org/743-2 as they are the
responsibility of the Free Flight Technical Committee. They are not part of the Overall British Free
Flight Championship and ONLY Team Selection and Buckminster events are subject to
postponement due to unsuitable weather.

FAI F9U WORLD CUP
After lots of hard work by the BDRA (British Drone Racing Association) committee they are
pleased to officially announce that they will be hosting a FAI F9U World Cup, in conjunction with
the BMFA, at the BMFA’s Nationals event on the 24th-25th August 2019 at Barkston Heath,
Grantham.
This is a great opportunity for drone racing pilots to qualify for the FAI World Championship that is
being hosted in China at the end of the year.
One of, if not the biggest event on the UK drone racing calendar for 2019 so be sure to keep an
eye on registration details which will be announced on www.BDRA.uk and on their Facebook
page (Search BDRA/British Drone Racing Association).

If you have any questions or would like to know more then please visit www.BDRA.uk for more
information

SAM 35 FREE FLIGHT COMPETITIONS http://sam35.org.uk
MODEL HELICOPTER COMPETITIONS: http://www.3dchampionship.co.uk
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For the BMFA Events Calendar check out https://bmfa.org/Contests-Events/Contest-and-EventCalendar where you can find details of your local affiliated club and when they meet and what you
can fly there, be it as a complete novice or an advanced flyer.
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BRITISH PARACHUTING ASSOCIATION
http://www.bpa.org.uk
From 31 January 1984, parachuting became a permitted activity, subject to the grant by the CAA of a
written permission, and in accordance with appropriate conditions specified in such CAA permission
documents. The BPA, soon to be renamed British Skydiving, controls all aspects of skydiving on
behalf of the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA).

NEWS
NEW COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
British Parachute Association (BPA) is delighted to announce that Angel Fernandez has been
appointed to the new staff position of Communications Manager. Angel, who took up the sport in
2017, will start his new post, based at BPA HQ in Leicester mid April 2019 and has over 20 years’
communications and marketing experience in a variety of industries including automotive,
manufacturing and third sector organisations.
He comes to BPA from commercial landscape contractor NT Killingley Ltd where he oversaw
marketing and communications for their construction sector. At Killingley, Angel drove a brand refresh
that provided a new and contemporary image that also respected the history and values of the
company.

Angel’s role at BPA will be to engage with the members and BPA’s other stakeholders, and beyond
with the media and the wider public. He will focus on communications activity to underpin
implementation of BPA’s strategic plan, including rebranding to British Skydiving, expand BPA’s
digital communication channels and content, and promote the sport and its successes to a wider
audience.
As Communications Manager, A ngel will work closely with Tony Butler, BPA Chief Operating Officer,
other members of the staff team, and the Communications Committee chaired by Adrian Bond.
This new post of Communications Manager assists BPA’s 5 year strategic plan and BPA is delighted
to welcome Angel, who has the skills and experience needed in this specialist area. ’Angel Fernandez
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said ‘I am delighted to be joining the BPA at such an important time in its development and am
looking forward to working with members and other stakeholders to deliver our exciting ambitions for
our fantastic sport.’

BPA AGM AND GALA DINNER
BPA’s Skydive the Expo 2019 is held on the same day as the BPA AGM and is the biggest event of
the BPA year.
Speakers at Expo 2019 included Anu Ojha from the National Space Centre talking about skydiving
and space exploration; Team NFTO: Fitness and Sports Nutrition; Eugene Minogue: Parkour UK and
Leo Whitman FPV Drone Racing to name but a few.
The BPA AGM was followed by the annual skydiving Awards and Presentations Ceremony and in the
evening there is a formal BPA Annual Gala black tie Dinner.

INDOOR SKYDVING ORGANISATION
Indoor skydiving is emerging as a new discipline/sport. The BPA Council is discussing the
development of an Indoor Skydiving Organisation and delegating to it, by way of a licensing
agreement, the power to carry out the selection, administration and organisation of British indoor
skydiving delegations. The arrangement would be for a fixed period of five years from 2019, with a
break clause. Under the terms of this arrangement, BPA would also delegate to the new organisation
the issuing of Indoor Skydiving FAI sporting licences.
My thanks to Monica Moyano for the following report on “The Wind Games”:-

THE WIND GAMES CLOSES ITS MOST EPIC EDITION IN ITS HISTORY
Empuriabrava, Girona. 3rd February 2019. “The Wind Games”, the world’s most mediatic
international indoor skydiving competition, drew the curtains with 12 new medals for local teams. The
competition, which took place over 3 days, managed to bring together the world elite of this sport at
the Empuriabrava Wind Tunnel. The launch of the new competitive modality, Relay Races, a dynamic
speed category, marked the tournament’s new edition, which faced its decisive day with great
success.

The Empuriabrava Wind Tunnel’s director, Aida Rico, highlighted “the high level of the athletes that
have competed in this event, the commitment acquired by Windoor to the development of indoor
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skydiving and the competitive disciplines that make up this sport have, undoubtedly, evolved and
grown thanks to competitions such as ours, such as “The Wind Games””.
DYNAMIC DISCIPLINES’ included 2Way Dynamic, 4 Speed, Solo Speed, Freestyle and Relay
Races

Windoor celebrated “The Wind Games” 6 th edition by organizing a Charitable Marathon in order to
raise funds for the Care All Foundation NGO, which raises money for injured parachutists, amongst
other projects; and for the Antonio Cabré Foundation dedicated to improve the life of several
children’s associations with special schooling, health or social needs. This initiative follows the
Windoor’s CSR philosophy that the entity is enhancing.
LEARNING FROM OTHERS MISTAKES
Download the Safety & Training Committees Summary of Safety from their STC minutes
https://www.bpa.org.uk/member/agendas-and-minutes/ to learn from others mistakes and
misfortunes. A new summary is produced every 2 months.

BPA INSTRUCTOR COURSES
Contact: trudy@bpa.org.uk

BRITISH COLLEGIATE PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION (BCPA)
https://www.bcpa.org.uk/

The BCPA is a volunteer-run, non-profit organisation, set up for the purpose of promoting skydiving at
a collegiate level.
Their 2019 tour is to the USA at Skydive San Diego, 02 April 2019 - 17 April 2019.
Have fun and safe diving everyone.
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http://www.precisionflying.co.uk
Responsible for the promotion and day-to-day running of Rally and Precision Flying competitions
within the UK and the selection of pilots and crew to represent Great Britain at international
competitions organised under the auspices of the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI).
VFR navigation skills developed during the Private Pilots Licence (PPL) course are all too quickly
forgotten as reliance is placed on GPS systems. Check out our video https://vimeo.com/57272236
New members, flying and non-flying, are always welcome. Contact http://www.precisionflying.co.uk
for further information.

NEWS
Rodney Blois was awarded the Yorkshire Light Trophy for winning the 2018 Nationals.
Congratulations Roddy.
Team GB for the FAI 24th World Precision Flying Championships 2019, being held in
Castellon, Spain 10-16 June comprises: Chris Barnes, Rodney Blois, John Marsh and Paul
Smiddy. Good luck guys.
Team GB will get some practice in at the

2019 French competitions

Airport Location ICAO code Air rally dates
Precision Flying datesANR dates
Alès
LFMS
May 4th and 5th May 3rd and 4th
Pontarlier
LFSP
May 18th and 19th May 17th and 18th
Lesparre-Médoc LFDU
May 25 th and 26 thMay 24th and 25 th
Château-Thierry LFFH
May 30th and 31st
Château-Thierry LFFH
May 31st and Jun1st
Jun 1st and 2nd
Laval**
LFOV**
Jun 21st and 22nd Jun 22nd and 23rd
** ANR training on Jun 23rd if enough time
So far confirmed is Paul Smiddy who will be competing at Pontarllier , Lesparre-Médoc
and Chateau Thierry in the Pfrecision class.
Good luck Paul !

WHAT IS AIR RALLY?
Prior to the competition competitors must declare a competition AIR SPEED. The aircraft will then
be flown round the route using time separation and the aircraft ordered in fastest to slowest
aircraft.
Prior to getting airborne the Navigator is given a VFR flight log which will specify the times to cross
each turnpoint and the heading and groundspeed using a best guestimate of the 1000′ wind and
the declared competition AIR SPEED. Navigators mark up their maps with the route, turnpoint
times, headings and track minute markers. The latter allowing pilots to ascertain whether they are
flying ahead or behind schedule so that speed changes can be made to allow the aircraft to be
flown “on track on time”.
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Prior to getting airborne each aircraft is given a GPS tracker which enables the flight to be
downloaded and overlaid on the course to enable timing penalties to be determined. Taking off at
a nominated time the pre-planned route is flown, attempting to cross each nominated turn point at
the specified time.
Competitors are provided with a number of photographs of features which they must identify and
mark on their map where the feature was observed. There are also ground targets placed around
the route which competitors must locate and mark on their maps.
Penalty points are awarded for every second early/late at the nominated turnpoints and for every
unseen or misplotted photograph or target. For the Navigation phase of the competition the
competitors with the least penalties wins.
On returning to the airfield, a spot landing competition for the Pilot in Command. Touching down on
the 2 metre wide landing line incurs zero penalties with penalties awarded for every metre over or
undershot from the zero line. Each pilot conducts 3 “touch and goes” and then a full stop landing
using specified approach techniques ie normal, glide, flapless trying to touch down on the zero line
on each occasion. The pilot with the lowest number of penalties wins the landing phase of the
competition.
The navigation and landing penalties are added together and the crew with the lowest overall score
are declared the winners.

WHAT IS PRECISION FLYING?
International Precision Flying competitions are flown solo. But follow a similar itinerary. However
within the UK to try and encourage pilots into the sport there are 2 classes that can be flown.
Open class is flown solo and follows the rules as per international competitions. The navigation
and landing penalties are added together and the pilot with the lowest overall score is declared the
winner.
Sportsman class can be flown as a crew of 2 and the timing allowances and penalties are more
lenient than Open class.

WHAT IS AIR NAVIGATION RACING?
Air Navigation Racing (ANR) is a competition where aircraft are flown along irregular shaped
predetermined corridors at 80 knots with the width of the corridor starting at 0.5nm on day one and
getting narrower and narrower each day until 0.2nm on the final day. The top four at the end of day
4 then fly against each other to determine the final podium positions.
Crews are handed their competition chart, 1:150,000, with the printed corridor plus start and finish
gates and a mandatory route to and from the airfield forty five minutes before take-off. Anything
more than 30 minutes on flight planning incurs penalty points, and then it’s out to the aircraft, get
set up and taxy for take-off so that you pass the climb out GNSS trigger precisely on time. Roughly
five minutes till you need to fly through the starting gate.
GNSS loggers are used to log the flight track, with timing to the milli-second, and there is a scored
landing competition either on return to the airfield or on day 5 as was done in this first World
Championships as the airfield was also home to a very busy parachuting organisation.
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http://formulaairracing.com
FARA (The Formula Air Racing Association) is the recognised official governing body and
sanctioning authority for Formula Air Racing disciplines. It is the governing body in the UK for the
sport known as formula one air racing and, in cooperation with the American IF1 and French APAF
associations it sanctions those air races around the world in the official Air Race 1 World Cup
series. FARA is also the international sanctioning body for the new electric air racing formula, Air
Race E.

FARA’s Mission:



To promote Formula Air Racing and develop participants nationally and internationally
To provide training, support, guidance, mentoring, assessment and licensing of any pilot
wishing to take up Formula Air Racing event globally
 To provide technical and regulatory guidance and liaison with regulatory bodies, sporting
federations, event organisers and other organisations in relation to the running of FARAsanctioned Formula Air Races and the operation of formula aircraft.
The Air Race E competition aims to drive the development and adoption of cleaner, faster, and
more technologically advanced electric engines that can be applied to urban air mobility vehicles
and, eventually, commercial aircraft.
Air Race E will follow a format similar to the popular Air Race 1 series of formula one air racing.
Eight electric-powered airplanes will race directly against each other on a tight 5-km circuit, just 10
metres above the ground, and at speeds faster than any land-based motorsport.
Air Race E will become the world’s first all-electric airplane race when it launches its inaugural
series of international races in 2020.
Run by Air Race Events and led by world-leading air racing promoter Jeff Zaltman, the man behind
the globally successful Air Race 1 World Cup, the race is set to revolutionise air racing and pioneer
innovations in electric aviation.
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Air Race E will see electric airplanes race directly against each other on a tight 5km circuit just 10m
above the ground and at speeds faster than any land-based motorsport. The demand for speed,
performance and power management under the rigors of a competitive race environment provide
the perfect platform for the development and promotion of cleaner, faster and more technologicallyadvanced electric engines.
The Light Aircraft Association (LAA), has committed its support in developing the technical
regulations and providing design oversight for the sport, sanctioned by the Formula Air Racing
Association (FARA) and its counter-part in France, the Association des Pilotes D'Avions de
Formules (APAF).

AIRBUS CREATES THE FIRST ELECTRIC AIRPLANE RACE
WITH AIR RACE E
Airbus has announced a global partnership with Air Race E, the world’s first electric airplane race
set to launch its inaugural series in 2020, is the Official Founding Partner of Air Race E and will
work alongside other Air Race E partners, including the University of Nottingham.
The University is currently developing a prototype race airplane powered by an integrated electric
motor, battery, and power electronics system. The plane will help shape the model and rules for
the inaugural Air Race E race in 2020.
“We want to motivate manufacturers to showcase their technologies across the full spectrum of
electric propulsion systems and components.” said Grazia Vittadini, Chief Technology Officer of
Airbus. “This partnership enables us to demonstrate our commitment to staying at the leading edge
of electric propulsion and developing a new ecosystem.”
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Air Race E CEO Jeff Zaltman

Air Race E CEO Jeff Zaltman said: “We couldn’t be happier or more optimistic for success with
Airbus as our Official Founding Partner. This partnership is a significant milestone in the evolution
of electric power in aviation. Together, we’re working to create a mainstream platform in which
innovation in electric propulsion can be developed, nurtured, and accelerated more rapidly.”
For more information about Air Race E visit https://airracee.com

FORMULA 1 AIR RACING – CHINA
My thanks to Trevor Jarvis, GB Air Racing pilot, for this report on the Formula 1 Air Race in China
In November 2018, I took part in the first ever Formula 1 air race to be held in China. We were
invited by Jeff Zaltman of Air Race 1, who has organised most of the Formula 1 race events
attended by GB Air Racing since 2014. The race was part of a larger airshow event organised to
publicise aviation development, scientific research and manufacturing within the area.
Formula 1 is considered by many to be the purest form of air racing and consists of up to eight
aircraft starting on the runway at the same time with the first one past the finishing post, after eight
laps, the winner.
The 3 mile (5km) aerial racetrack is marked-out on the ground by six pylons, which can be
inflatable or vertical banners on poles, and bright orange in colour. The racers then fly around
these pylons as low as ten metres off the ground and at speeds in excess of 250 mph (400 km/h).
Aircraft are all built to the same formula, which includes a Continental O-200 motor, as used in a
Cessna 152, a minimum wing area of 66 square feet (6 square metres), a minimum empty weight
of 500lbs (227 kg), a fixed-pitch propeller and fixed undercarriage. There are many more details to
the formula which have to be complied with and are scrutinised for compliance by the Tech
Inspectors before an aircraft is raced.
Prior to China, GB Air Racing had participated in races held in Spain, Tunisia, USA and Thailand,
flying Cassutt, Taylor Titch and Shoestring racers. For the Wuhan, Hannan airport, China race, we
used a Cassutt IIIM loaned to us for the event by our good friend Terry Gardner, who also
completed the build of the Titch we raced in 2014. Unlike the first event in Spain, where we flew
there from the UK, raced, and flew back again, we now dismantle the aircraft and have them sent
to the venues in 40 feet shipping containers.
After arrival in China, the first day was spent reassembling the aircraft ready for scrutineering by
the tech team. Each race team usually consists of a crew chief and a pilot, who between them, and
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also with help from the other teams, lift the wings out of the shipping containers to reunite them
with their fuselages. A quick shake-down flight is followed by a qualifying flight and then race
practice - as soon as the pylon team have the structures erected in the correct places and the
timing teams and pylon judges are ready.
Grid positions for the final race are chosen as a result of qualifying times or heat race positions, the
fastest being given first choice of grid position, followed by the next fastest, and so on. It doesn't
necessarily follow that the fastest qualifier will choose pole position, and may instead settle for the
second row on the outside of the grid, depending on how quickly his racer accelerates or gets into
the air.
China was different to our previous venues in many respects but most noticeable was the poor
visibility, low cloud, precipitation, and temperatures rarely getting above 12°C, where in the past we
had been used to sunshine and temperatures around 30°C. This did present a problem to some of
the racers, in the form of suspected carburettor icing, but not for the UK racers which are in daily
use as sports aircraft at home and still had their carb heaters in place.
As a result of the less than ideal weather conditions, races were in short supply, and even
cancelled altogether on the Saturday of the opening ceremony. This gave us the opportunity to
throw the Formula 1 hangar doors open to the public, allowing them the chance for selfies,
photographs and autographs. It also gave them the opportunity to show us photos of the area from
the same time the previous year, and even the week before our arrival, when people wore T shirts
under the blue skies and basked in the humid subtropical climate.
On Sunday - the final race day - the weather improved sufficiently for racing, and we even
glimpsed the sun for a few minutes.

Trevor Jarvis receiving his Trophy (Photos: Jane Jarvis)

Team GB won third place in the Silver race final; the Gold race being reserved for the fastest
racers. Trophies were presented to the teams at the airport for the benefit of the media and
spectators, and again at the gala dinner held the same evening at the event hotel.
The following morning, it was back to the airport to dismantle the racers and secure them in their
containers ready for the journey home. Five weeks will have elapsed before we see our bright
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green Cassutt and large bronze trophy again, and then another day of reassembly and paperwork
to ready it once more for flight in the UK skies.
Formula 1 air racing is not a cheap sport but certainly less costly than racing such aircraft as
unlimited Mustangs, Bearcats or Hawker Furies. Anyone with a racer built to the formula, and with
the right background and training, can take part. If you are lucky enough to gain a team place with
Air Race 1, then all expenses, including shipping the racers, hotels and international flights are
covered.
We are now looking ahead to the next exciting milestone in Formula 1 air racing; electric powered
race aircraft. The motor is already being developed at Nottingham University under their Beacons
of Excellence Programme and in conjunction with Air Race E. Initially, the electric motor will be
retrofitted into a Cassutt IIIM Formula 1 racer and this aircraft will help shape the model and rules
for the new Air Race E series planned for 2020.
Alongside this development, the Royal Aeronautical Society have recently announced a new
International Light Aircraft Design Competition for 2019, to design an electric powered racer.
The competition is a joint RAeS/Air Race E/LAA competition to design the fastest electric air
racer and anyone can enter. (Ed. See RAeS section in this Newsletter for more information)
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http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk
The Light Aircraft Association (LAA) was established just after the end of World War Two with the aim
of ensuring that recreational aviation was affordably available to the man in the street. Pre-war it had
predominantly been the preserve of the better off.

NEWS
AVIATION ART CONTEST FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
My thanks to Anne Hughes, LAA UK Co-ordinator, for this report:After a second successful year lots of young people have joined us at air shows and aviation events
to use our easels and colours to paint a picture.

The 2018/19 title of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale’s competition was ‘My Dream to Fly’
and our entries demonstrated imaginative interpretations of the theme!

Aviation Art Day at Turweston in January with Sywell Air Scouts
After a busy year giving young people the opportunity to show us their artistic skills at various aviation
events, we were rewarded with over seventy entries from across the UK. A big thank you from all of
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us at the LAA to the Guild of Aviation Artists for supporting the competition and for sharing their skills
with our entrants.

Our ‘Judging Day’ at the Light Aircraft Association’s HQ at Turweston took place on 26th February
and we are pleased to report that the panel, Andrew Latham, Chair of the Guild of Aviation Artists,
Philip Whiteman, editor of Pilot and Steve Slater, the LAA CEO chose the UK winners from a good
selection of paintings.
Our first prize in each category this year is the opportunity to take a local flight in a light aircraft and all
the winning entries will be forwarded to the FAI in Lausanne for the international competition in April.
This is the second year that the UK has submitted entries for the competition for 6-17 year olds.

The 2019 prize winners are:
Junior

1st: Vaiva Parmionova

Intermediate

1st: Alexey Parilov

2nd: Maya Duran

3rd:Lily Harris

2nd: Joshua Richardson-Steele

3rd: Bonnie Salter

The prize winners were also invited to the GAvA exhibition in the Mall in London and were
congratulated on winning the UK competition by GAvA’s Chairman, Andrew Latham.
The UK competition is sponsored by the LAA, the Royal Aero Club, Pilot magazine and GAvA (the
Guild of Aviation Artists).

FAI Aviation Art Contest for Young People

2020

As soon as we are notified of the 2020 title by the FAI we will set the wheels in motion for the UK
competition. The closing date for entries will be 31st January 2020.
Please pass the message on to all 6-17 year old aviation enthusiasts!
All details and rules for the competition can be found at www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/art
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and thank you again Anne for the following report with your VAC Chair hat on for The Vintage Aircraft
Club:-

www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk
Over the winter months the Vintage Aircraft Club has enjoyed a varied programme of events
including an informal safety seminar “I Learnt about Flying from That!” chaired by Air Vice Marshal
Lindsay Irvine at the LAA HQ at Turweston, and, with a few Christmassy bribes, the group were
more than happy to share their stories.

With an audience of those who regularly fly vintage aircraft and those who fly the Dreamliner as a
day job, a variety of incidents were related and lessons learned by all.
Such was the popularity of this event that we will be hosting another ILAFFT next winter.
We thoroughly enjoyed our end of season All Hallows fly-in at Turweston Aerodrome in a crowded
and very cosy Members’ Lounge at the LAA HQ. We shared “Ghostly Aviation Stories” and
discovered that there are many more ‘spooky tales’ out there for next time!
Our annual Aviation Poetry Evening at White Waltham, hosted by the West London Aero Club, was
presented by myself and Steve Slater. We were privileged to share the ‘stage’ with our guest
reader, Steve Milne.
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As producer of the film ‘Spitfire’, and now involved in the production of a new film about John
Gillespie Magee and his poem ‘High Flight’, Steve gave a moving rendition of Magee’s poem at the
close of the evening.
This was in contrast to many other poems, many light hearted and others nostalgic, which were
warmly received by the audience who also took advantage of the ‘Open Mic’ parts of the evening.

Poetry readers L-R Steve Slater, Steve Milne, Anne Hughes, Andrew Smith, Philip Whiteman

This too has now become an annual event for the VAC so look out for next winter’s poetry evening!
As the Vintage Aircraft Club flies into the spring months we look forward to a busy programme of
activities for our members. Our fly-ins are accompanied by ground events so there is always an
opportunity for members to socialise.
All our events are published on our website www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk We will be enjoying
our annual Dinner and Awards evening at Shuttleworth House, Old Warden, at the beginning of
April and a Daffodil Fly-in a week later at Fenland. Our Spring Fly-In at Turweston is also combined
with a visit from the Guild of Aviation Artists who will be painting pictures around the airfield
throughout the day.
The VAC will also be represented at Duxford’s Safety Day and later on at Aero Expo where we are
always pleased to share our enthusiasm for vintage aircraft with visitors on the day.

THE LAA AND AIR RACING ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT
See the article in this Newsletter in the RAeC News & Information Section

2019 LAA TRAINING COURSES
LAA Courses are held in their workshops and lecture theatre facilities at the Turweston HQ, unless
otherwise stated.
To book a place contact: Sheila or Penny 01280 846786 (press 2 when asked) or visit the LAA
website www.laa.uk.com
If you wish to be added to the LAA waiting list for any of their above courses listed on their website
www.laa.uk.com please email your details to office@laa.uk.com with course(s) interested in so they
can see if they can provide additional dates.
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Youth & Education Support (YES)
Youth & Education Support, the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association, and more
commonly abbreviated to YES, works together with LAA Clubs, leading industry companies, local
education authorities, schools and universities and many others to educate, encourage and inspire
young people to take part in all sorts of activities connected with aviation.
Checkout the Youth section in this Newsletter to see the latest YES news

LAA STRUT MEETINGS
Some LAA Strut meetings make a small charge for non-members but all are welcome to attend and
meetings are an excellent source of advice and help, whether building, buying, training or simply
wanting to be involved in the local aviation scene.
STRUT arrange a number of flying and social events throughout the year and most hold monthly
meetings and maybe an interesting aviation related talk. Meetings are an excellent source of advice
and help whether building, buying, training or simply wanting to be involved in the local aviation scene
and are dotted around the UK
The LAA Devon Strut's 2018 annual fly-in at Dunkeswell Aerodrome was fortunately blessed with
good weather last year which contributed to a reasonable footfall both in terms of aircraft arrivals and
visitors by road. Although this is not advertised as a public event, it does attract visitors who are
passing through Dunkeswell's Aviator Restaurant as well as aviation enthusiasts in general.
David Mole brought along his Harvard T6 which was put to good use by a number of children
attending the event. Members of the Devon Strut as well as parents were put to task as this particular
T6 was not a self-propelling version! Pedal planes are excellent entertainment for the young as
evidenced by the popularity and cries of "it's my turn now."
The availability of pedal planes at fly-ins is well placed as children, inspired by the presence of full
sized aircraft in action are able to use their imagination to fly their own missions and to learn through
play whilst the stimulation is at its peak.
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They will go away from the event remembering the good time they had and perhaps with a new found
enthusiasm for aviation.
It is hoped the T6 and other pedal planes will be in action again this year at Dunkeswell and other
Devon Strut events.
Checkout the LAA website for details of your local STRUT
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/struts/struts.html

FOR LAA FRIENDLY AIRFIELDS
CHECKOUT http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/Airfields/airfield_listing.html
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http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk
The Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association (“The 3Rs”) is mandated to oversee
British handicap air racing, British and World aviation records and formal air rallies.
Aircraft with Rotax 912 engines are now able to compete and the 3Rs are looking forward to
opening out the membership of this exciting AirSport.
http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk/rotax-912.html
2018 BRITISH AIR RACING SEASON CAME TO A CLOSE WITH

2018 British Air Racing Champion - Simon Tilling
2018 Navigator Champion - Emma Taylor
The 3Rs Annual Awards Presentation Dinner was held in the November. This was a move from the
traditional February of the following year as it was thought much more appropriate to be at the end
of each racing season.

Simon Tilling receiving the Jubilee Trophy, for the British Championship, from Tim Wassell, Chairman and
Clare Goodall, Social Secretary.
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Dan Pangbourne receiving the Mossey Preston trophy from Michelle Marsden
Dan also won the ABC PFA Performance Trophy for highest placed homebuilt aircraft and the Sonic
Challenge trophy for best aggregate score for Saturday races

INTERESTED IN AIR RACING?
Air racing in the UK is as old as aviation itself and the magnificent trophies we race for each year
carry the names of some of those early pioneers. Handicap air racing is an amateur sport pitting
your flying skills against other pilots racing the same course, at the same time to complete a race
course of 4-5 laps, a minimum of 100 miles, closest to your handicap time, distance and speed. If
pilots excel on the day then all will cross the finish line at the same time.
Membership of the Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association (3R’s) is open to
anyone with an interest in aviation. http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk/2019-membership-fees.html
or you can join as a social membership for just £25 per year.
If you are looking for a new challenge in your flying then handicapped air racing could be for you.
Come and find out more at our Start of Season meeting at Turweston airfield on Saturday 23
March 2019. Or visit the ‘becoming a racer page’ on our website at
http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk/becoming-a-racer.html
Race Officials and members will be on hand at Turweston from 10:00 – 13:00 to provide an
introduction to air racing and answer any questions you may have about the sport or becoming a
member.
Volunteers are always needed
You don’t have to be a pilot to get involved with the 3Rs, we are run entirely by volunteers and help
is always needed. Whether its hands on at a race weekend or behind the scenes, if you can spare
a little time then we’d love to hear from you.
For more information please contact: Joanne Turner, Aviation Secretary
Email: secretary@royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk
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2019 AIR RACE SEASON
23 March 2019
Start of Season meeting, Turweston. This is a social weekend with the
morning dedicated to meeting prospective new racers/members.
27/28 April

Beccles

25/26 May

Haverfordwest

29/30 June

Sherburn in Elmet

20/21 July

Sandown, Isle of Wight

24/25 August

Leicester

21/22 September

Alderney

The 3R’s have delegated authority from the FAI (Fédération Aéronautique Internationale)
www.fai.org to oversee National and World Record attempts by UK licenced pilots and citizens.
If you are interested in setting an Aviation Record, be it point to point (speed), altitude or
endurance then contact Geoffrey Boot, Record Coordinator at geoffreyboot@gmail.com
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UK & EASA AVIATION REGULATIONS
UK
GENERAL AVIATION REPORTING (GAR)
A pilot of a general aviation aircraft is required to report international or Channel Islands journeys to or
from the UK, unless they are travelling outbound directly from the UK to a destination in the European
Union as specified under sections 35 and 64 of the Customs and Excise Management Act 1979.
A pilot of a flight between Great Britain and Northern Ireland or between Great Britain or Northern
Ireland and Ireland, the Channel Islands or Isle of Man is required, in the circumstances specified in
paragraph 12 of schedule 7 to the Terrorism Act 2000, to provide a notification of the flight to the
Police.
Even if pilots and operators are not required to provide notification of a flight, it is helpful if they do
provide this notification.
Download the GAR form https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/general-aviationoperators-and-pilots-notification-of-flights
complete electronically and submit by email to the national co-ordination unit (NCU)
ncu@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk to send to Border Force or the police. Title your email: ‘GAR, airfield
registration, name of airfield, postcode of airfield (if known)’.
Other non-government services may incur a service charge.
Proposed MPD 19-01: Placarding Requirements for Aircraft fitted with a Ballistic Parachute Recovery
System (BPRS)

Proposed Mandatory Permit Directive for UK Permit to Fly aircraft fitted
with a Ballistic Parachute Recovery System (BPRS)
There is a Proposed Mandatory Permit Directive regarding placarding requirements for UK Permit to
Fly aircraft fitted with a Ballistic Parachute Recovery System (BPRS) to increase awareness to aid in
recognising that such a system is fitted and to identify any potentially hazardous areas in proximity to
the aircraft for both involved and third parties. This is particularly important in the event of an aircraft
accident.
This is proposed to come into effect 15 May
For more information: http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/PMPD1901.pdf

THE AIR NAVIGATION ORDER 2016 AND REGULATIONS
CAP 393 The Air Navigation Order 2016 and Regulations revised 21.3.2019
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?catid=1&pagetype=65&appid=11&mode=detail&id
=7523
A full list of UK CAA publications applicable to General Aviation can be found at
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?catid=1&pagetype=65&appid=11&mode=list&type
=subcat&id=10
and UK aviation related legislation at
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?catid=1&pagetype=65&appid=11&mode=list&type
=subcat&id=23
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AIR NAVIGATION (AMENDMENT) ORDER 2019
SMALL UNMANNED AIRCRAFT (SUA) (CAP 1763)
Following the amendment (CAP 1763) to the ANO (CAP 393) that entered into force on 13 March
2019, the CAA published guidance for small unmanned aircraft users with an outline of the revised
regulations as they will now appear in law; to provide guidance on the effects of the changes; and
how they will be interpreted by the CAA. This guidance replaced CAP1687.
The changes give




the closest distance that small unmanned aircraft of ANY mass may be flown from specific
types of aerodrome
Changes to the dimensions of the ‘flight restriction zones’ associated with the new distance
limitation from these ‘protected aerodromes’
the introduction of new definitions in Schedule 1 in order to accommodate these changes.

Article 94 sets out the two key principles of small unmanned aircraft flying that must always be
applied: Article 94(2) The remote pilot is directly responsible for ensuring that the aircraft is flown
safely. Article 94(3) The remote pilot must not fly the aircraft out of his/her sight in order to ensure
that collisions can be avoided
Flight restriction zones: You must not fly a small unmanned aircraft within the flight restriction zone
of a protected aerodrome without first ensuring that you have permission to do so. Details on how to
obtain permissions from the CAA can be found on the CAA’s website at www.caa.co.uk/uas and
within CAP722 www.caa.co.uk/cap722

Flight Restriction Zone around and Airport

The CAA’s amendments to the Air Navigation Order impacting on users of Small Manned Aircraft
affects model aircraft, drones and could, if taken literally, paper planes, are now in force as of 18 th
March 2019.
CAP 1763 states: the flight restriction zone of a protected aerodrome is active at all times to all small
unmanned aircraft of ANY mass. If you wish to fly within the restricted zone, ie the ATZ AND runway
protection zones (defined as 4.6km radius from the centre of the runway, increased to 5km from each
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end of the runway on the extended runway centre line with a width of 1km and below 400ft asl) you
will require permission from the its ATC.
A Protected Aerodrome can be one of the following: an EASA certified aerodrome (i.e. what we
would typically call an Airport); a Government aerodrome (i.e. a military airfield) or a national licensed
aerodrome (i.e. most smaller ‘General Aviation’ airfields, where the CAA has issued a licence to the
airfield operator). Other aerodromes can be specifically nominated as protected aerodromes at a later
date should a specific requirement emerge.
If the protected aerodrome does not have an established ATZ, the flight restriction zone takes the
form of a ‘2nm ATZ’ but without any runway protection zones (i.e. a 2nm circle from the mid-point of
the longest runway, from the surface up to 2,000 ft above the aerodrome’s level).
A map detailing the flight restriction zones at each protected aerodrome in the UK can be found at
https://dronesafe.uk/restrictions/
CAP 1763 can be read in full at
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1763%20New%20UAS%20guidance%20Feb%202019.pdf

Effective from 30 November 2019 will be registration of SUA operators AND the competency of
remote pilots to be tested for operators of SUA’s that have a mass of 250 grams or more.
The full guidance can be found here
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1763%20New%20UAS%20guidance%20Feb%202019.pdf

CONTROL LINE MODEL AIRCRAFT FLIGHT
The CAA have issued an exemption to permit control line model aircraft flight within the Flight
Restriction Zones without seeking permission from the ATC unit or aerodrome operator. Came into
force 13th March 2019 http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/1296.pdf

IF YOUR AIRCRAFT IS NOT REGULATED BY EASA
If your aircraft is not regulated by EASA as under national regulation it used to be an ANNEX II
aircraft BUT as a result of the new Basic Regulation (2018/1193) your aircraft is now an ANNEX I
aircraft. https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/regulations/regulation-eu-20181139

RADIO LICENCES: UK AIRCRAFT, GROUND-AIR COMMUNICATIONS AND RADIO
NAVIGATION AIDS AND RADAR
Sold your aircraft? Aircraft Radio Licences are not transferable between licensees or aircraft and
there is no pro rata refund.
Operator’s
Licences
will
still
be
issued
and
administered
by
the
CAA.
https://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/Pilot-licences/EASA-requirements/General/Flight-radiotelephony-operator-licence/

FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENTS TO 8.33 KHZ CHANNELS
From 3 January 2019, all ground services must use an 8.33 kHz assignment, unless they
are specifically exempted.
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It will be and is illegal to communicate to an 8.33 kHz assignment if you are not using
an 8.33 kHz capable radio.
Pilots should refer to the current AIP supplement before flying.
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%201606%20833kHz%20voice%20channel%20spacing%20i
n%20the%20UK%20(v3).pdf

IS IT 8.33 OR 25kHz ??????
25 kHz frequencies end with: 00, 25, 50 or 75.
8.33 kHz channels have a 6 digit channel ending: 05, 10, 15, 30, 35, 40, 55, 60, 65, 80, 85 or 90.

THE BMAA TO ISSUE THE PERMIT TO FLY FOR NEW AIRCRAFT AND NEW
MICROLIGHT PILOT LICENSES
Following meetings with the CAA last October actions are being taken to allow the BMAA to issue
the Permit to Fly for new aircraft, saving a possible delay of up to 10 days during which the owner
cannot fly the aircraft, and for the BMAA to issue new microlight pilot licenses, saving a possible
delay and during which the applicant can only fly with an instructor’s authorisation.
Both of these changes are planned to come into force on 1 May 2019.

UK GA AFTER BEXIT
The EU (Withdrawal) Act 2018 will convert, if required, existing EU law into UK law, and preserve
existing UK laws which implement EU obligations, ensuring a smooth and orderly exit.
The Department of Transport (DfT) will be making associated secondary legislation to ensure a
functioning statute book, and the CAA is providing legal and policy support for this.
In a non-negotiated outcome at March 2019, the CAA has assumed that, with or without a deal that
 The UK leaves the EU at 11 pm on 29 March 2019.
 Through the EU (Withdrawal) Act 2018, the UK adopts all European aviation laws at the point of
exit. Changes will be made to ensure those laws are legally operable.
 The UK continues to mirror EU aviation regulations for at least a two year period.
 The UK withdraws completely from the EASA system in March 2019, meaning that the CAA will
need to make arrangements to fulfil regulatory functions without having EASA as a technical agent
and without having access to EASA and EU-level capabilities.
 The UK is no longer included in EU-level Bilateral Aviation Safety Agreements.
 There is no mutual recognition agreement between the EU and the UK for aviation licences,
approvals and certificates.
 UK issued licences and approvals (issued when the UK was an EASA member) will continue
to have validity under UK law but will no longer be recognised by EASA for use on EASA
Member State-registered aircraft.
All licences issued by the CAA under EU legislation, and all type approval certificates and
third country approvals issued by EASA under EU legislation, will continue to have validity
under UK law, IF they were effective immediately before exit day.
The UK minimises additional requirements for licences, approvals and certificates from EU aviation
and aerospace companies providing services and goods in the UK.
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For the CAA’s UK's exit from the EU read more on http://www.caa.co.uk/Our-work/About-us/EUexit
TAILORED UK CAA NEWS, NOTIFICATIONS AND ALERTS
Tailored UK CAA news, notifications and alerts for Private Pilots (Aeroplane) can be obtained from
http://skywise.caa.co.uk/category/private-pilot-aeroplane/
Tailored UK CAA news, notifications and alerts for Private Pilots (Helicopter) can be obtained from
http://skywise.caa.co.uk/category/private-pilot-helicopter/
Tailored UK CAA news, notifications and alerts for Private Pilots (Autogyros) can be obtained from
http://skywise.caa.co.uk/category/autogyros/
Tailored UK CAA news, notifications and alerts for Private Pilots (Balloons) can be obtained from
http://skywise.caa.co.uk/category/balloons/
Tailored UK CAA news, notifications and alerts for Private Pilots (Drones) can be obtained from
http://skywise.caa.co.uk/category/drones/
Tailored UK CAA news, notifications and alerts for Private Pilots (Gliders) can be obtained from
http://skywise.caa.co.uk/category/gliders/
Tailored UK CAA news, notifications and alerts for Private Pilots (Microlights) can be obtained from
http://skywise.caa.co.uk/category/microlights/

EUROPEAN (EASA) AVIATION REGULATORY MATTERS
All EASA regulations can be found at https://www.easa.europa.eu/regulations
An informative chart showing the EASA regulations structure can be
https://www.easa.europa.eu/download/regulationsstructure/regulations_structure.jpg

found

at

IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS FOR PART-M LIGHT, THE NEW MODULAR
LAPL AND EASA DRONE REGULATIONS
The regulations are now entering translation, a process that typically takes up to two months. We
should expect their publication in the Official Journal before the summer.
But in brief:

Part-M Light
This new Part M Light is proposing significant improvements to the requirements applicable to the
maintenance of small aircraft, up to 2.7 tonnes. It is one of the corner stones of the GA Roadmap
project.
The GA Road Map 2.0 “Key Priorities for Europe Air Sports” for Regulation of General
Aviation shortened to “the GA Road Map” builds on the process and progress made, while fully
exploiting the new flexibilities allowed under the new Basic Regulation (2018/1139/EU) https://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32018R1139
EASA recognises that existing regulations impacting General Aviation may not necessarily be
proportional to the risk exposure of GA. Some of this regulation was intended to cover more
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demanding (in terms of safety) activities, such as commercial air transport operations and not
necessarily the best tool to improve GA safety.
It will take some more time to finish the adoption procedures before the implementation of Part M
Light and the related Part CAO (Combined Airworthiness Organisation) can start later this year.

New Modular LAPL (Light Aircraft Pilot’s Licence)
The EASA Committee of Member States stated it is a practical, affordable and safe way to exercise a
sense of responsibility and airmanship for aspiring pilots in the early stages of learning to fly.
See March 2019 EASA publication
https://www.easa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/dfu/Easy%20Access%20Rules%20for%20Flight
%20Crew%20Licencing%20%28Part-FCL%29.pdf

EASA Drone Regulations
Much of what BMA CEO (and RAeC General Secretary) Dave Phipps and his team have put forward
to EASA/DG MOVE has been retained in some form. It’s not perfect, but thanks to the results of the
collective efforts it is a lot better than where it started from back in 2015!
The biggest challenge now is the interpretation/implementation by individual Member States

UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS (UAS) - DRONES
On 28 February 2019 the EASA Committee gave its positive vote for the European Commission’s
proposal for an Implementing Act regulating the operations of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in
the open and specific categories, mainly based on EASA’s Opinion No 01/2018.
https://www.easa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/dfu/Opinion%20No%2001-2018.pdf
The Delegated Act, which contains the technical requirements for UAS including the requirements for
the CE marking of the UAS in the open category, is expected to be adopted by the Commission at the
latest on 15 March 2019. Thereafter it will be sent then to European Council and European Parliament
for their 2 months scrutiny period.

ON 19 FEB 2019 EASA PUBLISHED OPINION 01/2019
https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/opinions/opinion-no-012019-b
This covered the proposed flight crew licensing (FCL) rules for sailplanes and balloons and the
Agency’s proposal for a Basic Instrument Rating (BIR).

BASIC INSTRUMENT RATING (BIR)
The BIR has its origins in Executive Director Patrick Ky’s commitment at the 2014 EASA Safety
Conference in Rome, to offer easier access to IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) for GA pilots. EASA
formed a task force to propose a new instrument qualification that is more accessible to private pilots,
and the BIR is the result.
The BIR differs from the instrument rating (IR) in the following key respects:
➣ The privileges of the BIR are limited to higher operating and planning minima than the IR, requiring
that the pilot reaches visual conditions 200 ft higher on the approach.
➣ The BIR is a fully competence-based rating, with no minimum hours requirement. This means that
it is necessarily sub-ICAO-Annex-1 standard, and cannot be used outside EASA member states.
➣ The theoretical knowledge (TK) requirements have been considerably reduced from those of the
IR, partly by acknowledging that a PPL holder already has substantial relevant TK from their national
TK examinations, and in part by making sure that the syllabus is both modern and relevant to GA IFR.
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The BIR will be taught in modules:
 Flight handling skills by sole reference to instruments;
 2. IFR departure, holding, approach procedures;
 3. En-route IFR flight.
A key aspect of the BIR is that the skill test is almost identical to the IR skill test, the instrument
qualification held by all airspace users flying under IFR, both private and professional. This is
intentional: it is not the standard of flying that makes the IR hard to obtain, but rather the unnecessary
burdens that accompany obtaining it. The skill test is also essential to maintain a standard of
competence and airmanship that allows other airspace users to have confidence to share the
airspace with BIR holders, and ATC to work with BIR holders as they would any other private or
professional IFR flight.
The objective of module 3 of the BIR is to build experience in real-world IFR journeys. This,
combined with an emphasis in the BIR syllabus on ATC liaison and threat-and-error management
(broadly, airmanship), will result in BIR holders who are more competent in dealing with the IFR
environment than those with an IR under the current FCL rules, and mean that they are better “IFR
citizens”. Opinion 01/2019 proposes that it must be completed at an ATO (Approved Training
Organisation) but as it undermines the original objective of easier access. The issue was discussed
at the GA COM (General Aviation Committee) and TeB (Member States’ Technical Bodies) in March if
this should be amended to the BIR being available at DTO’s (Declared Training Organisation) and we
await the outcome.
EASA have established a simple and proportionate rule set for balloons and to restructure them
into one document. This document is called the EASA Balloon Rule Book and the ‘first chapter’ of
the Balloon Rulebook, containing the rules for air operations with balloons was published in March
2018 by the European Commission (Regulation (EU) 2018/395 based on EASA Opinion (01/2016)
All balloon operations on EASA balloons, commercial or private are regulated by this rule book. (Note:
Annex I balloons are covered under the provisions of the Air Navigation Order (ANO) 2016 as
amended March 2019.
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?catid=1&pagetype=65&appid=11&mode=detail&id
=7523

FLIGHT CREW LICENSING (FCL) RULES FOR SAILPLANES AND BALLOONS
The proposed Part-BFCL and Part-SFCL contain numerous alleviations and simplifications, compared
to the current balloon and sailplane FCL provisions in Part-FCL. Enhanced flexibility and a more
performance-based approach in several areas avoid overregulation while still keeping a regulatory
level that is needed in order not to compromise safety.
The proposed amendments are expected to maintain safety while reducing the regulatory burden for
both pilots and training organisations of balloons and sailplanes as well as competent authorities.
Part (B) of Opinion No 01/2019 proposes to extract all balloon and sailplane FCL provisions of
Annex I (Part-FCL) to Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 and to revise and reintroduce them as a
new Annex III ‘Part-SFCL — Sailplane flight crew licensing’ into Regulation (EU) 2018/1976,
https://www.easa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/dfu/IIIb%20DRAFT%20ANNEX%20to%20DRAFT
%20COM%20IMPL%20REG%20%28EU%29%20......%20amending%20Reg%20%28EU%29%202018-1976.pdf
and a new Annex III ‘Part-BFCL — Balloon flight crew licensing’ into Regulation (EU) 2018/395
https://www.easa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/dfu/IIb%20DRAFT%20ANNEX%20to%20DRAFT%
20COM%20IMPL%20REG%20%28EU%29%20......%20amending%20Reg%20%28EU%29%202018-395.pdf
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EASA’S BASIC REGULATION (REGULATION (EU) 2018/1139) ELEARNING COURSE
Last September EASA’s “Basic Regulation” - Regulation 2018/1139EU entered into force.
To support the aviation community in this transition, EASA has designed a dedicated online elearning course and is offering it free-of-charge to aviation authorities, industry and other
interested stakeholders. The 2-hour course offers a comprehensive overview of all the main
features, focusing on the changes introduced by the new Regulation. Furthermore, it covers all
technical areas (operations, flight crew training, ATM/ANS, aerodromes, airworthiness etc),
subdivided into dedicated modules.
Enrol now to get up to speed with the new rules and be part of this new chapter for aviation in
Europe!
https://training.easa.europa.eu/easa/nd/fresco/repository/EKP000576581/story_html5.html
KEEP
UP
TO
DATE
with
EASA
Safety
Information
documents
https://ad.easa.europa.eu/sib-docs/page-1?mc_cid=e998e466c4&mc_eid=caaaf4ba61
UK GA aviators can also keep up to date on European developments by subscribing (at
no cost) to the Europe Air Sports Newsletters delivered straight to your inbox via the Europe
Air Sports website which can be found at www.europe-air-sports.org
My thanks to European Air Sports Newsletter Editor Diana King for allowing précis of
information published from the EAS Newsletter, which is going from a quarterly to bi-monthly.
There is a wealth of information in their Newsletters and well worth receiving issues of the
EAS Newsletter direct to your inbox, which is completely free of charge.
Do sign up for the EAS Newsletter on the Europe Air Sports website at http://www.europeair-sports.org
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CAA CONSULTATIONS
Reference Period 3 draft performance plan proposals for consultation
NATS (En Route) plc (NERL) provides en route and certain approach air traffic services in the UK.
As a monopoly, it is subject to economic regulation under the European Union's Single European
Sky Performance Scheme for Air Navigation Services and the Transport Act 2000.
CAA proposals set out cost and service quality targets for NERL performance for RP3, in addition to
cost targets for airspace related activities of the Met Office, Department for Transport (Eurocontrol)
and the CAA. They also make proposals for NERL’s Oceanic activities for the same period.
Written comments on our proposals to be sent to economicregulation@caa.co.uk
Closes: 12 April 2019

ELECTRONIC CONSPICUITY (EC) IN THE UK
The Airspace Modernisation Strategy sets out the main initiatives required to upgrade the UK’s
airspace structure. The CAA have launched a call for evidence about some of the key proposals for
the wider roll out of EC in the UK. The output of the call will directly influence the way forward.
This call for evidence is open until 25 May 2019.
Please submit your response online:
https://consultations.caa.co.uk/corporate-communications/e-conspicuity-solutions

Flying

Displays

and

Special

Events:

Safety

and

Administrative

Requirements and Guidance : CAP 403
The CAA asked for feedback from the regulated community on proposed amendments to CAP 403
(Flying Displays and Special Events: Safety and Administrative Requirements and Guidance)
ahead of the 2019 display season. One of their main objectives was to simplify and streamline the
content so that it remains most relevant to the intended audiences without being too onerous.
There were 476 different comments to the draft CAP 403 from 18 respondents. All respondents
were from the Flying Display community including FDDs, EOs, Display Pilots and DAEs with 4
responses being formal submissions from representative bodies or associations. This resulted in
implementing 42% of the 81 substantive comments received.
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1724_Flying%20_Display_Standards_Document_E1.pdf
which should be read in conjunction with
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP403_E16_2019(28Jan19).pdf

CAA SCHEME OF CHARGES
Consultation for proposed amendments to the CAA Schemes of Charges: Closed 7 Feb 2019
Planned to be effective from 1 April 2019 the CAA feel they have significant financial pressures, with
increases in their cost base as well as the need to make crucial investment in modernising their
systems. They are proposing that there should be an increase of 2.4% across all Charges Schemes
in 2019/20 and additional specific charges to cover costs in the three areas where they are
undertaking new activities – Brexit contingency planning, cyber security and airspace change
process & airspace modernisation strategy programme.
https://consultations.caa.co.uk/finance/caa-charges-2019-20/
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Non EASA fleet aircraft: Industry consultation on seat harness / belt lives
This consultation was to review the maintenance requirements for seat belts and harnesses, and, if
necessary, revise these to ensure that seat belts and harnesses remain in a condition with an
acceptable residual strength. 18 responses to the consultation were received which represented a
good representation of different areas across the General Aviation community, including private
pilots, approved organisations and licensed engineers representing viewpoints with respect to
gliders, vintage fixed wing aircraft, gyroplanes etc. and 17 out of 18 responses were in opposition to
mandatory lives (94%).
The GAU (General Aviation Unit) is now engaging with some of the respondents to the consultation
to discuss this topic further, with the view to optimising the existing Safety Notice 2018/005 and to
ensure it is widely accessible and useable.

See https://consultations.caa.co.uk/ for other responses and CAA action taken on recent closed
consultations.
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IS YOUR AIRFIELD UNDER THREAT?
We will endeavour to keep you updated in subsequent RAeC Newsletters about threatened airfields
and how you can help to keep them open for the benefit of all aviators.
Do download the “All-Party Parliamentary Group on General Aviation” Education Pack, contact your
local MP and add your voice to the campaign to keep your airfield open and thriving
www.generalaviationappg.uk and register for notification of GAAC news updates at
http://www.gaac.org.uk/wordpress/
The General Aviation Awareness Council (GAAC) is the most representative UK body in General
Aviation and is recognised by Government, the CAA and others to be the organisation that speaks for
General Aviation on planning and environmental issues. They intend to widen their ‘awareness’
campaign to other issues where there is consensus.

HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT THE FIGHT FOR AIRSPACE
The British Gliding Association (BGA) has set up the GA Airspace Fighting Fund with the objective of
raising funds to support groups engaged in a myriad of unwarranted airspace grabs.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/representation-and-consultations/ga-airspace-fighting-fund/
We all have to work ever closer together within all GA disciplines to push back against unreasonable
demands for airspace, as well as demand that the regulator frees up unused controlled airspace for
the public good. We are happy to share but not to be unreasonably excluded!
Although much of the work against airspace grab is carried out by volunteers, inevitably there can be
significant costs. Legal support isn’t cheap!
The GA Airspace Fighting Fund’s plan is to launch early this year with a group of experienced and
well respected trustees including Sir John Allison, John Williams, Peter Harvey and Steve Lynn are
putting in place the strong governance needed to manage hopefully a large fund, limited by
guarantee.
Until the trust is formally established as such, donations can be made safely and securely to;
S R Lynn & Co Clients Account, Sort code: 20-57-40 A/c no: 70816418
The GA AFF are in discussion with Lasham Gliding Society in their Judicial Review on the
Farnborough airspace decision battle. Everyone from the CAA to GA enthusiasts are awaiting its
outcome.
Oxford/Brize, Leeds, Doncaster and other airspace grabbers will all require time, energy and money
to fight.

THE GOOD NEWS
Teeside Airport or Durham Tees Valley Airport serves the Tees Valley, North Yorkshire and North
East England and is home to a thriving General Aviation community, as well as a diverse range of
Aviation activities from scheduled commercial services, a Business Aviation facility and a range of
based tenants.
The Airport is now under new local authority ownership, run by an excellent and ambitious
commercial partner in Stobart Local Mayor Ben Houchen secured a deal to bring Teesside Airport
back into public ownership to stop it from closing in 2021 and with a 10 Year Plan to lead to more
jobs, more flights and securing its future.
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SOME MORE GOOD NEWS
Snowdonia Aerospace Centre: The future of Snowdonia Aerospace Centre at Llanbedr Airfield has
been safeguarded following its allocation by the Snowdonia National Park Authority (SNPA) in the
recently adopted Eryri Local Development Plan covering the period to 2031.

MORE GOOD NEWS
Kemble (Cotswold Airport): the adopted Local Plan has endorsed continued aviation use of the site.
Blackpool: a reported £3.4m has been earmarked for safeguarding the airport and its aviation use.
AERODROMES UPDATE
(Updated 28 February 2019)

Aerodrome
Andrewsfield

Bourn

Chalgrove

Deenethorpe

Dunsfold

Current Status

Braintree, Colchester and Tendring Councils are jointly developing a Local Plan for North
East Essex with an area including Andrewsfield aerodrome earmarked for a garden
community with ultimately 10,000 homes. The definitive Local Plan is the subject o
Public Examination with the Planning Inspector raising concerns about the proposa
which the Councils are addressing.
Site earmarked for some 3,500 homes in 2031 Local Plan adopted by South
Cambridgeshire District Council on 27 September 2018 after completion of all planning
procedures, including Public Examination. A planning application for the developmen
has been submitted.
After a reassessment, site included in South Oxfordshire District Council latest draft 2034
Local Plan issued for public consultation which ended on 18 February 2019 for a 3,000
home development with a new runway for Martin-Baker Aircraft (MBA) operations
Homes England (HE) the land owner has stated that they will use their CPO powers i
current negotiations about the development with MBA (their tenant) who wish to
protect and expand their operations, are unsuccessful.
Site accepted under the Government’s Garden Village scheme for development with up
to 1,500 homes which development is supported by the Brudenell Estate, the site owner
After public consultations on a proposed site masterplan, East Northamptonshire Counci
approved the plan on 15 October 2018 and a planning application for the development i
expected shortly.
Planning application for mixed use development with 1,800 homes on site approved by
Waverley Borough Council on 14 December 2016 but called in for a Public Inquiry the
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Elvington

Fairoaks

result of which was Central Government approval for the application on 29 March 2018
Protest groups have appealed these decisions in the High Court but the Court rejected
these challenges on 5 November 2018.
York City Council definitive Local Plan submitted for Public Examination on 25 May 2018
includes a development of up to 3,330 homes occupying the middle section of the
runway.

Surrey Heath Borough Council made a confidential, unsuccessful bid to establish a Garden Village
on site under Government scheme with planning application for 1,000 homes on site
subsequently accepted in October 2018. An alternative scheme (“Fairoaks 2020”) that retain
the aerodrome, originally put forward by a local opposition group, has been included in
proposals from Unity Land LLP. Public consultation ended on 30 July 2018 on Council’s draft Loca
Plan options document which states that for Chobham “Employment and Retail - Sets out tha
development at Fairoaks Airport should be guided by a development brief / masterplan.”

Halfpenny Green Aerodrome sold to MCR Property Group an investment and development company
focused on commercial and residential real estate. In September 2018 South
(Wolverhampton Staffordshire Council approved a Site Allocation Document expanding on the previously
Business Airport) adopted Core Strategy for their emerging Local Plan which states that the airport is
allocated and protected for employment purposes. Public consultation by MCR on
proposal for construction of 112 homes on south-east corner of site and aerodrome
improvements including 3 new hangars, due to start on 7 March 2019.
Hullavington
The former RAF Hullavington aerodrome site has been sold to Dyson Ltd who ha
renovated two existing Type D hangars as research centres. Latest outline planning
application by Dyson made to Wiltshire Council includes a site wide masterplan retaining
both runways, extending the main runway and construction of a private hangar with a
control tower.
Langar
Aerodrome currently occupied / operated by British Parachute Schools sold in January
2019 to the owner of Nottingham City (Tollerton) aerodrome.
See Tallerton.
Long Marston
Aerodrome is designated in Stratford-on-Avon Local Plan adopted Core Strategy fo
housing and has Government Garden Village approval for which a planning application
has been submitted. Developer is Cala Homes in conjunction with site owner. See entry
for Wellesbourne Mountford.
Manston
Application made by River Oak Strategic Partners for a Development Consent Orde
(DCO) to retain the aerodrome as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project is now in
a six-month examination period by the Planning Inspectorate ending on 9 July 2019. Site
owners have submitted a revised planning application for mixed use retaining 1,199
metres of the existing runway for limited use by heritage aircraft. Thanet District Counci
definitive 2031 Local Plan submitted for Public Examination on 30 October 2018
recognises the existing use of Manston as an airport and provides for the DCO process to
continue.
MoD Sites
The following MoD aerodrome sites are planned for disposal in the years indicated:
Abingdon 2028
Dalton Barracks. Site earmarked for Garden Village style development with 1,200
homes in Vale of White Horse District Council definitive 2031 Local Plan Part 2 fo
which Public Examination hearings closed on 6 September 2018. The Planning
Inspector has subsequently requested further justification for the proposed
development.
Alconbury 2019
Major part of site already being developed with 5,000 homes.

Brawdy 2030

Colerne 2025

Cawdor Barracks. Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) have submitted site fo
mixed use development in Candidate Sites Register for the review of 2033 Loca
Development Plan 2 by Pembrokeshire Council.
Aerodrome sale was originally expected to be in 2018. Local business interest in
maintaining the aerodrome for aviation purposes.
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Dishforth 2031

Aerodrome site being disposed of but not included for development in the definitive
2035 Harrogate Borough Council Local Plan submitted for Public Examination with
hearings starting on 15 January 2019 but is expected to be considered during firs
review of the adopted Plan.
Halton 2025
Aylesbury Vale District Council’s definitive 2033 Local Plan does not include the
aerodrome site for any development. Public Examination hearings of the Plan ended
on 20 July 2018.
Henlow 2023
Site earmarked for mixed use / specialist employment development in Centra
Bedfordshire Council draft 2035 Local Plan Part 2 submitted for Public Examination on
30 April 2018.
Mildenhall 2024
Forest Heath District Council Vision & Prospectus document for the site retains the
aviation facilities including the runway.
Linton-on-Ouse 2020Under the Services out sourcing agreement with Ascent, basic fixed wing flying training
will be conducted at RAF Valley in Anglesey rendering Linton-on-Ouse surplus to MoD
requirements.
North Luffenham DIO and Rutland County Council public consultation on Garden Village proposal for thi
site ended on 15 June 2018. Further public consultation to include proposed
2022
development in emerging 2036 Local Plan ended on 24 September 2018.
Scampton 2022
The resident Red Arrows display team are due to relocate to a yet unnamed
aerodrome.
Spitalgate 2024
Prince William of Gloucester Barracks. Site earmarked for residential allocation in
South Kesteven District Council definitive 2036 Local Plan document submitted fo
public examination on 15 January 2019.
Swanton Morley
Robertson Barracks. There is no reference to the closure of the Barracks in the
definitive Breckland Council 2036 Local Plan subject to Public Examination hearing
2031
which ended on 20 September 2018
Tern Hill 2025
Clive Barracks.
Wethersfield 2025 Aerodrome site was expected to be transferred to HE in 2020. 614 Volunteer Gliding
School has moved to former RAF Swanton Morley (see above) which is also closing in
2031.
Wyton 2019
Aerodrome being sold off – DIO has a Land Sales Delivery Partnership Agreement with
property developer Crest Nicholson and proposed a 4,500-home development on site
Due to road infrastructure issues, site deleted from Huntingdonshire District Counci
definitive 2036 Local Plan for mixed use development including housing.
NOTE:MoD sites deleted from previous list as they are now being retained by the Ministry are Arbroath
(RMB Condor) airfield; Chivenor RMB barracks; Molesworth and Woodbridge (Rock barracks).
North Denes
The aerodrome with two grass runways is for sale having been disused since 2015 on
(Yarmouth Heliport) the cessation of North Sea helicopter operations.
Nottingham City
With the support of the land owner, site earmarked for up to 4,000 homes in Local Plan
(Tollerton)
Core Strategy adopted by Rushcliffe Borough Council.
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BURSARIES, SCHOLARSHIPS AND FUNDS
These pages are a compilation of RAeC Member Organisations bursaries, scholarships and Funds
together with others that may be of interest.

2019 ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST BURSARIES
The Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) is delighted to announce its bursary scheme for young people for
the 2019 season.
The President’s Scholarships (2 bursaries each worth up to £750);
The Peter Cruddas Foundation Scholarship worth up to £1,000
The Breitling Bursary worth up to £750
The Bramson Bursary worth up to £500
The new George Farha Bursary worth up to £500
The new John Downer Bursary worth up to £500
plus a number of additional bursaries also worth up to £500 each.
Applicants for these grants must hold British Citizenship and be permanently resident in UK and aged
14-21 years (Advanced Bursary up to 24 years).
Applications
for
2019
bursaries
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries

are

available

for

downloading

via

Closing dates for applications: 31st March 2019

L3 PILOT PATHWAYS FEMALE SCHOLARSHIPS
L3 Commercial Aviation are funding 10 x £25-£29k ATPL sponsorship scholarships for 2019. 3 will
have already been award April 2019 but the remaining will be awarded throughout the rest of the
year. These are only open to UK and European women.
These new scholarships are in addition to L3’s existing Airline Academy Women Aviators
scholarships for female candidates applying from the USA.
To apply: www.L3AirlineAcademy.com

AIR CADET GLIDING FUNDING
If you are an Air Cadet you can apply for gliding funding via the Post GS initiative. See
www.juniorgliding.co.uk
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SOME NEW FUNDING FOR AVIATION
REALISE YOUR AEROBATIC DREAMS IN 2019
Ultimate Aerobatics, in partnership with Total UK Aviation Fuels, is offering pilots the opportunity to
achieve their aerobatic dreams with a scholarship to take them on the first step of their journey to
aerobatic competition.
Up to two scholarships are available and will give successful applicants a training award to achieve
the EASA aerobatic rating which will allow them to compete at British Aerobatic competitions.
The aerobatic rating requires a minimum of five hours of aerobatic training and will be done in the
Ultimate Aerobatics Pitts Special with an instructor who has achieved British champion status.
The award will include one entry to a competition and ongoing mentoring programme for each of the
winners during their competition career.

Ultimate Aerobatics, is run by Mike and Emily Collett both previous British Aerobatic Champions
and members of the British Advanced aerobatic team.
Entry requirements, together with terms and conditions www.ultimateaerobatics.co.uk

AIR LEAGUE SCHOLARSHIPS
https://www.airleague.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/New-Air-League-ScholarshipsOpportunities-for-2018-19.pdf
The Air League Scholarship Season has begun with space scholarship opportunities launching in
Spring 2019.
Did you know that every year the Air League, together with their sponsors, awards approximately 100
scholarships to young members as well as disabled veterans through their various schemes and
initiatives?
Anyone can join the Air League and enjoy access to their scholarships which give you free flying
opportunities around the country. Whether you are already hold a Pilot’s licence or are just starting, or
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you might be more interested in a career in engineering or aspire to work in astronautics…there is
something for everyone. All they want to see is passion and commitment towards your chosen career.
You can choose to apply for as many different types of scholarships as you like (there is no
limit). Make sure to read the T&Cs and entry criteria.
Gliding Scholarships: offering the opportunity for glider pilots who have gone solo or those Air
Cadets who have reached Gold Wings standard to broaden their flying experience. The Air League
gliding to solo scholarships are available to novices (aged between 16-18) through their scheme with
British Airways. Minimun age is 16 years (available to all Leading Edge One and Two members)
Approx. 10 gliding scholarships worth £300 per scholarship are awarded per annum. Applications
are
open
till
April
(depending
on
Scholarship)
https://airleague.formstack.com/forms/flying_bursaries_201819_copy_copy
NEW Space Scholarships: The SES Satellites Space Scholarship is a unique opportunity for those
students who are between 17 and 18 years old, are interested in the space industry and have
completed their GCSEs to take part in a residential Senior Space School with the University of
Leicester. July 27 – August 3 and August 4th – 11th
There is also an opportunity to be considered for an internship with SES Satellites as part of the
scholarship.
Applications for Senior Space School 2019 are now open:
http://spaceschool.co.uk/S_Spaceschool/-about-us
Flying Scholarships for Disabled Veterans: The Air League and Boeing, in collaboration with Help
for Heroes and Aerobility, offer numerous flying scholarships for disabled veterans/service personnel.
https://airleagueweb.azurewebsites.net/scholarshipsold/scholarships-for-disabled-veterans/

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT CLUB: LIZ INWOOD TAILDRAGGER SCHOLARSHIP
The Scholarship, named in memory of the late Tiger Moth pilot and flying instructor Liz Inwood, is
funded by donations from the Vintage Aircraft Club, Light Aircraft Association and the Inwood estate.
The Taildragger Scholarship was set up by the Liz Inwood Trust along with the VAC and we are
pleased to make This annual award is available to qualified pilots, under 36 years old, with 100hrs or
more who wish to convert from typical flying club nose wheel designs to older tailwheel types, and
enabling them to train for up to 5 hours at a recognised flying school. Each year the selection panel
will chose one pilot out of the many applicants potentially to open the door to flying a wider range of
vintage and classic types.
2019 applications open in June 2019 : http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk

BMAA YOUNG PERSON'S MICROLIGHT FLYING BURSARY
Keen to promote microlighting to the younger generation so that new blood is brought into
microlighting the BMAA fund each year selected candidates aged between 15 and 20 on the date of
the award. In order to qualify these candidates must show some history of an interest in microlighting
and will be selected by an appointed panel. There will be some additional flying and ground based
assessments to ensure the BMAA get exactly the right people.
The 2019 applications may have closed (31.3.2019) by the time you read this Newsletter is published
but keep a note of the link for next year. https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/bursary-applicationform
THE PHILIP WILLS MEMORIAL FUND
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The Philip Wills Memorial Fund supports UK gliding by lending money to gliding clubs for capital
projects e.g. purchasing land or equipment, with the Trustees having a broad brief to enable them to
provide a diversity of financial assistance to both clubs and individuals.
The Fund lends at (very) low rates of interest, usually over periods less than 10 years. Typical loans
would be up to c £60k. The application process is simple with the Fund’s trustees generally only
looking to see that there is a good business case for the expenditure and (in order to protect the
Fund) that the club has the ability to make monthly repayments.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/club-development/pwmf/

RAF CHARITABLE TRUST
The RAF Charitable Trust is developing a number of Scholarships and Awards open to serving
airman, cadets and members of the wider RAF family. These range from Scholarships for Disabled
People to Air Cadets and 6th Form Scholars with potential follow on into University to glider flying
training.
https://www.airtattoo.com/the-trust/scholarships-and-awards
LAUNCHPOINT BURSARIES / AWARDS
Launchpoint is a registered British charity that supports gliding and aims to provide opportunities to
experience gliding and to help participants, of all ages, to develop with the sport. It does this through
the Caroline Trust Awards and the Ted Lys Awards.
The Caroline Trust Award application form can be found here
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/pwmf-lp/caroline-trust-application-form/
The Ted Lys Award application form can be found here https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/ct/tedlys-award-application-form/
For further information and details: https://members.gliding.co.uk/launchpoint/
Launchpoint is also the BGA’s adopted charity and provides Launchpoint’s website at no cost.

PPL SCHOLARSHIPS AT BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT
2 PPL annual scholarships to the value of £10,000 each have been offered by the Trustees of Biggin
Hill Airport to young men and women between the ages of 16-26 seeking a career in aviation. One
scholarship funded by the owners of the airport, The Biggin Hill Airport Award, and the other funded
by the family of the late BA Captain Nick Davidson.
For further information contact ndmfs@bigginhillairport.com
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http://www.airleague.co.uk

The Air League believes deeply in and champions aviation and aerospace and highlights their role in
security, technological innovation and their important contribution to British society and British economy.
Effort, commitment and regular events have been pivotal in shaping the entire aviation and aerospace
sector and driving debate and policy agendas as has encouraging and attracting the young bright minds
and talent of tomorrow via the ongoing provision of many Scholarships and Bursaries. The Air League
also works regularly with disadvantaged groups, using aviation and aerospace as a gateway to lifechanging experiences and opportunities.

NEWS
Air League to appointment new Chief Executive Officer
Applications closed on the 4th March and we await news of the new CEO appointment.
The principal responsibilities of the CEO will be to ensure the effective administration, governance and
financial management of Air League affairs, to promote the charitable purposes of the organisation and
work closely with the Chairman and Board in maintaining policies in this respect.
This year the Air League is celebrating its 110th anniversary. Sir Brian Burridge recalled that the first
public meeting of The Air League was held at the Mansion House in April 1909. The defence budget for
aviation that year was a mere £2,500 compared to Germany’s budget of £400,000.
A proposition by Lord Montagu of Beaulieu encapsulated the concern of those who had a more visionary
view of the future for British aviation. It stated:
“That this meeting of the citizens of London held at the Mansion House views with
considerable anxiety the rapid development of the science and practice of aerial
navigation by other nations and deplores the backwardness and apathy shown by this
country regarding this new means of communication, which is of vital importance from a
commercial, as well as from a national defence point of view, and pledges itself heartily
to support the objects of the Aerial League of the British Empire.”
The Air League also played a key role in seeking to inspire young people about aviation through the
formation of the Air Cadet Corps (now the Air Training Corps), which went on to become one of the
nation’s most successful youth movements. This advocacy for all things aviation lives on in today’s Air
League.

NEW LEADING EDGE CHAIRMAN AND PANEL
Each member of the panel belongs to a particular stream, in which they will have the responsibility of
delivering events for Air League members. With three events having already taken off this year, there are
many more exciting things to come all throughout the year.
Chairman – Umar Khan; Civil – James Williams & Adam White; Military – Hannah McCann & Liam
Molloy; Engineering – Anna Roach; Flying Day – Ruth Scott & Jordan Penning; Social – Laura
McCann & Amir Said and Heritage Director – Bridget Donaldson
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THE AIR LEAGUE HONOURS AND AWARDS RECEPTION 2019
The Air League Honours and Awards Reception, held at St. James’s Palace, is a unique occasion within
the aerospace, defence and security industries’ calendar. This event provides the chance for
professionals to network whilst supporting the Air League’s aim of increasing diversity, proficiency and
interest within these sectors, as well as the work undertaken to support disadvantaged young people and
disabled veterans.
The Reception on the 30th May will also see major honours and awards being presented, alongside
scholarship winners receiving their certificates in the presence of sponsors, family and friends.
See the Summer issue of this Newsletter to find out who the recipients were.

FUTURE FLIERS AND EXPERT ENGINEERS EVENT
The Future Flyers event was hosted by Virgin Atlantic at The Base on 9th February and was excellent for
the Air League’s youth engagement. Engaging with a whole host of young people and encouraging them
towards aviation as is one of their key aims. Alongside this, the young people had the pleasure of
experiencing the training air hostesses go through, plus the fun of going down an aircraft evacuation
slide!

Are you, or do you know a University of West London Airline, Airport &
Aviation Management Student?
If so, all are now members of the Air League! This means that you are eligible to apply for Air League
Scholarship and Bursary programmes, as well as gain exclusive access to networking and social events
within the industry.
To apply now for Air League Scholarships (up to 12 hours of free flying) and Bursaries, visit the
Scholarships page https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships/ to see what YOU could be a part of.

The SES Satellites Space Scholarship
This is a unique opportunity for those students who are between 17 and 18 years old, are interested in
the space industry and have completed their GCSEs to take part in a residential Senior Space School
with the University of Leicester.
July 27 – August 3 and August 4th – 11th.
The disciplines covered range from physics and astronomy, to engineering and astronautics, planetary
science and from space physics to genetics and human spaceflight. While the week includes both
lectures and practical activities, there is ample opportunity for socialising too, with a formal dinner and
disco and karaoke on the final night.
There is also an opportunity to be considered for an internship with SES Satellites as part of the
scholarship. The scholarship is designed to introduce and inspire the individual towards a wide range of
career opportunities in the space industry.
Applications for Senior Space School 2019 are now open and cost £550 (£50 deposit)
http://spaceschool.co.uk/S_Spaceschool/-about-us
See the Bursaries, Scholarships & Funds section in this Newsletter for details of The Air League’s
scholarships and bursaries and check out https://airleagueweb.azurewebsites.net/scholarships
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COLONEL JOHN SLIM, 2ND VISCOUNT SLIM
The Air League wishes to note the sad passing of long-term supporter, Colonel John Slim, 2nd Viscount
Slim, aged 91.

Colonel John Douglas Slim, 2nd Viscount Slim OBE DL (20.7.1927- 12.1.2019 )

Viscount Slim was born in British India to William ‘Bill’ Slim, 1st Viscount Slim. He went on to carry out
his education in India, and eventually joined the British Indian Army 6th Gurkha Rifles in 1948, after
being transferred to the Argyll Sutherland and Highlanders.
With the growth of his military career, he went on to command the 22 Special Air Service Regiment in
1952 and served in Malaya, Borneo, Kenya, Cyprus, Aden and Oman.
Following his retirement from the Army, Viscount Slim worked in business and went on to hold several
directorships as well as dedicating his time to charitable causes.
In 1970 he succeeded to his father’s title and in 1999 was one of the hereditary peers elected to remain
in the House of Lords. He was a member of the Defence Committee.
Viscount Slim served as a council member (1977-1998) and Vice-Chairman (1981- 1986) of the Air
League. He also acted as the National President of the Burma Star Association, the President of SAS
Regimental Association and as the Master of the Worshipful Company of Cloth Workers.

SIR ANDREW HUMPHREY LECTURE

Air League members Ryan Emery, David McDermott, David White and Jordan Penning
with the Chief of the Air Staff, Sir Setphen Hillier

If you would like to read the lecture notes they can be downloaded from https://www.airleague.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2018/12/CAS_Sir_Andrew_Humphrey_Air_League_Lecture-DDSv1.3_.pdf
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THE SIR JOHN SLESSOR MEMORIAL LECTURE
Team GB Paralympian, Invictus games athlete and former Air League scholar Luke Sinnott was chosen
to be the speaker for the 2019 Sir John Slessor Memorial Lecture, which took place on Wednesday 13
March. The theme: recovery and passion to inspire others.

(Photo: Anne Hughes)

Luke is a retired Captain who served with the Royal Engineers and was injured in 2010 while working as
a Royal Engineer Search Adviser (RESA) in Afghanistan. Ironically, the threat Luke was there to remove,
IEDs, was the cause of his injury; the explosion from the IED taking off both of his legs above the knee
and causing severe damage to both his arms.
Luke has recovered from injury through the use of Sport and has represented his Country in Athletics
both for Great Britain and the Armed Forces team at the Invictus Games. As well as training full time for
future Paralympics Luke is also a pilot and trustee for Flying for Freedom. He uses flying to help
rehabilitate other Veterans. Luke is also part of the Veterans Gateway and is working to make support
for veterans better and easier to access.
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https://www.aerosociety.com
The Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) holds major conferences, lectures and events at its
headquarters in central London at 4 Hamilton Place, London W1J 7BQ. Lectures and conferences
normally open to interested non-members. The RAeS also encompasses a variety of special
interest groups and local branches in the UK, and overseas, who too organise programmes of
lectures and events.

LIGHT AIRCRAFT DESIGN COMPETITION 2018-2019

The remit to design an electric-powered air racer and is a joint RAeS/Air Race E/ LAA
competition for the fastest air racing aircraft.
Air Race E is a new competition that will bring electric power to Formula 1 Air Racing in 2020. This
design competition will be run in association with the new event, to promote innovative design and
encourage the move to electric power in aircraft.
Anyone can enter - from professional teams to individuals and students. The timetable is as
follows:
Register your interest with conference@aerosociety.com
Please include your address, the name of your team and the names of your team members, with
the email subject line ‘Design Competition 2019’.
The Rules are available at: https://www.aerosociety.com/media/10518/raes-light-aircraft-designcompetition-2018-2019-rules.pdf
Deadline for submissions: 30th September 2019
18th November 2019 will be the announcement of winners and presentation of awards at RAeS
Light Aircraft Design Conference at No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7BQ.

NO DEAL BREXIT – NO FLIGHTS?
DR PAUL FITZGERALD (FRAeS) considers the implications of a ‘no deal’ Brexit on air services
between the UK and the European Union.
On Monday 24 September, the United Kingdom’s Department responsible for Brexit published
three notices: Aviation safety if there is no Brexit deal; Aviation security if there is no Brexit deal;
and Flights to and from the UK if there’s no Brexit deal.
For someone who is intimately familiar with international air traffic rights, the last notice which
deals with UK-EU flights in a post hard Brexit scenario should cause concern. Quite simply,
absent significant hard work, there may be far fewer flights between the UK and points in the
European Union after Brexit on 29 March 2019. However, all is not lost, with careful planning
the impact, on passengers to and from the UK, of even the hardest Brexit can be lessened.
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Bilateral Air Service Agreements (BASAs) are the life-blood of international air commerce. They
contain the valuable traffic rights provisions that allow an airline to serve a foreign destination
and they dictate destinations, frequency and even aircraft size. Without these rights, commercial
service is impossible.
Prior to 1992, the UK had well over a hundred BASAs with most of the States on this planet.
British Airways had a very comprehensive route system, serving virtually every major city in
Europe and major cities around the world. The routes to each foreign country are governed by a
different BASA.
Even in the worst case scenario, on 30 March 2019, British Airways will probably be able to
serve most of the EU capitals it has served for decades, based on the designations in BASAs
that the UK signed with other European countries prior to 1992. Similarly, the designated
carriers of the UK’s European partners to those BASAs will be allowed to serve London. In
addition, carriers such as Easyjet and Ryanair, will probably be able to serve London from
Amsterdam, Brussels, Nice, Paris and Stockholm.
Unless the UK can manage to enter into the ECAA, or negotiate a BASA similar to the one
Switzerland did with the EU, the fortunes of EasyJet and Ryanair are bleak because, at least in
the short term and maybe even in the medium term, most of the UK’s BASAs with other EU
countries don’t allow either State to designate more than one carrier, and the likelihood of either
Ryanair or Easyjet being designated in this scenario is virtually nil. Thus the UK will face the
daunting task in the aftermath of a hard Brexit of negotiating an Open Skies BASA with the EU
on terms similar to the BASAs the EU has with Switzerland and Norway. This will allow Ryanair
and Easyjet to offer low-cost flights on dozens of routes between the UK and cities in the EU.
The
full
article
is
available
here:
flights/?dm_i=4OGU,H72Z,3HA9WN,1Z8EL,1

https://www.aerosociety.com/news/no-deal-no-

AIR RACE E: ELECTRIFYING RACING - LECTURE RECORDING
A revolution in electric commercial aviation is coming. But it has already arrived in air racing. Air
Race E has announced it will hold the first ever electric airplane race in 2020. And the technology
that will be introduced in this series will trace a direct link to the technology that will carry us as
passengers in the near future. Air Race E format will be based on the long-running established
sport known as formula one air racing, with the exception of an all-electric powerplant.

By launching this new race as a racing formula (governed by the Formula Air Racing Association)
Air Race E is inviting manufacturers from around the world to enter a team to generate competition
both on and off the race course.
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Listen to the RAeS Lecture: Air Race E: Electrifying Racing here:
https://www.aerosociety.com/news/video-and-audio-air-race-e-electrifying-racing/

My thanks to Chris Sharp of RAeS for forwarding FRAeS Bill Read’s report; below is a précis

ELECTRIC PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
Scottish regional airline Loganair is working with Cranfield University on a project to convert a
Britten-Norman Islander to provide the world’s first electric aircraft passenger-carrying flights,
named ‘Project Fresson’ after Scottish aviation pioneer Earnest Fresson.

Loganair Islander in snow at Fair Isle. (Photo: Dave Wheeler)

The first routes targeted to be operated by the electric Islander are in the Orkney Islands where
Scottish regional airline Loganair operates a number of short-haul flights between Kirkwall on
mainland Orkney to Sanday, Stronsay, Eday and North Ronaldsay – the longest of which takes 15
minutes.
A number of [other] companies are [also] currently working on electric-powered commercial aircraft
designs.
These include a project from Rolls-Royce Airbus and Siemens to adapt a BAe 146 regional jet to a
hybrid-electric aircraft. Zunum Aero, together with Boeing and JetBlue, are developing a family of
10-50-seat hybrid electric regional aircraft while US-based Wright Electric is working with easyJet
to develop an all-electric passenger aircraft by 2027. Israel Aerospace Industries also announced
plans in 2018 to develop a short-haul electric airliner.
To read the full report: https://www.aerosociety.com/news/electric-pioneer/

THE RAeS HISTORICAL GROUP
The Historical Group exists to provide a focus within the RAeS for the study and discussion of
aerospace history, and to contribute on behalf of the Society to wider activities in this field, both in
the UK and internationally and organises several lectures and discussion evenings at RAeS
Headquarters each year which everyone is welcome to attend.
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RAeS LECTURES
All RAeS Lectures are free to attend for RAeS members. To reserve your place send your name
and contact details to conference@aerosociety.com or click on 'book now' for the RAeS Event
https://www.aerosociety.com/events-calendar you wish to attend and log in to your profile or create
a user account.

April lectures include: 25th: A Day in the Life of a Cold War Sea Vixen Pilot: Kim Sharman
MRAeS. 19.30 Barnes Lecture Theatre, Bournemouth University Talbot Campus, Fern Barrow,
Poole, BH12 5BB
May lectures include: 14th: British Apache operations in Afghanistan: 18.30 The Magdalen Centre,
Oxford Science Park,OX4 4GA.
16th: Rebuilding Granddads Bristol Scout: Flt Sub Lt D Bremner RNAS (David's granddad) flew
Bristol Scouts with No.2 wing in WW1. This is the story of David's research, build and flight in the
only example of its type. 17.45 RAF Museum Cosford Lecture Theatre, Lysander Ave, Cosford,
Shifnal TF11 8UP
30th: Results of the RemoveDEBRIS Mission. Professor Guglielmo Aglietti is an internationally
recognised expert in space engineering and in spacecraft structures and mechanisms.
He is Director of the University of Surrey Space Centre 18.00-19.00 Royal Aeronautical Society
Headquarters, No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7BQ
June lectures include: 4th: Aerospace Golf Day 2019 Frilford Heath Golf Club
https://www.aerosociety.com/events-calendar/aerospace-golf-day-2019/
10th: Sir Sydney Camm Named Lecture 2019; Sir Simon Bollom KBE CB FREng FRAeS, Chief
Executive, Defence Equipment & Support. 17.30 Royal Aeronautical Society, No.4 Hamilton Place,
London, W1J 7BQ
July lectures include: : 8th: Natter - Historic Step to Human Spaceflight: Historical Group lecture
will be presented by Brett Gooden, M.D., Ph.D., F.B.I.S. 18.00-19.00 Royal Aeronautical Society
Headquarters, No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7BQ

For details of al RAeS lectures, conferences and events: https://www.aerosociety.com/eventscalendar/
You can also catch-up on past lectures and events via the RAeS Video and Audio Archive
https://www.aerosociety.com/events/catch-up-on-events/video-audio-archive/
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https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk

The RAF London museum is situated on what used to be RAF Hendon and holds over 95
aircraft in four themed aircraft halls.
The museum at Cosford, acknowledged as one of the leading public attractions in the Midlands,
displays over 70 aircraft and is home to the National Cold War Exhibition.
Entrance is free with charges for some selected exhibition areas. Car parking charges apply.
From March 10:00am - 6:00pm last entry 5:30pm

MUSEUM NEWS
RAF MUSEUM COSFORD
The RAF Museum at Cosford, Shifnal, Shropshire, TF11 8UP, is open daily from 10am and
entry is free of charge, but parking charges apply. For more information visit:
www.rafmuseum.org/cosford 01902 376200

COSFORD NEWS
Admission charges apply for some events and activities. Events may be subject to change and
additional events may be added during the year. For more details or further information re
RAF COSFORD MUSEUM’s 2018 events, please visit the Museum’s website
www.rafmuseum.org/cosford or call 01902 376200.
MUSEUM SLEEPOVERS
Date: 13 May GIRLS GROUP SLEEPOVER Time: 6.30pm to 10am the following day
Date: 11 May 2019 MIXED GROUP SLEEPOVER Time: 6.30pm to 10am the following day
Cost: £35 per child / £5 per adult
Get your sleeping bags at the ready…..it’s chocks away for the 2019 ‘Pillows and Pilots’
Sleepovers at the Royal Air Force Museum Cosford.
Youngsters are being offered the exclusive opportunity to set up camp in the Museum’s
National Cold War Exhibition, where they will sleep amongst the planes, tanks and missiles!
Suitable for youth groups aged 7-15 years, the night at the Museum will be packed with
plenty of fun interactive activities. Following the evenings activities, attendees will take-off to
the auditorium to watch a fun movie, before settling down for the night nestled amongst the
historic aircraft. Everyone will be provided with a ‘Pillows and Pilot’ colouring and activity
pack, so there won’t be time to get restless during the night if you’re wide awake and everyone
else is sleeping! A continental breakfast will be served the following morning and youngsters
will have early bird access to the Museum Shop and Test Flight hangar including the Fun ‘n’
Flight interactive area, with a 50% discount voucher for a ride on the 4D Experience.
see www.rafmuseum.org/cosford for more details and to make a booking.
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NIMROD TOURS
15 APRIL - 31 AUGUST 2019
Step on board the Nimrod XV249 and learn about its intelligence gathering role in the Royal Air
Force. You will gain an insight into the operational history of the aircraft from its time as
Maritime Reconnaissance through to its conversion into a Signals Intelligence gathering aircraft.

As one of only 4 Nimrod R1's in existence, you will gain a rare insight into the RAF's intelligence
capabilities.
APRIL: Monday 15 - Sunday 28
JUNE: Saturday 25 - Sunday 2
JULY: Monday 22 - Wednesday 31
AUGUST: Thursday 1 - Saturday 31
Cost £5.00 per person. Tours last 15 minutes (max 6 people per tour) and morning time slots
can be pre-booked in advance to guarantee availability.

RAF STORIES: THE FIRST 100 YEARS 1918-2018
This display showcases the diversity and history of the RAF through the use of personal stories
and a collection of previously unseen artefacts. It has also been carefully designed to offer a
compelling snapshot of the RAF’s principle roles.
Prepare: The RAF’s Red Arrows display team represent the pinnacle of the services training
and ethos. A Red Arrows pilots’ flying suit and distinctively marked helmet feature as part of the
display.
Attack: A selection of objects illustrating the RAF’s attack role ranging from an early aerial
reconnaissance camera to an arming key for a nuclear bomb are now on show.
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Defend: The Battle of Britain in 1940, which tested the RAF’s defensive abilities to the limit, is
represented in the display including rare and unique artefacts.
Support: Featured in the display will be the story of a ground crewman Antony Ford who
served on the Operation Bushel famine relief effort in Ethiopia in 1984-85, as well as a
helicopter winch operator’s rescue strop and an air-to-air refuelling.
Some of the more unusual items include rock blown from the Mohne Dam during the renowned
Dambusters raid of 1943, a set of wire cutters smuggled into a POW camp, contents from a
Christmas gift box given to personnel serving in Iraq in 2004, and a parachute release handle
used by a pilot to escape his crashing Hurricane during the Battle of Britain.

CAR RALLIES
The RAF Museum Cosford is a popular venue for car clubs and can cater for rallies with up to
150 vehicles.
MARCH 31st: 2 CVGB Citroen 2CV Owners Club

JULY 14th: Mercedes Benz
AUGUST 3rd: Scirocco Register
AUGUST 4th: Tatra Register UK

ANNUAL SHROPSHIRE SCALE MODEL SHOW - 7 April 2019 10:00 - 16:00
Intricately detailed models will be on display against a backdrop of aircraft in the Museum's
hangars. There will be model clubs attending the show from all over the country plus
traders selling everything you need to build the perfect model whether it be a tank, car or
boat.
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Admission to the Model Show is free of charge and a free park and ride system will operate
from the Cosford train station car park.

RAF COSFORD AIR SHOW 2019

9 JUNE 2019

The Royal Air Force's only official air show is one of the largest events in the West Midlands
and includes a packed flying schedule along with many other static exhibits, stalls, trade stands,
military demonstrations and children's entertainment.

Entry to Cosford Air Show is by advanced ticket only https://www.cosfordairshow.co.uk/
NO free admission to the Museum

OPEN COCKPITS WEEKEND

22 - 23 JUNE 2019 10.00 - 16.00

Access to and a close view of selected aircraft in the National Cold War Exhibition (Hangar 1:
transport and training) and in the Museum grounds.
Access into the cockpits is via sets of ladders, you must be physically able to climb these and
lift your legs in and out of the cockpits. A minimum height requirement of 1.07 metres applies.
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During the day, guests will be able to speak many of our experienced and highly knowledgeable
staff and volunteers who will be able to share aircraft information and answer any questions you
may have.
Advance ticket only: tickets cost £13.50 per person. Parking charges ARE included in the
ticket price.

ARMED FORCES WEEKEND

29 - 30 JUNE 2019

A weekend of nostalgic activities for the whole family to enjoy
The Museum will come alive with living historians, interpreters, children's activities and much
more across the whole site. Celebrating and paying tribute to our heroes past and present,
including current serving personnel, service families, veterans and cadets.
Saturday 29 June: Time & Again Theatre Company will be performing ‘Greyhounds’ at (11.00
and 15.00). Set in 1941 in the fictional village of Shuttlefield, the country is in the grips of the
Second World War. The hapless residents are preparing to perform Shakespeare’s Henry V to
raise money for their local Spitfire fund.
Cost: Adults £10
12-18’s: £5 Serving Personnel: £5
Large Model Air Show 6 - 7 July 2019
Scale models of iconic aircraft will be taking to the skies at the annual Large Model Air Show
with a whole range of models designed, built and flown by members of the Large Model
Association from biplanes to modern day jets. From a distance in the skies, the models truly
look like the real thing!
Plenty of refreshments from jacket potatoes to fish and chips plus soft and alcoholic drinks and
ice cream for those with a sweet tooth!
Cost: Advanced rate £8 finishes online on Wednesday 3 July 2019, on the gate £10
Under 16: FREE (must be accompanied by an adult)

RAF COSFORD FOOD FESTIVAL 2019

20 - 21 JULY 2019
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The VC10 and Hercules aircraft act as a backdrop to the bustling food market with delicious
food for visitors to enjoy at the festival from over 100 producers of the finest artisan food and
drink.
Learn from top chefs during our cooking demonstrations. Live music performances throughout
the day and Kids cookery classes, face painting and circus skills.
Cost: Adult: £6 Child (5-15 years): £2 Family (2 adults and up to 4 children): £14
Children under 5: Free

RAF MUSEUM HENDON
The RAF Museum at Hendon, Grahame Park Way, London, NW9 5LL is open daily from 10am
and entry is free of charge but there are parking charges. For more information visit:
london@rafmuseum.org 0208 205 2266

HENDON NEWS
SOME OF THE THINGS YOU CAN SEE AND DO
AT THE HENDON RAF MUSEUM

Hangar 6 is finally open to the public after being flooded on New Year’s Day. The Blackburn
Buccaneer, later known as the Hawker Siddeley Buccaneer is on display there as part of “RAF:
In an Age of Uncertainty” exhibition.

Did you know that the Buccaneer can fly so low that once during an exercise with the American
Air Force an American Interceptor couldn’t find it because the Buccaneer was flying even lower
than the Interceptor itself?

To help young visitors those who have autism prepare for and get maximum enjoyment
from their visit to RAF Hendon they have prepared an autism friendly aircraft trail which may be
downloaded free of charge from their website https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/documents/ALDLondon/aircraft_checklist_2017.pdf
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THE DAMBUSTERS IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE
Take a seat on board a Lancaster during the legendary Dambusters raid of 1943, using Virtual
Reality technology, created by All Seeing Eye with input from No. 617 Squadron official
historian, Robert Owen.

The Dams Raid was the greatest feat of arms performed by the Royal Air Force and one of the
key stories of the Second World War. Its success captured the public imagination at the time
and over the next 70 years inspired a multitude of books, films and documentaries.
The Virtual Reality Experience (VRE) puts the user inside a moment in history. For the first time
ever step inside the story of this iconic operation through an authentic, interactive recreation of
the Dambusters’ first mission on 16 May 1943 attacking the Möhne Dam.
360° first person views, with spatialised audio and haptic feedback vests, reinforce the
experience of being aboard a No. 617 Squadron Lancaster bomber during Operation
CHASTISE.

Reach out to feel the window, fuselage and desk’ of the Lancaster bomber as the aircraft
continues on its mission, feel the 'roar of the Lancaster's Merlin engines' through your haptic
vests.
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Dambusters: Immersive Histories is available from Friday 15 March. Tickets are £10

WELL IS IT THAT TIME OF YEAR
Animal Easter Trail

8 - 22 April 2019 from 11.00am to 3.00pm

The trail is suitable for children of any age, but younger ones might need help. The Easter
Bunny has lots of his animal friends in the Museum, starting off underneath the Sunderland
Flying Boat.

Find the animals and why they might be hiding underneath aircraft. Hand your completed trail
sheet in at the finish line for a delicious chocolate prize when you find all the animals.
Tickets: £3 per child
MORE FOR KIDS
A STEM Backpack, specially created for children aged 3 – 8 containing games and puzzles
that will introduce children though play and exploration to the subjects of Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths – as well as the RAF Museum’s many stories and objects.
10 backpacks have been created and will be available for loan free of charge from Hangar 3's
Reception area for a deposit of £40 or by leaving a driving license or credit card / debit card.
This will be returned, when the backpack is returned at the end of your visit.

FOR THE MUCH MUCH OLDER KIDS !
9th May: a night of all things 40s and vintage. Enjoy a live swing band, dance demonstrations
and lessons and sip on a selection of Gin cocktails.

THE HENDON PAGEANT
1 - 2 June 10am – 5pm
A nostalgic vintage festival celebrating the style and charm of the Hendon Pageants.
The pageants drew huge crowds and were a chance for spectators to see aircraft fly, to
experience technology they had never seen before and to see the Royal Air Force in action.
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- Vintage fairground including a coconut shy, high striker, swing boats and carousel
- Live vintage music
- RAF Museum vehicle display
- Merlin engine display
- Living history areas with re-enactors bringing the past to life
- Giant lawn games

WAR BRIDES DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR

War Brides: One-Way Passage- 15 September 2019

Entrance: FREE

Global conflict and the mobilization of troops during World War II brought couples together who
would never have met in that era. Portraits and stories speak across continents and generations
of an extraordinary post-war emigration of women who made a leap of faith for the love of an
airman.
One-Way Passage, is a fascinating exhibition which interweaves personal, social, historical and
artistic elements. All the art is based directly on primary sources including hundreds of personal
interviews, photographs, letters, personal memorabilia and period artefacts.
Artist Bev Tosh is the daughter of a Royal New Zealand Air Force pilot and his Canadian war
bride.
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https://www.airpilots.org
The Honourable Company of Air Pilots (incorporating Air Navigators) was established as a Guild in
1929 in order to ensure that pilots and navigators of the (then) fledgling aviation industry were
accepted and regarded as professionals.
The Honourable Company of Air Pilots award several academic bursaries each year at City
University (London) to students already enrolled on either an MSc in Air Transport Management,
Air Safety Management or Air Maintenance Management. They also provide scholarships for
people who would like to become pilots or to further their qualifications as pilots. In addition each
year the HCAP receives generous sponsorship to fund flying scholarships which are administered
by the Company. https://www.airpilots.org/career-matters/scholarships

Daniel Dedman was the recipient of The Foyle Scholarship 2018. This is his report:My passion for aviation started at a very young age, and like many, one of my first ever flights was
in the Royal Air Force Air Cadets. Once I got the ‘bug’, there was no looking back.
My motivation for wanting to become an instructor was after completing my Commercial Pilots
Licence and hour building out in Phoenix, Arizona back in 2016. After that experience, my next
focus was always going to be attempting to obtain my Flight Instructor Rating. Having obtained a
12 hour flying scholarship in 2015 towards my PPL (A) with RAFA, I knew there were organisations
out there offering these fantastic opportunities, and I applied for the FI (R) rating in February 2018.

In April I was informed I had been short listed and invited to London for an interview on 16th May
2018. This started with a presentation of my choice then followed by some technical questions and
then questions regarding my motivations and future plans by the panel of 3 interviewers. The day
after, coincidentally my 22nd birthday, I had found out my application and interview was successful
pending the completion of the FIC pre-entry flight test – to which I couldn’t have asked for a better
birthday present.
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After a few weeks with my head in the theory books, it was surprising how much very basic
knowledge I had forgotten since completing my PPL, and in late summer 2018, I managed to book
3 consecutive weeks off my full time job at Stansted Airport, and began the Fl course at
Andrewsfield Aviation.

Choosing Andewsfield was an easy decision after meeting with Carol Cooper (CFI) and Mike
Rowland (Airfield Manager) prior to my interview, and if you are unsure where to go for the FIC, I
couldn’t recommend Andrewsfield enough. My training started on Monday 20th August with 1 of 2
of my instructors - Paul Slater – a previous winner of a FI scholarship. We had a long chat about
the content of the course and some foundation theory knowledge, and without any hesitation, we
started our first lesson together. It began with him showing me the standard pre-flight brief for the
first lesson – Effects of the controls part 1, then we went out and flew it. It was flown with us both
taking turns as student and instructor, bringing out the relevant teaching points, whilst giving me
practise in actually flying that exercise, something I hadn’t done since I completed my PPL. As the
course went on, as did the exercises, to a point in the second week where I would give my first
lesson back to my instructor, who was pretending to be a student for the whole duration of the
flight.
As the course went on, almost all PPL exercises were covered in preparation for the flight test,
which could include any of them. I tested on 22nd September after a weather related cancelation
the week before, and it contained no surprises at all. I can only say that was purely down to the
high level of standardised training from both Carol and Paul.
In general, the course itself was very interesting, informative and enjoyable. Initially, getting used to
flying the C-152 was my initial worry, as most of my training beforehand was completed in single
and multi-engine Piper aircraft, but after a few flights it became very familiar. The course was
fantastic for renewing the basic theoretical knowledge required for PPL students, especially if it has
been some time since you had completed your exams. And it also allowed me to do spinning,
which was a great experience, especially as I hadn’t done it before prior to the course, and now I
feel confident in remaining calm and recovering from the manoeuvre.
If you are reading this, considering if you should apply for the scholarship, I couldn’t recommend it
enough. Not only has it helped me out beyond belief financially, it has developed me as a pilot in
ways I didn’t think were possible. I would like to thank the Honourable Company in giving me this
fantastic opportunity and I look forward to the rewarding role of teaching aviators first few steps in
what can only be described as the best industry around the world!
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GASCo
www.gasco.org.uk
The General Aviation Safety Committee was formed as a result of a meeting of the Conference
of General Aviation Organisations held on 4th September 1964, under the Chairmanship of the
late Air Chief Marshal, the Earl of Bandon GBE, CB, CVO, DSO.

FORTHCOMING GASCo SAFETY PRESENTATION EVENINGS
GASCo’s 2018-19 safety presentation is “Aware Today, Alive Tomorrow” and addresses
maintaining situational awareness, the use of threat and error management to prevent loss of
control accidents, mid-air collisions and airspace infringements. In addition to the traditional
pack of information there is a printed copy of The Sky Way Code.
3rd APRIL: RATTLESDEN AIRFIELD, Rattlesden Gliding Club, Felsham, Suffolk, IP30 0PT
Contact: Kevin Western Tel: 07941 726762 or Email: kevdlewis@aol.com
11th: GRANSDEN LODGE AIRFIELD. Contact GASCo Office 01634 200203
15th: LIVERPOOL CITY AIRPORT Runway26 Cafe/Bar, Liverpool Road, Eccles, Manchester,
M30 7SA. Contact: Nick Duriez Tel: 0161 789 1362 or Email: info@cityairportltd.com
17th: WATFORD Mercure London Watford Hotel, A41 Watford Bypass, Watford, Hertfordshire,
WD25 8JH Contact: GASCo Office 01634 200203 Register via: gasco.w4x4.com
23rd: LYDD AIRPORT Biggles Bar, Romney Marsh, Kent, TN29 9QL
Contact: Roy Panniers Tel: 01797 320734 or Email: lyddaero@btconnect.com
25th: CUMBERNAULD AIRPORT, 2-6 Duncan McIntosh Road, Wardpark, Cumbernauld, G68
0HH Contact: Johnny or Ian Tel: 07769 690041 or Email: phoenixflighttraining@hotmail.com
2nd MAY: PARHAM AIRFIELD Southdown Gliding Club, Cootham, West Sussex, RH20 4HP
Contact: Geoff Stilgoe Tel: 01342 713846 or 07976 694436 Office: 01903 742137
email: office@southdowngliding.co.uk
2nd: CRONK BRECK, Bernahara Road, Andreas, IM7 3HH
Contact: Chris Kelly chris@kelly.im or Nicola Kelly nicola@kelly.im
4th: PORTMOAK AIRFIELD Scottish Gliding Centre, Portmoak Airfield, Scotlandwell, By
Kinross, KY13 9JJ
Contact: Martin Phillimore, General Manager Tel: 01592 840543
Email: office@scottishglidingcentre.co.uk
9th: EXETER The Ley Arms, Kenn, Exeter, Devon, EX6 7UW.
Contact: David Millin Tel: 01803 663012 or Email: david.millin@sea-sea.com
10th: MOD St Athan, Hangar 385, St Athan Aerospace Business, Vale of Glamorgan, CF62 4AH
Contact: Mr Neil Boyles or Mr John Sparks Tel: 01446 750284 or 07581 231419
or Email: flighttraining@horizonaircraftservices.com
11th: TALGARTH. Contact: GASCo Office 01634 200203
29th: COVENTRY Heli Ride/Almat Offices, Dakota House, Coventry Airport, Baginton,
Warwickshire, CV8 3AZ.
Contact:Jason Dearn Tel: 02477 332244 or Email: jason@heli-ride.co.uk

If your club or organisation would like to host an evening (or afternoon) between 1st October
2018 and 30th April 2019 just telephone 01634 200203 or e-mail Penny penny.gould@gen-avsafety.demon.co.uk to start the ball rolling.
For a list of current venues and dates: https://www.gasco.org.uk/events/safety-evenings
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FLIGHT SAFETY EXTRA
Flight Safety Extra complements GASCo's magazine Flight Safety and is another channel by
which GASCo hopes to get flight safety information to you in a convenient way and contains
many valuable sources of flight safety information.
To receive GASCo’s free Flight Safety extra e-newsletter each month contact the GASCo Office
01634 200203 or email penny.gould@gen-av-safety.demon.co.uk

ONE-DAY SEMINARS
GASCo will be running a series of one-day seminars throughout the UK in 2019 on a variety of
General Aviation safety topics. These events are very popular and subsidized by GASCo.
A modest charge is made to cover administrative overheads and the cost of facilities and
catering. They hope to be able to arrange seminars on the following topics throughout the year:
 Ditching & Sea Survival including Underwater Escape Training
 Meteorology
 Human Factors in General Aviation
 Helicopter Safety
 Loss of Control
Please see GASCo’s website for up to date information: www.gasco.org.uk

GASCo’s TAKE TWO
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When routing near controlled airspace (CAS), GASCo recommends that pilots plan to remain
clear of the horizontal and vertical boundaries of the airspace by a suitable distance that's
appropriate for them, their aircraft and the prevailing conditions. As a general rule of thumb 'Take
Two' (i.e. 2 nautical miles horizontally and 200 feet vertically) would seem to be sound practical
advice but in some cases it might be prudent to allow even more. After all, it only takes a small
distraction, a moment's inattention or a bit of turbulence in the atmosphere to gain a hundred feet
or more.
If pilots need to fly close to the boundaries of CAS then it is strongly recommended that they
contact the ATC unit that is controlling the airspace and announce their intentions. In so doing
their aircraft becomes 'known' traffic thereby removing uncertainty about its subsequent flight
path from the controller's mind.
Consider this example, an airliner is descending and is being vectored to the ILS via a radar base
leg when the controller observes a return from an aircraft operating close to the zone boundary
which is not in radio contact and which if it continues on its present heading, will enter CAS and
come into conflict with the airliner. The controller has only seconds to decide what to do. Does
the controller stop the airliner's descent thereby disrupting it and other aircraft in the process to
be certain that separation will not be lost or does the controller deem that the unknown aircraft
will remain outside

CAS and let the airliner carry on?
So much easier and safer for everyone if pilots Take Two and wear a Listening Squawk when
flying in the vicinity of CAS which in most parts of the country is likely to be the case, calling Air
Traffic if they need to operate close to the boundaries for any reason.
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YOUTH ACTIVITIES & OPPORTUNITIES
YOUTH IN AVIATION
Youth in Aviation is a collaboration of the non-profit, charitable and educational organisations involved
in enabling young people from all backgrounds to experience aviation and aerospace inspiring the next
generation. There are 16 organisations involved including YES, RAF Cadets, Scouts; the Air League,
Young Air Pilots, the BGA, RAF Museums, the RAeS, Brooklands Museum all working together
aiming to further the opportunities and access to aviation and aerospace activities and providing over
£300,000 of scholarships and bursaries each year.
The General Aviation Awareness Council have educational information for school and many of their
members offer special facilities from visits to local airfields and pleasure flights to arranging for
helicopter visits to school sports field.
See http://www.gaac.org.uk/wordpress
My thanks to Tim Wiltshire for this report on GET HIGH..VOLARE! TAKES FLIGHT!
Exciting things are happening at a hitherto underutilised airfield in Norfolk. Rod Herbert, the owner of
Marshland Airfield has given the Charity “Get High..Volare!” http://gethighvolare.org free use of the
airfield to operate from bringing it back into regular usage. As our intention is not just to create new
pilots, but to also save existing airfields this is exactly in line with our goals. This is a unique opportunity
for GHV, as Marshland is perfectly situated close to Downham Market, where we are currently trialling
the first GHV “Crew” in the country, which will provide a template for all future GHV crews around the
country. This initiative will also include its own Charity shop in Downham Market to provide long term
funding for the group.
Whilst all crews will have a core STEM curriculum based around aviation, to further GHV's goal of
creating 5,000 new young pilots in the next decade, they are at the same time free to create their own
leisure program of their choice. This initial crew in Downham Market is based around Theatre and
Drama, after all, if you want kids to get involved, you have to make it fun! (which also means they can
put on some pretty wicked shows judging by the talent we have seen so far..)..
As the airfield currently has no clubhouse, and as GHV does not own it, and so cannot erect anything
permanent, a mobile facility had to be sourced in the form of a used Caravan kindly donated, and
transported to site by Blue Anchor Leisure in Skegness (grateful thanks to Adam Holmes of Blue
Anchor for all his help).

The new Clubhouse arriving at Marshland
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This is now in the process of being plumbed in, and will be ready for the coming season, so visiting
pilots can drop in and sample our hospitality (be patient guys, Rome wasn't built in a day).
One unique change to Marshland, is that there will now be wild flowers planted on both sides of our
very long runway, which certainly will make it among the prettiest in the area, and indeed very easy to
spot from the air! Another key link we have made, is with the Ella Roberta Family Foundation. For
those who may not know, this was founded by Mrs Rosamund Kissi-Debrah, in tribute to her daughter
Ella, who sadly died a few years ago due to complications of Asthma. Ella was apparently completely
bonkers on aviation and desperately wanted to become a pilot when she grew up, but sadly never got
the chance. To honour Ella, we have sought, and obtained, permission from the family, to name our
flagship aircraft after her, that “her” aircraft should be the one to change the lives of hundreds of young
people in the coming years.

Ella Roberta Kissi-Debrah

We shall be holding a formal dedication ceremony shortly, probably at Brooklands (the family live in
Lewisham), and this will be a public ceremony we invite all those who wish to attend to come along.
The Ella Roberta Family Foundation is doing sterling work in the cause of clean air in our cities, and
has gained much traction for this most worthy cause. We are very happy to be associated with them,
and will continue to offer what help we can.
In a wider effort to raise funds for our program, we are now offering sponsorship opportunities for
companies to advertise on our aircraft, which will get seen all over the country. These range in price
from £600 for a “pocket money package” to £20,000 for a top flight “Prestige package”, with much in
between.
This is a tremendous opportunity as this is for the whole aircraft that will be seen all over the country,
and at many aviation and non-aviation events, not just for a helmet sticker on a bike whizzing past at
180mph in a race. All funds of course go to the Charity, and more specifically to our airfield purchase
fund, as airfield purchase is our primary goal. There are many “at risk” airfields that need saving and we
believe their long term future is best guaranteed by Trust ownership. Too many airfields have
disappeared under housing developments and industrial estates as new generations inherit the equity
and sell out to the highest bidder. It is time to put these precious assets in safe hands.
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If you would be interested in having details of our sponsorship packages, just drop us an email at:rincewindsluggage@tiscali.co.uk and our Andy Pearce will get in touch with you to discuss your
requirements.
Please don't forget, that everybody at “Get High..Volare!” is a volunteer. Every penny we can raise
goes towards making sustainable flying available for young people, from all backgrounds, from all over
the country, hopefully in perpetuity. “Get High Volare!” is a registered charity number: 1179224) the
admin team includes Search & Rescue Wessex pilot Sally Cox (also the RAF’s first female fast jet
pilot), BMAA member Tim Wiltshire and Alex Paterson of Afors.
Aviation desperately needs “bums on chairs”, and our goal to put them there! (..all 5000 of them).(We
all know this needs doing, and we truly believe we can deliver this. Just help us along the way in any
way you can please...).

YOUNG AVIATORS
For your diaries the 14th Annual Young Aviators day will be held on Saturday 14th September 2019
at Sywell Aerodrome and promises to be yet another day of Education, Inspiration but above all else
Fun.
Parents, If you would like to register your youngster (ages 8 to 18) for the event, and then get your
invite in the post by the beginning of July 2019, then please send an e-mail to the event organiser
andre.faehndrich@ntlworld.com
This is not an LAA or YES event, but you can checkout out information on the YES website
http://yesflyers.org.uk/young-aviators-2019/

BMAA HORIZONS BUILD-A-PLANE PROJECT
The Horizon Project, organised by BMAA’s Terry Viner, is a build-a-plane scheme for schools and
provides a school with a comprehensive kit of parts to build a two seat microlight aircraft. On
completion the aircraft is test flown by a fully qualified Test Pilot. After the test flight the aircraft will be
sold to provide funds for another New Horizons build-a- plane project.
For more information about the New Horizons project: https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/newhorizons

THE GREAT UK YOUTH ROCKETRY CHALLENGE 2019
The Rocketry Challenge is a great opportunity for young people aged 11 – 18 and entries for 2019
are now closed and the competitions will be taking place:-

Region
South East
Midlands
Northern Ireland
North
South West
Scotland
National Final

Venue
Date
Stow Maries Aerodrome
03-Apr
BMFA Buckminster
05-Apr
RLC Group, Langford Lodge
08-Apr
Elvington Airfield
25-Apr
Abbeyfield School
27-Apr
Kinross Radio Model Flying Club 26-Apr
BMFA Buckminster
08-May

International Final Paris International Airshow

20-21 June

For more information: https://www.ukayroc.org.uk/

SCOUTS
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There are approximately 120,000 Scouts aged 6 to 8 years across the UK. Did you know that it only
takes a Beaver Scout 1.5 hours to get their Air Badge?
By bringing them down to an airfield near you, they can;
a) Get a talk about flying a plane from a pilot,
b) Sit in an aircraft/glider and see how the controls move, and
c) Make a paper plane and bingo they have their first Air Badge.
Then they will be hooked and go on to be air minded and perhaps join the Air Scouts, or ATC.
And please don’t forget the girls, the Brownies and Girl guides are also starting to take an interest in
getting their Air Badges, so why not contact your local Beaver/Cub/Scout Troop or Girl Guides or
Brownies. You will open up a world of opportunity for everyone.

THE AIR LEAGUE
The Air League has an App for young people to find out more about careers in aviation
http://www.airleague.co.uk/youthinaviation
CADET SCHEMES
There are many opportunities and the majority of gliding clubs in the UK offer cadet schemes. These
schemes offer lower flying rates and sometime FREE flying in return for assisting with daily club
operations. Contact your nearest gliding club for details
If you are an Air Cadet additional funding is also available to you via the Post GS initiative. See
www.juniorgliding.co.uk for details.

STEM (SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING MATHS) IS CHANGING TO
STEAM (SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING ART MATHS
Download RAF100 STEM teaching and learning resources https://www.raf.mod.uk/raf100/raf100inspire/stem-space/

60 minute of ‘hands on’ activities with links to the GCSE Physics curriculum developed in collaboration
with the University of Leeds and West Yorkshire STEM.
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From building and testing your own rollercoaster; learning how batteries work and making your own
power to testing knowledge of solids, liquids & gases and coding and creating a webpage plus much
more.
If you want a STEM session with a 1/3 size Hurricane, a full-size aircraft and some pedal planes,
contact Chris Jefferson, via his excellent web-site: https://www.sci-hi.education/

YES

http://yesflyers.org.uk/

Youth & Education Support, the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association, and
more commonly abbreviated to YES, works together with LAA Clubs, leading industry companies, local
education authorities, schools and universities and many others to educate, encourage and inspire
young people to take part in all sorts of activities connected with aviation, through: Aircraft building projects (YES Build-a-Plane)
 Training in meteorology, navigation and airmanship
 Exhibits and activities for young people at aviation shows
 Arranging talks and practical activity sessions for schools and youth groups
 Arranging aviation activity days for Beavers, Cubs, Scouts, and Explorers, Girl Guides and others
 Production and demonstration of training equipment for navigation and radio communications
 Maintaining an independent web-based aviation information centre for youngsters, and
 Providing guidance on a future career in the varied world of aviation.
YES are a group of aviation enthusiasts and pilots who organise and support events to help youngsters
develop an interest in flying and get them into the air.

YES BUILD A PLANE

35x known UK Youth Build-a-Plane Projects

(Nov 2018)

Build Breakdown
Grand-Daddy (1x)
YES (7x)
BMAA (3x)
Coleg Gwent (1x)
NSSA (1x)
RAeS/Boeing (6x)
High Flyers (1x)
Boeing/RAF/Air
League (1x)
Airwaves Portrush (1x)
Metal Seagulls (1x)
Aerobility (1x)
Sheffield (1x)
RIN (1x)

BAP4

SBAP4
SBAP5
SBAP6

BMA1

BMA3
BAP6
BAP1

SBAP2
SBAP3

BAP5
SBAP1

ASK (1x)
LAA (1x)
Vulcan (1x)
ASP (3x)
Others (3x)

B
A

BAP7

BMA2

BAP2

BAP3

C

JUNIOR GLIDING CENTRES (JGCS)
The British Gliding Association has set up a network of Junior Gliding Centres (JGCs) to help you get
what you want out of the sport. Each centre is part of a leading BGA affiliated club and is just the place
to meet up with other young pilots, develop your gliding skills and have a great time. Everything is set
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up so that you’ll feel part of the gang from day one and can get straight down (or up!) to flying and
having fun.
Subject to completing the required training, you can fly a glider solo at age 14. And there is no upper
age limit. We recognise that all young people can benefit from support in gliding and so we have a fairly
relaxed definition of ‘Junior’ – Junior gliding benefits and support apply to anyone up to 25 years old.

Each Junior Gliding Centre has a co-ordinator who is focused on helping you to join in and get flying.
They will be able to point you in the right direction. If you’ve never flown before, they will help you get
started and, if you’ve already gone solo, they’ll help you work out what you want to do next. Whether
you want to learn aerobatics, race gliders, or just fly, there will be something at JGCs for you.
https://www.gliding.co.uk/juniorgliding

UNIVERSITY GLIDING CLUBS
University gliding clubs offer students a fantastic start in gliding. Usually based at the local gliding club,
University clubs have excellent access to modern fleets of training aircraft and some of the larger
university clubs even have their own gliders and instructors.
These clubs are often subsidised by the university and offer very good rates on flying to help cashstrapped students into the air.
Each year there is an inter-Uni competition. This week provides a focal point for all university glider
pilots. The competition rewards everything from going solo to doing a 500km racing task. There are
also some fantastic evenings after the flying has finished. This year’s competition will be hosted by
University College London and will be held at Bicester Gliding Centre.
There’s more information about university gliding, a map of the universities which have gliding clubs
and some advice about setting your own club up if your university doesn’t already have one.
Contact the BGA office and ask to be put in touch with our university gliding co-ordinator.
office@gliding.co.uk 01162 892956
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